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Abstract
Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods demand elaborate strategies for the
creation of corpora that are fundamental to well-working NLP systems. In this
thesis, we present different corpus creation strategies and application scenarios
for different NLP tasks and show how they can benefit a task. One focus lies
on automatic summarization and summary evaluation, and the other on corpus
creation for text classification tasks.
To this end, in the first part of the thesis we provide the necessary background
on corpus annotation for such an analysis: Chapter 2 details research on corpus
annotation theory and annotation practices in different disciplines such as Corpus
Linguistics, and Computational Linguistics/Natural Language Processing (NLP).
It also introduces the crowdsourcing approach to language annotations. Chapter 3
shows how different annotator populations annotate datasets with different annotation strategies. These strategies combine human and machine input. Chapter 4
details the background and historical overview of the foundations on automatic
summarization and summary evaluation. We show that automatic summarization
is a challenging NLP task and highlight the limiting focus in research on short
English newswire datasets in research which can lead to rather skewed results.
The second part deals with specific application scenarios in automatic summarization and summary evaluation. Chapter 5 describes the creation of a hierarchical summarization dataset. This dataset addresses two limitations in research:
the focus on news datasets is enhanced with heterogeneous documents, and the
source documents for the summaries are longer. Our research makes use of both
crowdworkers and expert annotators, and shows how the strengths of both populations can be meaningfully combined in a larger corpus. Chapter 6 presents
how research can benefit from the extension of an existing heterogeneous summarization corpus from the educational domain with a range of further topics from
this domain. Furthermore, we introduce an evaluation of summarization difficulty
using heterogeneity estimators based on measures from information theory and
iii

cosine similarity. Chapter 7 outlines the creation of a summary evaluation corpus
with annotations of a content-based evaluation metric, the Pyramid method. We
apply an existing automatic method to create the Pyramids on the same corpus
and show that they correspond well to manual expert Pyramids.
In the third part, the focus lies on general corpus creation illustrated by two
other tasks which are both machine learning (ML)-oriented. Chapter 8 describes
a crowdsourcing method to annotate items based on measuring input data complexity with measures from language learning, NLP, and information theory. We
create different subsets of data that also function to train and filter crowdworkers.
We test the method on an existing three-class sentence classification dataset from
argument mining and show that our method needs fewer annotators to achieve
the same inter-annotator agreement than randomly distributed dataset portions.
Chapter 9 presents the creation of a dataset that includes discourse conventions
from the social sciences in texts that concern the topic of Artificial Intelligence
(AI). The dataset consists of subsets of data from different domains: software
development, research paper abstracts, and online discussions. We annotate the
dataset with expert active learning, where the ML model ‘‘asks’’ for annotations on
certain items. Moreover, we evaluate the conventions that an ML model predicts
and explain why these conventions can be detected correctly by the model.
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Zusammenfassung
Methoden der natürlichen Sprachverarbeitung (NLP) benötigen elaborierte Strategien der Korpuserstellung – sie sind fundamental für gut funktionierende NLPSysteme. In dieser Dissertation stellen wir verschiedene Strategien und Anwendungsszenarien für verschiedene NLP-Aufgaben, im weiteren „tasks’’ genannt,
vor und zeigen, wie diese Strategien einem task zuträglich sein können. Der Fokus
liegt hierbei auf automatischen Zusammenfassungen und der Korpuserstellung
für Textklassifizierung basierend auf maschinellem Lernen (ML).
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit geben wir einen theoretischen Überblick und das
benötigte Hintergrundwissen. Kapitel 2 stellt eine Übersicht der bisherigen Forschung zu Korpusannotationen und Annotationspraktiken, besonders im Bereich der Korpuslinguistik und der Computerlinguistik/natürlichen Sprachverarbeitung, vor. Es geht auch auf den Prozess des Crowdsourcing zur Erstellung von
Sprachannotationen ein. Kapitel 3 befasst sich mit der Frage, wie verschiedene Annotatoren verschiedene Datensätze mit unterschiedlichen Strategien annotieren.
Hier geht es, u.a. um das spezifische Zusammenspiel von Mensch und Maschine.
Kapitel 4 beschäftigt sich mit der Herausbildung der Forschung zur Erstellung
von automatischen Zusammenfassungen und deren Evaluation. Wir zeigen, dass
die Erstellung automatischer Zusammenfassungen keine leichte Aufgabe für NLP
ist, insbesondere, da der langjährige Fokus der Forschung limitierend wirkt: die
Forschung nutzt meist sehr kurze, englischsprachige Nachrichtentexte, was zu
verzerrten Ergebnissen führen kann.
Der zweite Teil befasst sich mit einem ersten Anwendungsszenario: mit automatischen Zusammenfassungen und der Evaluation der Zusammenfassungen.
Kapitel 5 beschreibt die Methodik zur Erstellung eines Datensatzes mit hierarchischen Zusammenfassungen. Dieser Datensatz richtet sich an die zwei zuvor
genannten Begrenzungen in der Forschung: der Korpus besteht aus heterogeneren
Texte und die Quelldokumente sind insgesamt länger. Wir haben diesen Datensatz
durch Crowdworker und Experten annotieren lassen und konnten zeigen, wie die
v

jeweiligen Populationen beide sinnvoll an einem größeren Korpus zusammenarbeiten können. Kapitel 6 führt die Arbeit zur Heterogenität fort, indem ein bereits
bestehender Korpus um Quelltexte aus der Textdomäne „Bildung“ sinnvoll erweitert werden konnte. Hier nutzen wir weiterhin Maße der Informationstheorie und
Kosinusähnlichkeit, um die Heterogenität der Texte zu bestimmen und so auch
den Schwierigkeitsgrad der jeweiligen Zusammenfassungen zu berechnen. Kapitel 7 behandelt die korpusbasierte Auswertung von Zusammenfassungen. Hier
erstellen wir einen Korpus, den wir mit inhaltsbasierten manuellen Annotationen
versehen – der Pyramid-Methode. Wir wenden weiterhin eine automatisierte Methode an, um Pyramiden zu erstellen – mit dem Ergebnis, dass sie erstaunlich gut
mit den Pyramiden, die manuell von Experten erstellt wurden korrespondieren.
Im dritten Teil liegt der Fokus auf der Korpuserstellung für an maschinellem
Lernen (ML) orientierten tasks. Kapitel 8 nutzt Methoden des Crowdsourcing zur
Annotation eines Datensatztes. Zunächst sortieren wir hier die zu annotierenden
Segmente nach Komplexität, wofür wir Maße aus den Bereichen Spracherwerb,
NLP und Informationstheorie nutzen. Auf Basis dieser Komplexitätsmaße erstellen wir Teil-Datensätze, die wir zusätzlich nutzen, um die Crowdworker zu
trainieren und diejenigen herauszufiltern, deren Annotationen in einem Teildatensatz niedrige Qualität zeigen. Wir testen diese Methode an einem Datensatz zur
Klassifizierung von Sätzen in Argumenten (argument mining). Wir zeigen, dass
unsere Methode insgesamt weniger Annotatoren benötigt, um zum gleichen Interannotator-agreement zu gelangen. In Kapitel 9 erstellen wir einen Korpus der
Diskurskonventionen annotiert. Diese Konventionen stammen aus den Sozialwissenschaften und wir erstellen zur Textklassifikation einen Datensatz, der Texte
enthält, die das Thema „Künstliche Intelligenz’’ (KI) thematisieren. Der Datensatz
besteht aus Teil-Datensätzen aus verschiedenen Textdomänen: Softwareentwicklung, Abstracts von Forschungsarbeiten und Online-Foren Experten annotieren
den Datensatz mithilfe des aktiven Lernens, indem Annotationen für spezielle
Datenpunkte vom ML-Modell „erfragt’’ werden. Wir evaluieren die Konventionen,
die das ML-Modell vorausgesagt sowohl quantitativ als auch qualitativ hat und
erklären, warum diese vom Modell vorausgesagten sinnvoll sind.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With an ever-increasing amount of textual data available today, not only humans
but also machines are confronted with the need to learn ways of how to structure
and give meaning to all this new information. Whereas humans need to cognitively
reduce information in order to make sense of it, machines can use the vastness of
input to learn from data. Texts can be automatically processed to make the vast
textual data accessible for the machine and, eventually, humans.
In this thesis, we want to show how to create the corpora to train Machine
Learning (ML) models in the most effective way. One strategy is the refinement
of available datasets in order to make learning most effective. Furthermore, the
field of automatic summarization also profits from high-quality corpora. The
ubiquity and heterogeneity of input data puts high demands toward automatic
text analysis methods and language technology. There is a specific need for several
techniques that can be subsumed as Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods
which are nowadays mainly used to train ML model: ‘‘[m]uch of today’s natural
language processing research can be thought of as applied Machine Learning.’’
(Eisenstein, 2019, p.2) NLP formalizes the specific demands to a text as so-called
NLP tasks: Due to the architectures of ML models, the demands toward a dataset
have changed, as the complex annotations in corpora for linguistic insight-based
research in corpus linguistics are different from many corpora for the frequently
application-oriented and ML-focused NLP tasks. These tasks frequently require
reduced annotations and pose different demands toward corpus creation. This
caused a shift in corpus annotation, from a priori to ad-hoc, i.e., testing and
iterative repeating of the annotation study layout (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2017, p.
12). In our thesis, we show how the input data can be enriched in a way that allows
for better ‘‘learning’’, i.e. to allow for a successful task. Without high-quality and
1
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also task-tailored corpora, NLP’s success over the last decade would not have been
possible. Novel corpus creation methods can address these changes in annotation
demands that stem from the changing demands in NLP. Further benefits come, for
example, from human-machine collaborations. We will show several approaches
in state of the art corpus creation for NLP.
One area of concern in this respect is automatic summarization as a specific
NLP task. A text conveys information and meaning, and different approaches exist
to extract meaning from a text. One way for humans to derive this meaning and
to structure textual information is to summarize. i.e. to select the most important
aspects. Summarization is a demanding cognitive task (Endres-Niggemeyer, 1998).
Deciding which content is important and should be included in a summary is very
difficult in this regard (Peyrard, 2019). Automatic summarization has long been a
research interest to NLP, and it was met with an impressive number of computational approaches (Mani and Maybury, 1999; Torres-Moreno, 2014). The evaluation of automatic summaries automatically to gauge the ‘‘representativeness’’ of a
summary for a text is one specific area of this research. Summarization evaluation
is an intrinsically difficult task (Lloret et al., 2018). The representative selection
of textual data and careful dataset creation is crucial for creating and evaluating
summarization systems.
Several text properties put different demands toward a summarizer. One of
these properties is the text’s genre: summarizing news documents yields different
types of information than summarizing a short paragraph of a book. Another
valuable property is the length of a text. A summary of a short paragraph of a book
produces information on a different level than that of an entire book. Moreover,
summarizing texts in different languages does so, too. We recognize many issues
to consider when summarizing a text. Despite automatic summarization’s history
since the 1950s (Luhn, 1958), many of them have not been fully solved over a
long time period (Saggion and Poibeau, 2013; Peyrard, 2019). We broaden the
spectrum of input data for summarization systems to enhance research on summarization and summary evaluation with more realistic (heterogeneous, longer
texts) scenarios.
A second focus lies on corpus production and annotation for text classification tasks. Many NLP tasks nowadays use ML models to predict aspects of texts,
and the significant advances in computation over the last decade made possible
predictions by AI systems using ML models on more and more NLP tasks. This
has certain influences on corpus annotation, such as the creation of an increasing
2
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number of smaller, task-tailored datasets (Rumshisky and Stubbs, 2017). The ML
models that focus on textual data, form a relatively limited set of models Aggarwal (2018), with research in recent years especially dedicated to deep learning
approaches Deng and Liu (2018).1 However, all these systems have in common
that they strongly rely on well-annotated, high-quality datasets to learn patterns.
In order to gain a high number of well-annotated texts, NLP research produced a
vast number of datasets, where datasets annotation was simplified over the years
(Ide and Pustejovsky, 2017), e.g. the number of labels. The selection of representative textual data, but more importantly, a careful dataset annotation, is crucial
for success. Amongst these, one critical factor is monetary expenses, and time
another. But more importantly, the annotations should produce a high-quality
dataset. Accordingly, in recent years, several strategies address these factors in
corpus creation. One of these strategies includes selecting an annotator population
that fits a specific task. Another is to set up a task that suits a specific annotation scenario. These annotations can be carried out in different ways: by humans,
machine-assisted or not, expert or crowdworkers, and annotations can be added
to text on different levels of granularity and also different units of text (sentences
or words). Research in Human-Computer Interaction and Human Computation
offers interesting insights on novel ways to annotate datasets, and so-called hybrid ‘‘human in the loop’’ techniques. This is especially interesting for datasets
created for ML-based analysis in NLP that are per se tailored to and reflect the
requirements of ML models. We will show how different annotator populations
succeed in different scenarios, such as crowdsourcing and active learning, at annotation studies for different text classification tasks, such as classifying discourse
conventions from the social sciences and argument mining.

1.1

Thesis Outline and Term Conventions

This thesis consists of three parts. Part I provides theoretical background on
text corpus annotations and automatic summarization and summary evaluation.
Parts II and III demonstrate application scenarios in NLP. Part II is concerned
exclusively with automatic summarization and summary evaluation, and part
III focuses on two classification tasks, with datasets from argument mining and
discourse conventions from the social sciences. This thesis is structured as follows:
1 Young

et al. (2018) describe the development of deep learning in NLP.
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Part I. Annotation Theory and Annotation Strategies
· Chapter 2 shows different ways to carry out language annotations – ‘‘How
can language data be annotated?’’
· Chapter 3 shows different ways to carry out language annotations – ‘‘Who
annotates language data?’’
· Chapter 4 provides necessary background on automatic summarization and
summarization evaluation.
Part II. Application Scenario: Automatic Summarization
· Chapter 5 presents a novel approach to create automatic summarization
corpora using expert annotators and crowdsourcing.
· Chapter 6 illustrates the extension of an existing summarization corpus
with expert annotators and heterogeneity estimators based on measures
from information science to support summarization evaluation.
· Chapter 7 illustrates the creation of a corpus of Pyramid annotations with
expert annotators and test an existing approach to automatically create
pyramids and compare it to the manual pyramids we create.
Part III. Application Scenario: Classification Tasks
· Chapter 8 presents a novel method to improve crowdsourcing and tests it
on an existing argument mining corpus.
· Chapter 9 presents an approach to create a novel data set for the social
sciences of ec with expert annotators in an active learning scenario and
briefly show results of a ML classifier on the same corpus.
· Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and discusses the lessons learned during
our work.

1.2

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are in two areas: First, we present novel
corpora, as well as corpus creation methods for automatic summarization and
summary evaluation, and apply evaluation methods on these corpora. In this
4
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way, we contribute to research on automatic summarization and summary evaluation. Second, we describe the benefits of novel methods for corpus creation for
two other NLP tasks, argument mining and discourse convention classification.
We contribute to the general NLP corpus production research environment by
advocating for different annotator populations for these tasks.
Part I provides background and lays the theoretical foundations to all the
application scenarios in Part II and Part III. Chapter 2 lays out the research on
annotation theory and describes annotation practices in different research fields
concerned with language corpora. In Chapter 3, we describe ways to annotate
corpora with different annotator populations. Chapter 4 describes the foundations
of automatic summarization and gives the background on summary evaluation.
Part II contributes findings to research on automatic summarization. It contributes ways to annotate corpora both for summmarization and summary evaluation as well as methods to improve NLP research on automatic summarization and
summary evaluation. In this way it benefits automatic summarization research
and the general task of corpus creation in NLP. Chapter 5 proposes a novel method
to create corpora for automatic summarization. This method creates corpora that
include all aspects from text collections and orders them hierarchically. In this
way, different types of summaries can be produced. We create a corpus with this
method and show that it is very feasible for a task that works with larger dataset
to combine annotations from crowdworkers with those by expert annotations
because each population has different strengths. Chapter 6 contributes to broaden
automatic summarization’s focus on news datasets and the English language. It
extends a heterogeneous German dataset with experts and contributes to evaluate
automatic methods for summary evaluation with heterogeneity estimators. Chapter 7 also contributes to broaden automatic summarization evaluation’s focus on
news datasets and the English language. To this end, it creates a German summary
evaluation dataset with Pyramid annotations with expert annotators. We evaluate
an existing automatic Pyramid version on this dataset with good results and show
that it can be used on multilingual data, as well as a language agnostic version of
ROUGE.
Part III contributes methods to efficiently work with annotator populations
and reduce their effort and hence the annotation costs. In Chapter 8, we contribute
to the NLP and HCI research a novel method to crowdsource datasets that organizes items by difficulty. In this way, it uses fewer crowdworkers than random
distribution and can reduce costs for corpus creation. This method is based on a
5
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measure for input data complexity that we combine from several existing measures. In Chapter 9, we contribute a corpus creation approach, where we apply
active learning with experts for a novel NLP task for the social sciences, based on
discourse convention classification.

1.3

Publication Record

Parts of this thesis have been previously published or accepted at peer-reviewed
conferences in Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistics, HCI,
and Social Media Analysis. All the publications included in this thesis have joint
authorship, and except where specifically noted below, the material presented
in this thesis should be assumed to be primarily the contribution of the author
of this thesis. The respective chapters can contain verbatim quotes from these
publications.
· Chapter 5 is based on ‘‘Beyond Generic Summarization: A Multi-faceted
Hierarchical Summarization Corpus of Large Heterogeneous Data’’ (Tauchmann et al., 2018), published in the proceedings of the 11th International
Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2018).
· Chaper 7 is based on ‘‘Language Agnostic Automatic Summarization Evaluation’’ (Tauchmann and Mieskes, 2020), published in the proceedings of
the 12th International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation
(LREC 2020).
· Chapter 8 is based on ‘‘The Influence of Input Data Complexity on Crowdsourcing Quality’’ (Tauchmann et al., 2020), published in the proceedings
of the 25th International Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI
2020).
· Chapter 9 is based on ‘‘Learning to Classify Morals and Conventions: Artificial Intelligence in Terms of the Economics of Convention’’ (Solans et al.,
2021), published in the proceedings of the International AAAI Conference
on Web and Social Media (ICWSM 2021). The implementation, training, and
evaluation of the ML model, and the GitHub, and Reddit data collection are
mostly the work of David Solans and these topics will only be dealt with
marginally in this chapter. The theoretical background on the Economics of
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Convention (EC) will only be dealt with marginally as it is mostly the work
by Karolin Eva Kappler.

1.4

Term Conventions

We use the terms corpus and dataset interchangeably to refer to a collection of
annotated texts. While Corpus Linguistics refers mostly to corpora, Computational
Linguistics and NLP frequently describe a dataset. As this thesis covers areas from
each discipline, it is natural to use both terms to refer to the same concept.
A crowdworker belongs to the paid the workforce of a crowdsourcing marketplace. Crowdworkers are paid per item on certain tasks on a marketplace; this
thesis focuses on natural language annotation tasks.

7

Part I: Annotation Theory and
Annotation Strategies
In the first part of this thesis, we will provide the background and theory to the
scope necessary for the application scenarios in Part II and Part III.
In Chapter 2, we discuss approaches and practices to annotate corpora, which
are relevant for all kinds of corpus creation. In order to do so we present different
annotation practices and discuss annotation theory. We show how different research areas tackle language corpus annotation, and provide a historical overview
of corpus annotation. Furthermore, we introduce research specifically dedicated
to corpus annotation as well as recommendations and best practices and discuss
how this relates to the practices in the different disciplines.
In Chapter 3, we provide an overview of annotation strategies in corpus annotation for Natural Language Processing, i.e., who annotates a corpus. We introduce
annotation strategies involving human annotators and machine-supported strategies, as well as hybrid strategies. Annotation strategies are especially important in
Chapters 5, 8 and 9.
We introduce the task of automatic summarization and (sub-)task summary
evaluation in Chapter 4. Automatic summarization is a complex task with a
long research history in different research areas that spans over several decades.
Due to reasons we will elaborate on, the evaluation of automatic summaries is
in itself a complicated field. The foundations of automatic summarization and
summarization evaluation will be useful for Chapters 5,6 and 7 that focus on these
tasks.

9

Chapter 2
Annotation Practices and Annotation
Theory
Chapter goals
ª Describe the history of corpus annotation
ª Provide theoretical foundations and practices for annotations in Corpus Linguistics, Computational Linguistics/NLP, crowdsourcing
ª Introduce research on annotation theory and compare the annotation
practices in the different field
ª Describe metrics to evaluate annotations
This chapter details the development of corpus annotation in different research
fields concerned with linguistic annotations. It further aims to introduce methodological and theoretical foundations of research on annotation theory for the
background on annotation strategies in the next chapter and outlines recommendations for future work in annotation practice and describes common evaluation
metrics for annotations.
We detail the development of linguistically annotated corpora and annotation practices on Corpus Linguistics in Subsection 2.1.2. Next, we describe the
development of corpora in Computational Linguistics and Natural Language
Processing in Subsection 2.1.3. Here we will describe the connection of Computational Linguistics to Natural Language Processing and the differences to Corpus
Linguistics. Subsection 2.1.4 on Crowdsourcing is a special case in this regard.
For the scope of this thesis, it mainly describes a method to obtain annotations
11
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– in contrast to the other fields mentioned before that make actual use of these
linguistic annotations for research purposes. However, we need to describe research in crowdsourcing that goes beyond a strict methodological focus to provide
a more in-depth understanding of how this new paradigm carries out annotations
(that are used further in research). Therefore, we put research on crowdsourcing
in the context of Corpus Linguistics and Computational Linguistics/NLP.
We introduce annotation theory in Subsection 2.1.6 to bring together the developments in Corpus Linguistics and Computational Linguistics/Natural Language
Processing and describe recommendations and best practices. Furthermore, we
discuss differences between the different fields’ approaches.
Finally, Section 2.2 details different metrics to evaluate inter-annotator agreement (IAA). IAA can be measured under different assumptions and to a different
extend of detail.

2.1
2.1.1

Corpus Annotation
Motivation

For the scope of this thesis which includes various annotation studies, it is important to define the current state of affairs in annotation studies and identify
common practices in setting up those annotation studies. When we want to compare meaningful ways of annotation it is important in a first step to try and
establish a reference point to compare (to answer the following question: how do
we best set up an annotation study for a certain task?). The aim of this chapter is to
provide this common ground on which annotation studies can be compared and
evaluated on. To identify dimensions of annotation studies and determiners of
annotation design. To give a few examples: We expect annotations on large corpora
to differ from those on small-scale annotation projects not only in the dimension
of size. We further expect annotations which provide insight on linguistic theory
to differ from purely application oriented annotations. Looking into different
disciplines which work with or on language annotations and the development of
annotation practices over time highlights should enable us to work out best practices by comparison. In Chapter 3 we highlight different annotator populations
and different strategies to deploy annotations. In the present chapter we aim to
provide the background that enables a comparison on common properties. Ideally
we will discover one annotation scheme which covers all areas on a fine-grained
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level. We might also find very high level characteristics or recommendations in
the form of best practices for individual types of annotation that help define
annotation schemes. Nevertheless it is important to map this territory.

2.1.2

Corpus Annotation in Corpus Linguistics

The first discipline that emerged to work with linguistic annotations was Corpus
Linguistics. Thus, corpus annotation has its origins in Corpus Linguistics, which
emerged as a sub-field of Linguistics. Corpus linguistics has at its core the agenda
to make statements about language. Corpus annotation provides (linguistic) labels
for items in a dataset. The items in this case are linguistic units like words, sentences, or sequences of arbitrary length. The following quote from the mid 1990s
illustrates the development in corpus annotation, especially on larger corpora:
Thirty years ago when this research [Corpus Linguistics] started it
was considered impossible to process texts of several million words
in length. Twenty years ago it was considered marginally possible but
still lunatic. Ten years ago it was considered quite possible but still
lunatic. Today it is very popular(Thomas and Short, 1996, p. 4)
Allan et al. (2013) report that the use of corpora and corpora creation can be
dated back as early as 1955. However, the use of text collections provided insights
in the research areas of foreign language teaching (Thorndike, 1923) and field
linguistics (Boas, 1938) already in the 1920s to 1940s. In the 1960s and 1970s, as
the study of larger text corpora provided a method to gain insights into linguistic
phenomena Corpus Linguistics emerged in research centres mainly in the UK, for
example at University College London (UCL).
The wider use of corpora sets in with the establishment of the computer and
machine generated concordances by Roberto Busa. Busa analyzes the poetry of
Thomas Aqcuinals as early as in 1951 by preparing machine readable punch
cards in long and tedious work which in the 1980s finally resulted in the Index
Thomisticus database1 . A few years later, in 1959 a research unit in the US lead by
Jeffrey Leech produced the SEU corpus which contained spoken as well as written
text and that was not computerized at first. The first all electronic corpus, the
Brown corpus (‘‘A Standard corpus of Present-Day Edited American English for
Use with Digital computers’’ (Kucera and Francis, 1979)) was created in the US in
1 https://www.corpusthomisticum.org/it/index.age
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1964. It initially contained only 500 texts with 2000 words per text from different
genres such as ‘‘Science Fiction’’, and ‘‘Press Editorials’’ and was considered large
at that time. Very soon, similar corpora were produced, such as the LancasterOslo/Bergen corpus (Johansson et al., 1978) for British English and the Kolhapur
corpus (Shastri, 1988) for Indian English .
The (main) focus of annotations in corpora during the 1980 and early 1990s
was on grammatical structure. Part-of-Speech tagging and syntactic parsing are
the first annotations to be included in these corpora as so-called tagsets, either as
standoff or in-text annotations. The tagsets (part-of-speech labels) constitute the
first effort to formalize the work carried out in annotation. A variety of tagsets
on different languages and in varying granularity, such as the Penn Treebank
Tagset2 developed by Marcus et al. (1993) for the Penn Treebank Corpus represent
important features to be be annotated. The seminal books on Computational
Linguistics and NLP by Jurafsky and Martin (2008) and Manning and Schütze
(2003) detail information on tagging methodology and include different tagsets.
Today, one of the most important corpora which focus on grammar structure is the
International Corpus of English (ICE)3 which contains one million grammatically
annotated words from varieties of the English language in use in many countries,
such as Australia, Hong Kong and Great Britain.
Furthermore, Geoffrey Leech carries on the early work on the SEU corpus.
(Allan et al., 2013) describe that in the continuation of this work, Leech constantly
tries to expand the work and tries to constantly instill collaboration between corpus linguists and computer scientists. He aims at finding real-world applications
based on linguistically annotated corpora and, in turn incorporate insights from
computer science to support the corpus creation process. To this end, Leech’s
research unit creates new corpus annotation tools. These annotation tools enable
annotators to edit corpora, automatically search corpora and annotate them. Other
corpus annotation tools and annotation schemes came from the Netherlands (the
TOSCA corpus tools (Van Den Heuvel, 1988)) and Great Britain (the SUSANNE
corpus annotation scheme (Sampson, 1995)). The construction of the Penn Treebank corpus (Marcus et al., 1993) is a prominent example for efforts in the United
States.
Corpus Linguistics was not only a method to process linguistic texts. It also
formed an independent research field which focuses on the analysis of language
2 http://www.anc.org/OANC/penn.html
3 http://ice-corpora.net/ice/index.html
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in use and as such pushed the use of corpora in linguistic studies further. The
strand of research from which this field emerged is called functional linguistics.
Functional linguistics can be described very shortly with the shift of focus from
grammatical units to lexical units (e.g. words) - “( . . . ) many features which
had traditionally been explained in terms of grammar are instead explained
in terms of the lexicon ( . . . )” (Allan et al., 2013, p. 742). Hence, the unit of
annotation changed from grammatical structures to the meaning of word or multiword units. Functional linguistics uses corpora to observe patterns first in loose
grammatical structures, such as semantic or pragmatic structures. These studies
include for example the use of adverbs (Valera, 1998). The scope of functional
Corpus Linguistics further widens in the early 2000s and now includes discourse
structures. Lexicography substituted the grammatical analysis all together in many
ways. Collocations and word-usage became the predominant units of analysis now
and eventually paved the way to statistical learning (Allan et al., 2013).
Research in functional linguistics is beneficial to the later formation of Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing . Colin Firth, a leading
figure of the field coined the infamous phrase “You know a word by the company it
keeps” (Firth, 1957) which is an often cited phrase in Natural Language Processing
until today, especially with regard to word embeddings. This early development
of corpus creation in Corpus Linguistics helps to understand the genesis and
general usefulness of corpus creation. It describes annotation practices as a means
of adding information to texts to further insight in linguistic theory.

2.1.3

Corpus Annotation in Computational Linguistics and NLP

Computational Linguistics (CL) first emerged as an independent research field
from Machine Translation. When it was still part of Machine translation, it was
largely concerned with symbolic representation and organization of language. In
its early years it was therefore closely related to early AI research. The statistical
paradigm of language processing emerged in CL in the early 1990 and swiftly
became the standard methodological approach for the fastly growing research field.
During this time the speed of computers accelerated – making them much more
efficient to use. Further, Jones (1972) developed the highly influential numerical tfidf representations of words which heavily eased computer-based language studies.
And, of course the dawn of the World Wide Web (WWW) which became a sheer
infinite source of text (and other data) to analyze from 1995 onward. Electronic
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texts are now much more easily accessible and, thus, research in different areas
use texts now with various research schemes.
Computational Linguistics (CL) used corpora with a slightly different focus
than Corpus Linguistics, which we introduced in the previous section. The focus
of Corpus Linguistics is on linguistic theory, whereas ‘‘Computational Linguistics
by contrast harnesses linguistic resources as a means to an end, usually in order
to create systems that can cope with unseen, but similar linguistic input, and
process it’’ (Lüdeling and Zeldes)4 . The field of Machine Translation would be
the prominent example in this case. However, CL also largely benefits from the
annotation practices & corpora created by corpus linguists. The Wall Street Journal
corpus (WSJ) (Paul and Baker, 1992) – to mention only one representative corpus
in CL – contains 30 million words from the news domain and is semi-automatically
POS tagged and parsed. This corpus sheds light on early bias issues regarding the
representativeness of a corpus as one of the first larger problems of corpus-driven
studies. The WSJ is focused on a fairly narrow domain of news texts from the Wall
Street Journal and every analysis in effect makes generalized assumptions derived
only from this limited scope of the data. This is problematic as the corpus was
used extensively in the development of statistical parsing methods but in effect
studies only a subset of a certain domain in the English language. Other corpora
like the British National Corpus (BNC) (Leech, 1992) or the Brown Corpus (Kucera
and Francis, 1979) offered an alternative for researchers.
In the following 1990s and early 2000s, both Corpus Linguistics and Computational Linguists produce a vast number of linguistic resources when corpus
production accelerates. A list of corpus-related projects on the homepage of the
Linguistic Data Consortium5 well illustrates this development.
In this thesis we aim to focus on research in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and we should aim to discriminate NLP from CL. We can do this from
either a historical or a methodological perspective. In the early years, NLP could
be considered a sub-discipline of CL that also included other fields such as sociolinguistics and field linguistics. Nowadays, however NLP and CL are often used
interchangeably. It is not easy to distinguish the research methodology in CL from
that in NLP, because statistical and probabilistic methods are at the core of both
fields since the late 1990s. However, the methods differ on the application level.
NLP is applied to practical and real-world applications: ‘‘much of the methods we
4 http://computerphilologie.digital-humanities.de/jg07/luedzeldes.html
5 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/byproject
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present in this book have a quite applied character’’ (Manning and Schütze, 2003,
p. 7). CL, in contrast, includes theoretically motivated tasks.
In order to describe annotation practice in NLP, it is important to highlight
that much of the research carried out in CL/NLP by the end of 1990 was already
based on statistical models. The transgression to Machine Learning (ML) in the
early 2000s further accelerated the focus on statistical NLP as Jurafsky and Martin
(2008) describe In order to describe annotation practice in NLP, it is important to
highlight that much of the research carried out in CL/NLP by the end of 1990 was
already based on statistical models. The transgression to Machine Learning (ML)
in the early 2000s further accelerated the focus on statistical NLP as Jurafsky and
Martin (2008) describe (see (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008, pp. 9-17)). The annotation
practice in NLP is mainly geared towards applications and following the design of
the ML algorithm. We will come back to this in Subsection 2.1.6 on annotation
theory.

2.1.4

Corpus Annotation in Crowdsourcing

Annotation practice in crowdsourcing is largely determined by a micro-task
paradigm. Micro-tasks are very small units of annotation that can be completed
in a small amount of time and usually only span a few minutes. We will describe
this paradigm further in Section 3.2. The properties of these micro-tasks are
usually referred to as task design in the literature on crowdsourcing research (see
Finnerty et al. (2013)). The task design can be either self-developed or one can use
a template provided by crowdsourcing marketplaces such as Amazon Mechanical
Turk6 .
Task design is analogue to the annotation design in traditional tasks but shows
some differences. The guidelines in traditional annotation tasks are called task
description in crowdsourcing micro-tasks and detail what and how to label items
(see Kittur et al. (2008)). In order to account for the micro-task paradigm the
task description must be short and concise because a variety of crowdworkers
with different background work on these tasks (Ross et al., 2010; Fort et al., 2011;
Martin et al., 2014). Furthermore, no prior knowledge of the annotation task at
hand should be assumed (Kittur, 2010). Usually the task description spans no
more than a paragraph of text or some bullet points and it is very important to be
concise in the task description. Crowdworkers should receive clear instructions
6 https://www.mturk.com/
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about the items they should annotate and how to annotate them because unclear
guidelines can lead to poor results quite quickly (Jain et al., 2017; Wu and Quinn,
2017).
The constraints of the micro-task paradigm determine the modeling of annotation tasks. Crowdsourcing tries to overcome this limitation by defining strategies
that combine several micro-tasks. Chilton et al. (2013) describe an adaptive algorithm which creates a task taxonomy and sorts tasks into sort of blocks which
can be build on top of one another. The iterative crowd tasks toolkit Turkit by
Little et al. (2010) puts individual microtasks into larger predefined workflows.
Turkomatic Kulkarni et al. (2011) splits tasks based on worker choices such as
combining several annotation steps to create complex tasks. Crowdforge does
the same for requesters of crowdsourcing studies and is based on a map-reduce
algorithm (Kittur et al., 2011). Kim et al. (2017) use such an iterative approach
when they model complex writing tasks as a series of micro-tasks.

2.1.5

Annotation Tools

A fair amount of annotation tools with different functionalities exists. Usually they
support – in their simplest form – a document reader and different ways to store
annotations. We put our focus on aspects which influence the annotation practice.
As such they reflect researchers’ needs. Finlayson and Erjavec (2017) describe
which properties are important for a tool that focuses on abstract capabilities.
They show that many tools include support for advanced labeling strategies such
as combined labeling and training of a Machine Learning classifier, as well as
automatic annotation. Furthermore, a generic annotation layout is suitable for
many annotation types (e.g. classification, sequence annotation) for individual
annotation tasks. They further stretch the importance of an annotator friendly
user interface called Annotator User Interface (AUI).
Annotation tools greatly improve the annotation process and there is a large
body of work on tools, many of which have been developed since web technology
emerged in the 1990s. A lot of tools have been published over the years in the ACL
community. Biemann et al. (2017) discuss distinct tool types. Professionalized,
robust tools, such as WebAnno (Yimam et al., 2013) and GATE (Cunningham
et al., 1997), multi-purpose tools (e.g. Stubbs (2011)), tools for collaborative work,
which are also extensible to crowdsourcing (e.g. WebAnno), single-purpose and
very task specific tools (see, e.g., Stührenberg et al. (2007)) designed for individual
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use. Before the development of web-based annotation technology, a large share
of annotation tools falls under the category of very task specific tools. Some
tools further offer support for different annotation types and different roles for
annotators, so that one tool can be used for different annotation tasks.

2.1.6

Annotation Theory and Practice

To bring together the findings on different annotation practices in the preceding
sections, we will now provide an overview of annotation theory. Clear guidelines
and a set of labels form the basis of every annotation task. Then, finer grained
properties need to be produced for a given annotation task. This can also be
viewed bottom up with additional levels of abstraction. We compare the practices of different research areas introduced in Section 2.1 to more fundamental
recommendations which we will introduce in the following three sections. To
this end, Ide et al. (2017) describe annotation schemes which underlie the basic
structure of annotation studies, where generic as well as more task-tailored reduce
uncertainty during the annotation process. The set of labels and the guidelines are
the main practical concerns to carry out annotations and support the way towards
a labeled dataset. An abstract annotation scheme such as the one we introduced in
Section 2.1 provides a workable reference point for a given annotation task.
Research on Corpus Annotation Theory
The works and ideas that we introduce here are mostly a result from the extensive
corpora production in Corpus Linguistics. Leech (1993) published one of the first
formal works on annotation schemes in 1993. In his words “corpus annotation
is the practice of adding interpretative (especially linguistic) information to an
existing corpus (...)”, where “[t]he interpretative information is something added
to the basic text, usually by human ‘‘linguistic experts’’ presumed to have insight
into, or knowledge of, the linguistic features of the text”. This definition still
applies for many expert annotations employed nowadays. He offers detailed
recommendations and requirements for annotations and introduces ideas which
form the theoretical foundations which many annotation studies to built upon.
He proposes seven principles researchers should bear in mind when they develop
annotation schemes:
· It should be easy to discard annotations.
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· Annotations should be stored separate from the raw text.
· Annotators should identify themselves and how they applied annotations.
· Annotations are not absolute truth but should be viewed as a help.
· Annotations should be neutral of theory.
· There should not be one standard annotation scheme but the research community could benefit from gradual development of multiple standards.
He states that the annotation scheme should contain the labels for a given text
segment and the instructions on how annotators should apply them. These are
based on guidelines which instruct annotators when they should use a certain
label. Leech further describes the first annotation schemes which move beyond
grammatical tagging (part-of-speech and syntactic tagging). An annotation scheme
for semantic tagging, for example, applied to a corpus of market interview transcripts (Wilson and Rayson, 1993). This scheme includes includes a variety of tags
for semantic information that could be best subsumed under umbrellas terms
such as domain, sentiment and other. Leech furthermore illustrates the viewpoint
of the annotator and end-user of the annotations. While the annotator benefits
greatly from a simple scheme which is efficient and not so error prone, the enduser is concerned with accurate annotations for the task to solve. The annotations
should be neutral or ‘‘consensual’’ (Leech, 1993) (nowadays consent is often established with more than one annotation per item as we will highlight in Section 2.2
on Inter-annotator agreement). The trade-off between simplicity and accurate
representation must be well balanced.
Further key recommendations and best practices emerge during later years
of research on linguistic corpus annotation. Bunt (2010) defines representation
formats as well as proposals for an abstract syntax and Bunt (2015) proposes
abstract principles: “Other general principles for designing annotation schemes
include empirical validity; theoretical justification; learnability for humans and
machines; generalizability; completeness; and compatibility with existing good
practices” as well as “extensibility and variable granularity”.
Ide et al. (2017) discuss annotation schemes which we can think of as blueprints
for annotation studies. They provide further guidelines for good annotation practice and propose the CASCADES model illustrated in Figure 2.1 which shows six
steps that should be referenced when setting up an annotation study. These steps
are: Conceptual analysis, Abstract syntax, Semantics, Concrete syntax. Like this it
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represents an abstract framework for annotation tasks researchers should bear in
mind when they plan an annotation study.
Research on linguistic annotation has lead to several large scale projects with
global impact and large number of ISO standards such as the ISO linguistic
annotation framework and the ISO semantic annotation framework. All these
efforts are subsumed under the umbrella of ‘‘language resource management’’7 .
Workshops such as the ACL Linguistic Annotation Workshop8 , which has been
carried out since 2007 have further pushed research on annotation and it is hard
to imagine the present state of corpus annotations without all this work.
The following two paragraphs in this chapter will describe the development of
best practices for annotation in individual research areas Corpus Linguistics, NLP
and crowdsourcing.
Corpus Linguistics Corpus Linguistics produced large corpora with huge annotation efforts. These corpora were produced using often extensive label sets and
extensive guidelines. Annotation, thus, often occupied a huge amount of time
and was cost-intensive. Hence, the annotations in corpus linguistics are most frequently complex due to the high maintenance of datasets. This becomes apparent
in the efforts to produce large corpora we introduced in Subsection 2.1.2. When
we compare the CASCADES model in Figure 2.1 we state that corpus linguistics
commonly incorporates all steps. As many efforts in the creation of large corpora
are huge and were done for the first time surely the steps were necessary. Corpus
Linguistics laid the most important foundations for linguistic annotations. The annotation studies we describe in Corpus Linguistics already incorporate all general
recommendations.
Computational Linguistics and NLP Computational Linguistics and NLP frequently develop annotations tasks that are geared towards higher level linguistic
tasks. These tasks increasingly adapt to a Machine Learning algorithm. As such
they often correspond to the features that a ML classifier should learn. Prominent
ML algorithms are classification, sequence labeling (or combinations of simple
algorithms) (Rumshisky and Stubbs, 2017). We would like to add some more algorithms to this list which were used frequently over the years: (pairwise) ranking
(Li, 2011) and the today very prominent deep learning algorithms. This leads us to
7 https://www.iso.org/committee/297592/x/catalogue/
8 https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/venues/law/
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Figure 2.1: The 6-step CASCADES model by Pustejovsky et al. (2017)

the following list of NLP tasks which form the basis of many ML models for NLP
applications: classification (binary or multi-class, multi-label), sequence labeling,
ranking, pairwise comparison (see also Pustejovsky and Stubbs (2012) for a list of
the most common NLP tasks).
The change in annotation tasks which occurred over time – resulting from its
shift on ML tasks and its focus on smaller task-specific corpora – broke up these
rather formalized and fixed schemes and new (often simpler) annotation schemes
replaced the old ones. A considerable portion of annotation studies in NLP nowadays can be subsumed under this list of ML algorithms. This indicates that the
structure of annotation tasks get more limited compared to older approaches as
well as those in Corpus Linguistics.
When we apply a ML model such as classification (or sequence annotation) for
a given task to the CASCADES model in Figure 2.1, we recognize that only a few
of the complex steps need to be newly defined for the annotation model. The ML
model already defines the abstract as well as concrete syntax because the units of
annotation correspond to those the ML model should learn. A Corpus Linguistics
task in contrast needs to re-define more steps in the CASCADES model when it
applies a new theory.
Accordingly, annotation studies heavily focused on training of ML models.
The process of labeling in annotation schemes represents the features for ml
models. (see Rumshisky and Stubbs (2017)). The applied character of NLP leads to
differences in the annotation schemes in comparison to those in Corpus Linguistics.
Rumshisky and Stubbs (2017) note that due to the kinds of annotation needed
for NLP which focuses on ML models, many NLP tasks are tailored towards the
ML algorithm. Hence, the scope of annotation types becomes more limited to the
various ML algorithms. Pustejovsky and Stubbs (2012) give a good overview and
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guide of the annotation process for the purpose of training a ml model. Compared
to the large corpora in Corpus Linguistics, the NLP corpora are frequently taskspecific and small. The annotation schemes for Corpus Linguistics details more
information than annotation schemes in NLP tasks nowadays would require; they
are frequently limited to only few tags (or classes in the terminology of ML).

Crowdsourcing

The ML algorithm frequently determines the modeling of an

NLP task. Crowdsourcing annotations carry on this property. Gadiraju et al. (2014)
establish a taxonomy of crowdsourcing tasks. They sort into six categories, information finding, verification and validation, interpretation and analysis, content
creation, surveys and content access, which we can relate to NLP tasks. When we
compare Crowdsourcing as a annotation method to the principles from above and
also CASCADES several differences become apparent. The general principles are
included in crowdsourcing because the label set is created for NLP tasks. Both the
guidelines and the label set are confined to the scope of the micro-task paradigm
and must be carefully thought out. Both is needed but the dimensions are different.
Guidelines are short, while the labels heavily depend on the skill sets which can
be attributed to a naive crowd in contrast to skilled domain experts which learn by
reading lengthy guidelines. We will show an example for task design in Section 5.4
of Chapter 5, Figure 5.2. Compared to CASCADES we see the relations are partly
determined by the micro-task paradigm and otherwise relate to the findings from
the previous paragraph. To this day, crowdsourcing offers some best practices in
annotations, but still much is in the wild. Best practices in crowdsourcing evolve
but there is still lot to do and long way to go.

2.1.7

Discussion

We aim to determine blueprints for annotation studies that could be suitable to
match the different scenarios we present in Chapter 3. Our findings, however,
reveal a fragmented landscape of different practices with multiple recommendations. These properties are on a very high abstraction level from the actual
annotation task. We strived towards recommendations based on characteristics of
a task (e.g., setup as classification task, sequence annotation task) or different task
types (e.g., argument mining, co-reference resolution). However, the properties
come down to the need for clear guidelines and labels and account for different
annotation practices. It would be interesting to consider findings from analysis
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across a large number of NLP annotation studies of different tasks to compare our
findings.
Over time, corpus annotations in NLP increasingly focused on higher levels of
language as we described in the development of Corpus Linguistics. The shift went
from lexical units (words) to discourse structures (sentence and beyond). Moreover,
NLP annotation studies often derive the item labels from the features of an ML
classifier and the annotations accordingly become increasingly aligned with these
features. In contrast, annotation studies in Corpus Linguistics commonly were
quite complex. They often required fine-grained definitions of labels with a large
(for human annotators) label-space, where the labeling process was explained
in lengthy annotation guidelines. As detailed analysis exceeds the scope of this
thesis, it would be interesting to examine the intuition of a decreasing complexity
in annotation tasks over time quantitatively.
As crowdsourcing became a prominent way to obtain annotations in NLP,
many annotation setups were applied to a crowdsourcing microtask paradigm of
splitting up annotation tasks into minimal parts in order to become more suitable
for annotation by non-experts. In line with the previous observation, we assume
this to to stem back to an decreasing complexity of the NLP task. Accordingly, we
would state that, despite approaches to generate crowd workflows, crowdsourcing,
ultimately, has its limits, and we will show examples where crowdsourcing (alone)
is not feasible throughout this thesis, e.g. in Chapter 5 and 9. Regarding the
amount of labor put into early annotation studies, we are confident that by today
only domain experts will majorly be involved with carrying out annotations in
future, and, as we observe in NLP practice today, not every task works well in the
crowdsourcing scenario. Nevertheless, as higher-level annotations suffice for many
NLP tasks, the need for expert annotation naturally declines. This development is
also due to the constant improvements in ML methods (even more with the implementation of neural networks in NLP), or, more generally, methods that support
the ML process, i.e., methods which enable working with non-gold-standard labels,
or aggregating multiple annotations. (We will introduce in the next chapter how
new developments will ease the demands put towards annotators.) Crowdsourcing
provides fast and cheap annotations, which are sufficient to train ML models for
many tasks, especially with the help of sophisticated aggregation methods. This
remains to be studied more thoroughly as empirical research on task complexity
exceeds the scope of this thesis.
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2.2

Annotation Evaluation: Inter-annotator Agreement

In this section, we describe the most frequently used metrics to measure the agreement between individual annotators, the inter-annotator agreement (IAA). We
describe three approaches to standard agreement measures. Simple measurements
called percentage agreement, observed agreement, or raw agreement compare annotations just as they occur. Chance corrected measures incorporate expectations
of random or accidental annotations. Weighted measures include a weighting of
the differences in the distribution of labels between individual categories because
label differences should often not be treated equally. For example, it matters if an
annotator labels an item as easy and another as hard or one as easy and other as
medium.. For a better understanding, we provide detailed mathematical formulas
for each one of these areas of measures.

2.2.1

Standard Agreement Measures

Percentage Agreement
Using observed agreement AO , annotations are simply compared as they occur to
measure AO .
AO equals the total number of annotations i on which coders (c) agree divided
by the total number of annotations (i) in the entire annotation study. Accordingly,
AO over all items i in a collection of items I is denoted as the arithmetic mean over
all agri :
AO =

1X
agri
i

(2.1)

i∈I

While his measure is clearly useful in simple annotation studies, it has several
downsides. Values cannot be compared across annotation studies because often
random annotations that skew the resulting score occur in real-world annotation
studies and. Furthermore, AO is fairly representative on a small set of categories
but loses informativeness on a more extensive label set. The number of items i per
category can vary considerably and highly influence percentage agreement. Due to
these issues, a high percentage agreement between annotators can, in some cases,
even be worse than the percentage agreement of random annotations (chance
agreement).
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Chance Corrected Agreement Measures
For this reason, we often would like to include a representation of randomness
(or chance) and incorporate this representation as chance correction in agreement
measures. Chance correction can be achieved with coefficients, which model
the number of items that are expected to be annotated by chance, the expected
agreement Ae . Accordingly, 1-Ae is the agreement score, which can theoretically be
achieved on top of Ae . The agreement beyond chance in a given annotation study
is calculated as the ratio between 1-Ae and Ae - AO , the raw observed agreement.
The three coefficient measures Fleiss’ κ, π, and S, which are mainly used in CL
and NLP all rely on this computation.
κ, π, S =

AO − Ae
1 − Ae

(2.2)

All three coefficients address the general problem of chance correction but
they differ in the weighting of annotations of the different coders and labels for
different categories. This is important because it is unlikely that all coders perform
the same and all labels are equally distributed across categories. Let us look at
differences in the way expected agreement is calculated in each measure.
Differences in the Distribution of Categories

The simplest chance corrected

measure, S, models expected chance as a random selection from all categories,
(i.e., a uniform distribution of categories over the entire data). The total agreement
for category k expected by chance is mathematically expressed as
ASe

=

X1
k∈K

k

×

1
1
1
= k × ( )2 =
k
k
k

(2.3)

Modeling expected chance as a random selection is problematic because categories are rarely equally likely in real-world annotation studies. π and κ address
this limitation and assume a uniform distribution over the actual labels by coders
as the expected chance. These differences in the expected distributions are calculated from probability estimates of the distribution of categories over the coders.
π creates a single distribution of categories over all coders and as such the
calculation of expected agreement is based simply on a proportion (P) of labels
per category and then estimated with the labels from all coders on each category.
P (k|c1 ) = P (k|c2 ) = Pˆ (k)
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The observed proportion Pˆ k consists of the number of items n with labels by
both coders for category k (nk ) divided by the total number of items with labels by
both coders (2i):
n
Pˆ (k) = k
2i

(2.5)

and the expected agreement Ae is
Ae =

X

Pˆ (k) × Pˆ (k) =

k∈K

X n2
1 X 2
( k )2 = 2
nk
2i
4i
k∈K

(2.6)

k∈K

Fleiss’ κ models one distribution of categories per coder – and as such also
includes a form of annotator bias (Fleiss, 1971):
Here, the modeling works with probabilities P for individual coders. Coder
c labels item i as category k with P (P (k|ci )). This can also be expressed as the
number of items n with label k from coder ci divided by the total number of items
i in the dataset.
P (k|ci ) = Pˆ (k|ci ) =

nci k
i

(2.7)

The combined probability for both coders is the product of both probabilities. The sum of this product over all categories k ∈ K represents the expected
agreement Ake .
Ake =

X
k∈K

Multiple Coders

Pˆ (k|c1 ) × Pˆ (k|c2 ) =

X nc
k∈K

1k

i

×

nc2 k
1X
= 2
n c1 k n c2 k
i
i

(2.8)

k∈K

The above measures are designed for annotations with two

coders. In reality, working with multiple coders is much more realistic, and the
case for most NLP annotation studies. The major difference is that metrics for
the multi-coder setting must include items that not all annotators labeled. To
this end, Fleiss’ Multi π combines the pairwise agreement for each pair of coders.
Multi π and multi-κ tackle the problem on the individual coder level without
pairwise comparisons. Multi π use agreement tables which do not state coder
identification numbers so it is not possible to identify individual coders. Because
Multi-k extends Fleiss’ κ it also knows those coder identification numbers.
To compute agreement agr for multi pi on item i we need the number n an
item i is labeled as belonging to category k for agreement pairs. These pairs are
summed up for each category k ∈ K and divided by the number of label pairs by
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 c 
coders   for each item:
2
 
1 X
1 X nik 
agri =  
nik (nik − 1)
  =
c(c − 1)
 c  k∈K 2
k∈K
 
 
2

(2.9)

The overall observed agreement Ao equals the mean of agri for all items i ∈ I:
AπO =

XX
1X
1
nik (nik − 1)
agri =
i
ic(c − 1)
i∈I

(2.10)

i∈I k∈K

The probability P for a category k is derived from the combined labels of all
coders c divided by the total number of items for each coder ic:
1
Pˆ (k) = nk
ic

(2.11)

The joint probability of all coders labeling an item i with category k ∈ K denotes
the expected agreement Ae :
Aπe =

X

(Pˆ (k))2 =

k∈K

X 1
1 X 2
( nk )2 =
nk
ic
(ic)2
k∈K

(2.12)

k∈K

Ae is calculated for Cohen’s Multi-k with individual probability distributions per
coder ...
Weighted Agreement Measures
The disagreement between categories is naturally not equally severe. In numerical
or ordinal data, the distance between categories matter. It is more elaborated
than π and κ in this regard. The disagreement between coders receives an extra
dimension because it is not the same for each coder on an item; the solution here
is to model different degrees of disagreement. The third wave of IAA metrics
introduces a weighting mechanism based on variance within samples of items in
the case of Krippendorff’s α Krippendorff (1995) or probability distributions on
a sample of items in the case of Cohen’s κw Cohen (1968), which is essentially
an expansion of Fleiss’ κ. Krippendorff’s α takes the sum of square differences
P
(SS) from the mean (SS = (x − x)2 ) and divides it by the degrees of freedom
(df ) that occur in the sample of items. The ratio relies on variance on different
dimensions: on individual items (within), as well as between the items. The
formula has to abstract away from the use of arithmetic mean values to be suitable
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for nominal and categorical labels, which are very frequent in NLP. We will
provide the calculation for this abstraction in the following steps. We begin with
the following formula for Krippendorff’s α:
α = 1−

2
swithin
2
stotal

= 1−

SSwithin /dfwithin
SStotal /dftotal

(2.13)

The arithmetic mean calculation at the core of variance can be represented as
a scaled sum of square differences SS between all ordered pairs of numbers to
adapt α to the calculation of agreement on non-numerical categories. The sum
of squared differences from the mean can then be described as sum of squared
differences scaled by factor
SS =

1
2N .

N
N N
X
1 XX
(xn − x)2 =
(xn − xm )2
2N
n=1

(2.14)

n=1 m=1

Next, we replace the calculation of the mean values of the labels for each item
s2within . To this end, the sum of square of the values of differences between all
pairs of labels per item is calculated instead. This is summed up and scaled with
the factor

1
2N .

c

2
swithin
=

c

XXX
SSwithin
1
1 XX
(xic − xi )2 =
=
(xicm − xicn )2
dfwithin i(c − 1)
2ic(c − 1)
i∈I m=1 n=1

i∈I c∈C

(2.15)
The overall mean in s2total uses the same computation of sum of squares of
label pairs on items but now regardless of the items and scaled with the factor
i

22total

c

i

1
2N :

c

X X XX
1 XX
SS
1
= total =
(xic − x)2 =
(xij cm − xij cn )2
dftotal ic − 1
2ic(ic − 1)
i∈I c∈C

i=1 m=1 l=1 n=1

(2.16)
We can now replace the variance calculation all together with a distance
function d, which takes the square of the difference of two numbers in the simplest
form (dab = (a − b)2 ). The benefit of this distance function is that it can be adapted
to different annotation schemes on different label scales (ordinal, etc.). To calculate
observed disagreement Doa , e add up all items which have the same label. The
equation expresses the number of times n the item i receives label pairs nikj and
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nikl . Identical categories are simply multiplied as nikj nikj . To avoid factor 2 in the
denominator, Doa expresses twice the variance within the items.
k

k

Doα

2
= 2swithin

XXX
1
nikj nikl dkj kl
=
ic(c − 1)

(2.17)

i∈I j=1 l=1

Accordingly, the expected disagreement De α uses the same simplification for
overall variance.
k

Deα

2
= 2stotal

k

XX
1
=
nkj nkl dkj kl
ic(c − 1)

(2.18)

j=1 l=1

Finally, α denotes one minus the observed disagreement divided by the expected
disagreement. The distance function can now be replaced by ones suitable e.g. for
nominal categories and so on. What is with hiersum?
α = 1−

Do
De

(2.19)

Cohen (1968) computes the observed disagreement for Cohen’s κ similarly
by disagreement as a weight to each category. The coefficient works with for two
coders and the disagreement is calculated on a single distribution per coder. The
disagreement for i is the combined weight from each of the categories that the
coders have labeled it with. Weights can also be zero. The observed agreement Ao is
the mean agreement over all items normalized between 0 and 1. The mathematical
expression is as follows. The disagreement d on category k is labeled from coder
c1 and c2 to item i. The mean of the sum of all the disagreements for all items is
divided by the maximal weight dmax .
1 1X
1 1X
κ
Do w =
disagri =
dk(c1 ,i)k(c2 ,i)
dmax i
dmax i
i∈I

(2.20)

i inI

The expected disagreement comes from a single probability distribution Pˆ per
coder in the way of Fleiss’ κ described in equation 2.7. The overall expected
disagreement is the mean, weighted and normalized joint probability by both
coders.
k

De w =

k
k
1 XX ˆ
P (kj |c1 )Pˆ (kl |c2 )dkj kl =

dmax

j=1 l=1

k
k
1 XX

dmax

nc1 kj nc2 kl dkj kl

(2.21)

j=1 l=1

Finally,
κw = 1 −
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There are several ways to extend Cohen’s weighted κ to a multi-coder scenario
(e.g., Rosenberg and Binkowski (2004)). Furthermore, there are several additions
to and and alterations to these formulas in the literature (see (Artstein and Poesio,
2008)). In this overview, however, we chose to cover the most widely used formulas
in NLP and CL and those we use in this thesis’s experiments.

2.2.2

Interpreting Agreement Metrics

The interpretation of annotator agreement cannot be convincingly concluded.
Most older studies still used mainly percentage agreement. The most widely
adopted interpretation in language technologies until the mid-1990s by Landis
and Koch (1977) interprets agreement above 0.2 as slight, above 0.4 as moderate,
that above 0.6 as substantial. Scores above 0.8 represent perfect agreement. Other
computational linguistics researchers follow a stricter interpretation: Carletta
(1996) suggest a κ or α agreement above 0.8 as good agreement and 0.67 as
an indicator of reliable quality for meaningful conclusions on the setup of an
annotation study. Krippendorff himself proposed an even higher number of a
minimum of 0.8 to indicate a reliable annotation scheme (Krippendorff, 2018). It
must be noted that these (high) numbers are discussed in the context of content
analysis studies. CL studies instead make assumptions about the linguistic features
which nowadays experience an additional layer of abstraction as they are mainly
used as features for ML models. In this regard, Artstein and Poesio (2008) state
that high agreement does in turn not automatically lead successful training of
an ML model.(However, it is still vital that an ML model learns representative
patterns). Accordingly, inter-annotator agreement should be an indicator of the
quality of an annotation scheme and not a precursor the success of a ML model.

2.2.3

Task Differences

Different task setups which we describe throughout the application scenarios
in Part II and Part III of this thesis play a role in the evaluation of annotator
agreement. We observe different results on different schemes. Agreement is better
and easier to measure the more limited the label space is.
Classification Tasks

Calculating agreement is fairly uncomplicated in classifica-

tion tasks in NLP because they consist of a limited amount of mutually exclusive
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class labels and we should expect high agreement. Multi-class labeling is somewhat more difficult because one item can have multiple labels and agreement
scores are computed separately between each class.
Sequence Annotation Tasks

The hardest type of task to evaluate are sequence

annotations. Before sequences can be compared or before the actual annotation
study starts the labels must be unitized to a shared label space (see Krippendorff
(1995)). This is relatively easy e.g. for part-of-speech tags where labels (usually)
refer to one word, but more complex in other tasks which are concerned with various sequence lengths (we will show one example of automatic summarization in
Chapter 5). One reason that the agreement is often low in sequence labeling tasks
because coders disagree on the sequence boundaries for the units and therefore
the label space for sequence labels can become very high (Artstein and Poesio,
2008).

2.2.4

Data Aware Agreement: Differences Within Datasets

It has to be considered for an annotation study if it is sufficient to calculate agreement on the entire dataset or individual subsets. Often agreement varies between
subsets of the dataset, i.e., it is high on one category and low on another. However,
some variations should also be considered: For example, different portions of data
can lead to a fairly different agreement (see the agreement between the annotations in Chapter 5 as an example, where the agreement is consistent between
different portions of the data). Therefore, it is recommended to evaluate different
portions of the dataset and identify potential pitfalls, which one can, in turn, use
to improve the guidelines or the annotation scheme in general. Also, it may be that
the label choice is conceptually not the best as labels can conceptually overlap.
If there is considerable disagreement between labels, it may be the case that the
label choice is unfortunate. It might also be worth considering measuring subsets
of different difficulties of dataset, as agreement can shed light on challenges in the
setup of an annotation study which can be improved (Artstein, 2017).

2.2.5

Agreement in Large Annotator Populations

Measuring agreement in crowdsourcing is not as straightforward and poses new
challenges because of a large number of annotators working on tasks and often
very mixed annotation quality. A simplification is to take each label as a different
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annotator however we lose all information on weighting when we oversimplify
like this. To account for the weighting and incorporate annotator bias, attempts
to model crowdworker competence have been developed. The most prominent
example is MACE (Multi-Annotator Competence Estimation), which focuses on the
identification of spammers. MACE uses unsupervised learning based on an itemresponse model (Dawid and Skene, 1979). A generative model builds a latent space
of true labels and uses unsupervised learning to learn these labels. It contrasts
these with a latent encoding of spamming and uses Expectation Maximization
(EM) to maximize marginal data likelihood. Studies on data with a gold standard
show high correlation with Cohen’s κ. Cohen’s κ in contrast produces a higher
rate of chance agreement whenever "a label is more prevalent" due to its focus
on pairwise annotator comparison. MACE sets up a confidence score for each
worker which can be used to reject work and also creates a gold standard of the
annotations. It can also be uses supervised (i.e. with true labels) and improves very
quickly with gold labels. Downside: Works better with a gold standard and with
many annotations. Also, it has to be distinguished between items or categories
which are inherently difficult and favour disagreement (Hovy et al., 2013).

2.3

Chapter Summary

This chapter gave an introduction of corpus annotation development and the
corresponding development of annotation schemes. We detailed some critical characteristics of such schemes and stated that the body of work on annotation schemes
in Subsection 2.1.6 e.g., included many diverse projects and ISO standards. The
necessity to provide a foundation for the creation of large and richly annotated
corpora in a primarily linguistically motivated research community was a driving
force behind formalizing annotation, and we described one abstract formalism
in detail to illustrate this. Overall, language corpora annotations developed a
fragmented landscape of annotation practices and only formalisms on a high level.
The annotation schemes were simultaneously adopted by the Computational
Linguistics community which is more interested in applications than linguistic
phenomena. We exemplified this by detailing features of some annotation tools
which were developed under the umbrella of CL. The NLP community’s focus
on smaller and more machine-adapted tasks led to a demand for less complex
annotation schemes. Correspondingly, the emergence of new annotation strategies
we will describe in the next chapter fulfilled NLP tasks’ requirements.
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The amateurs carrying out annotations in crowdsourcing are instructed with
concise task descriptions (the annotation guidelines in crowdsourcing) for short
micro-tasks. This works well for small and simple annotation tasks. While there
are attempts to crowdsource complicated annotation tasks, this development is
still an early stage. The section on crowdsourcing in the next chapter will shed
light on these developments.
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Chapter 3
Annotation Strategies
Chapter goals
ª Provide an overview of annotator populations
ª Describe different annotation scenarios with different annotator populations (human or machine-assisted)
ª Highlight and discuss important aspects to consider in annotator populations
The quality of a dataset heavily depends on the quality of the annotations of
the items in a dataset. Moreover, the individual quality of each annotation strongly
determines the performance of a ML model. In this chapter, we are concerned
with the annotator population which provides the labels for the datasets in any
annotation study. In the prior chapter, we were concerned with how annotators
annotate a dataset; in this chapter, we will provide background about who annotates a dataset – the annotator population. This population can consist of human
annotators, i.e. domain experts or laymen/amateurs who can partly be machinesupported. Annotations can also be automatically derived from machines alone,
e.g, in the case of part-of-speech tags.
Hence, this chapter details different annotation strategies for corpus creation
in NLP. The first part covers the field of expert annotation – the de-facto standard
annotation scenario for a long time. Then we will discuss the strategy of crowdsourcing which offers huge benefits – especially to smaller corpora in modern
ML-based NLP corpus creation. However, crowdsourcing also has downsides,
often producing mixed or even low quality labels and requiring considerable
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label aggregation and re-labeling effort. Furthermore, the working conditions
on crowdsourcing marketplaces as well as other ethical concerns draw criticism.
Next, we present hybrid annotation strategies. The term ‘‘human in the loop’’
describes the way human annotators and machines interact to produce results. To
this end, we describe strategies such as active learning. Furthermore, we present
a combination of human expert annotation and laymen/amateur annotation in
crowdsourcing and briefly introduce other strategies based on ML.

3.1

Expert Annotators

The Brown corpus – as one of the largest corpora in corpus linguistics – was
annotated by expert annotators. Expert annotations have a long tradition in NLP
and were the standard for language annotation (along with the automatic annotations for part-of-speech tagging we briefly introduced in Subsection 2.1.2 until
the emergence of crowdsourcing in NLP in the late 2000s (Section 3.2). Being
referred to as the traditional annotation (Poesio et al., 2017) it paved the way for
annotation strategies in CL and NLP. Later developments are unthinkable without
this foundation: annotations schemes (see Chapter 2), for example, are closely intertwined with the work of expert annotators. The annotation of the Brown corpus
was not only a very laborious work but was equally cost-intensive and took a very
long time. Furthermore, annotations resulted in being quite complex They require
independent domain experts which are trained on a task and often read lengthy
guidelines to carry out an annotation task which often spans over several months.
These domain experts are often not easy to find. Moreover, expert annotations are
often costly, because they require training and the annotations often take a long
time. The BNC corpus is a good example for a long, expensive and complex corpus
annotation project. Most annotated corpora in NLP were created with traditional
annotation methods (Hovy and Lavid, 2010); the OntoNotes corpus by Hovy et al.
(2006) one further example of a large and complex corpus.
The previous examples indicate that preferably domain experts should carry
out large and complex annotations. Moreover, Crowdsourcing often works well
for smaller corpora in NLP today, but at some tasks crowdworkers and experts
disagree. These tasks include temporal entity relations, where Caselli et al. (2016)
report low agreement. Oosterman et al. (2014) find in a flower-tagging task that
crowdworkers perform better on easier items. In an evaluation of business models,
Görzen and Kundisch (2016) argue that ‘‘an anonymous online crowd cannot eval36
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uate business models to the same level as experts’. Some approaches use experts
to guide crowdworkers. In Chan et al. (2016), experts assist crowdworkers during
the annotation process. Jung and Lease (2015) provide guidance by regularly
matching the crowdworkers’ annotations with an expert-created gold standard.
Other tasks are still carried out by expert annotators. Summarization is one of the
tasks which still requires much input by experts as we will see in later sections of
this thesis.

3.2

Crowdsourcing

Methodologically, crowdsourcing is a type of collaborative work that can, as such,
be put under the umbrella of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Many aspects of
task design and user interaction stem from the field of HCI. A dedicated discipline
called Human Computation is concerned with the methodological aspects of
crowdwork.1 Michelucci (2013) defines human computation as
( . . . ) not only computation by an individual human but also machinemediated computation by groups of individuals (e.g., pipeline problemsolving systems), aggregate analytic results by groups that result from
individual information processing (e.g., prediction markets), distributed
networks of human sensors (e.g., mash-ups) and many other varieties
of information processing that derive from the computational involvement of humans in simple or complex systems.
Analyzing crowdsourcing under the umbrella of HCI allows us to analyze the
algorithmic approaches to crowdsourcing as well as methodological aspects of task
setup and the many aggregation methods for crowdwork which crowdsourcing
employs and which draw from developments in this field.
Crowdsourcing has different facets, which include areas such as Games with a
Purpose (GWAP) (Ahn, 2006), where tasks are ‘‘gamified’’2 . For example, gamification was succefully used in genome sequencing (Kawrykow et al., 2012) and has
also been used in NLP (Poesio et al., 2013; Habernal et al., 2017).
Crowdsourcing can further be divided into incentive-based marketplaces, such
1 see
2 see

Quinn and Bederson (2011) for a taxonomy of the field
Mekler et al. (2013) for details on basics of gamification and Krause and Smeddnick (2011)

for an overview of games in Human Computation
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as Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk)3 , Appen4 , or Clickworker5 and endeavours
based on voluntary contribution, which focus more on the greater good, such as
Galaxy Zoo6 . The marketplaces for the creation of ML datasets are mainly based
on incentives. We want to mention that there is a huge discussion on payment
rates in these marketplaces, especially Mturk, we will discuss in Subsection 3.2.2.
Very frequently, the payment is the United States minimum-wage, and frequently
it is less.
The annotation schemes in crowdsourcing differ from traditional annotation
practices as we showed in Subsection 2.1.4 because it is usually tailored to amateurs and little background of a task can be expected. Crowdsourcing studies are
carried out either as tasks that focus on large annotation units, so-called macrotasks (Khan et al., 2019) or microtasks, very small annotation units. Macrotasks
relate more to traditional annotations because they contain larger annotation units.
As we will show, most work in NLP is done in the incentives-based microtask
market.
Howe (2008) coined the term crowdsourcing and described that crowdsourcing
contributed to research in several research fields, such as ornithology, where the
task of categorizing new species greatly benefitted from crowdworkers providing a
huge amount of data on a professional level. The online platform Ebird7 launched
in 2002 and gathered large amounts of data by 2008. Like that, ornithology can
be regarded as the first academic discipline to crowdsource research. Also, their
amateur research was combined with research by experts. Astronomy also has a
long tradition of amateur work (see Galaxy Zoo).8
The origins of the idea of crowdwork, however, can be traced back before the
internet to open-source code development which started as early as the late 1960s
with shared programming of computers in American universities, with MIT labs at
the forefront, an idea of cooperative work, which later culminated in the operating
system Linux.
On a methodological level, Brabham (2013) defines crowdsourcing as “an
online, distributed problem-solving and production model that leverages the
3 https://www.mturk.com/
4 https://appen.com/
5 https://www.clickworker.com/
6 https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/zookeeper/galaxy-zoo/
7 https://ebird.org/about
8 Alonso

(2019) put together a collection of research articles from various research fields that

present important factors in crowdsourced annotation studies.
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collective intelligence of online communities, also called crowds, to serve specific
organizational goals.” and explains that also the citizen science discipline has
a long tradition in participation in crowdsourcing. He describes crowdsourcing
microtasks as ‘‘distributed human intelligence tasking’’ (Brabham, 2013, p. 36). He
highlights the distributed nature of crowdwork and introduces the term ‘‘human
intelligence tasking’’. We will further elaborate on these concepts in the next
section.

3.2.1

Microtask Crowdsourcing in NLP

NLP tasks have traditionally been carried out by trained domain experts. With
the rise of crowdsourcing, researchers carry out ever more annotation tasks for
NLP tasks in a crowdsourcing environment.
While the annotation schemes we described in Chapter 2 mainly focus on
expert annotations, a new paradigm in annotation practices came up up in recent
years. The seminal papers by Snow et al. (2008), as well as Callison-Burch (2009),
introduced microtask crowdsourcing to Natural Language Processing around 2010
and started the NLP’s shift from experts to crowdworkers to carry out annotations.
In 2008, the same year as Snow et al. (2008), Kittur et al. (2008) published
what can be read as a manual to crowdsource datasets on Mturk, as Mturk is one
of the leading crowdsourcing marketplaces.9
Crowdsourcing in NLP is based on microtasks (Kittur et al., 2008). Accordingly,
many ML tasks could be split into microtasks. A task decomposed into smaller
units becomes a microtask. Examples of dividing and distributing larger tasks
into small subtasks can be found early in history. The Mathematical Tables project
(Rees, 1980) during the Second World War broke down calculations such as
complex additions and subtractions into subtasks and used one dedicated person
for each subtask, who then passed their work to the next person when they finished
with their subtask (see also Chilton (2016), who describe the history of microtask
crowdsourcing.)
Over the years, crowdsourcing became ever more popular in NLP. Most setups
for complex tasks come from Human Computation, and we introduced some of
them in the previous chapter. However, we recently see more and more overlap
with NLP research (see, e.g., Jiang et al. (2018)). First, there were dedicated workshops in the 2010s, and then it made its way into the de-facto standard annotation
9 see

also Barr and Cabrera (2006) for a description of Mturk.
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strategy for a large number of NLP tasks (see also Poesio et al. (2017)). The tasks
that Snow et al. (2008) describe include multiple-choice (multiclass) or fixed range
(ranking) problems. Munro et al. (2010) show that crowdsourcing works well for
(simple) linguistic annotations and propose its use for a variety of tasks.
However, there are little formalized methods until now for microtask crowdsourcing in NLP. Sheehan (2018) describe annotations on Mturk, show that it is
quick and cheap and provide a good overview of Mturk and crowdsourcing practices. (Hoßfeld and Redi, 2015) show pitfalls and provide some recommendations.
Method

Cost/token

Cost/markable

Cost/Mio tokens

Traditional, High Quality

1

3

1,000,000

Traditional, Medium Quality

.4

1.2

400,000

.38-.43

1.2 - 1.3

380,000-400,000

.11

.33

110,000

Amazon Mechanical Turk
Games With A Purpose

Table 3.1: Comparison of annotation costs in different scenarios according to Poesio et al.
(2017)

Poesio et al. (2017) grade annotations from different scenarios with different
qualities. Table 3.1 lists these four different annotation scenarios along with cost
estimates. Column two shows the cost per token, and the cost per markable in
column three refers to a unit of three tokens. Poesio et al. (2017) call an annotation
scenario for large-scale corpus creation projects such as OntoNotes we described
above, or the German SALSA corpus (Burchardt et al., 2009), the Traditional High
Quality (THQ) scenario and estimate the cost at ∼$1 per token. The annotation
setup in this scenario includes two to three annotations per item, a very formal
annotation scheme, and guidance by an expert in the field. Traditional, Medium
Quality annotations are estimated at ∼$.4 per token. The majority of the items
here are annotated only once, and around ten percent twice and the guidelines
are not as elaborate than those in the THQ scenario, but still, an expert in the
field guides the annotation study. They calculate with ten annotations in the
crowdsourcing environment on Amazon Mechanical Turk, but we find that too
high and set the number to five. Accordingly, we would put the estimates for
crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk to half the amount, i.e., ∼$.19 - .22
per token. The lowest scenario in their calculation is Games With A Purpose
(GWAP) with ∼$.11 per token, as the prices were the only running costs after the
costly initial setup. Following this table, we see not only that crowdsourcing is
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cheaper than traditional annotations but also that tasks where quality is crucial
remain for expert annotators.Deciding if a task is suitable for crowdsourcing and,
what is more, how to best set it up is challenging. Several approaches support these
decisions, as they ultimately influence the costs and success of a crowdsourcing
study. Wang et al. (2013) propose characteristics to determine a suitable scenario
from different crowdsourcing applications, an annotation scenario and include
annotation quality, setup effort, and task character.
Thuan et al. (2016) later provide a framework to support determining which
task is crowdsourceable and which not and, hence, is better left to expert annotators. They propose a framework that distinguishes simple and complex tasks
in a comprehensive literature review. Their findings include nine criteria that
influence a crowdsourcing study’s outcome, such as the task at hand and the risk
for low-quality results.
Xintong et al. (2014) describe several general use-cases of crowdsourcing that
include classification–, clustering–, and validation tasks. Barbier et al. (2012)
describe several scenarios that are unfitting for crowdsourcing: those that require task-specific background knowledge , tasks with an unclear definition, and
long-term projects. Ghezzi et al. (2018) carry out an analysis of crowdsourcing
research and suggest criteria to categorize crowdsourcing tasks that can help gain
better a priori understanding of the efforts required for successful implementations of crowdsourcing studies. Their focus lies on social sciences and marketing
evaluation but also involves articles from the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC)
on automatic summarization, so we consider the criteria transferable to NLP.
They analyze more than 100 scientific articles between 2006 and 2015 and find
that, while crowdsourcing publications rapidly gained in number, it did so in an
‘‘unstructured and convoluted manner’’. They conclude that not all tasks will
achieve good quality results in a crowdsourcing environment.
Fort et al. (2012) presents a very interesting work, where they establish six taskcomplexity characteristics that can be arranged in a grid. They include properties
such as the tag-set dimension (label space) and task ambiguity. Such a measure of
task complexity can help identify an annotation scenario’s applicability to a certain
task. Further work includes Nakatsu et al. (2014). They propose a taxonomy based
on task complexity and measure complexity under three categories: task structure
(well-defined vs. open-ended task), task interdependence (individual task vs. interdependent), commitment (long-time projects, time-effort, and difficulty). They
deduct seven crowdsourcing types from this taxonomy. These efforts have shown
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that researchers developed more elaborate concepts to address the challenges that
distributed microtask crowdwork poses. However, certain challenges still prevail.
We will further describe aspects in obtaining high-quality work, as well as ethical
aspects around the work on crowdsourcing marketplaces.

3.2.2

Quality Control

Quality control in crowdsourcing has been studied extensively from various research fields that work with crowdsourced annotations. For brevity, we briefly
present several works to discuss aggregation metrics and leave it to the reader to
follow up on further research on quality control and aggregation metrics. Metrics
that aim to identify high-quality annotations usually do so to keep those annotations and discard low-quality work. MACE, which we introduced in Section 2.2, is
one example of such metrics, which, in the simplest form, aim at identifying spammers (crowdworkers who randomly annotate items for the monetary expense).
Yue et al. (2014) combine accuracy, majority voting, and weights for crowdworkers
– several other studies, such as Rzeszotarski and Kittur (2011) model crowdworker
performance. Ipeirotis et al. (2010) also present a crowdworker model on Mturk
aiming to identify both biases and errors in a scoring system for crowdworkers.
Kazai et al. (2011) use Human Intelligence Task (HIT) completion time, the fraction of useful labels, label accuracy as factors for their worker model and deduct
five crowdworker personality types from ‘‘spammer’’ to ‘‘diligent’’.Other works,
such as Checco et al. (2017), extend traditional inter-annotator agreement metrics
for the crowdsourcing environment. (Inel et al., 2014) incorporate disagreement
in en entire crowd-annotation pipeline.
Adapting ML models to work with non-gold annotations, or so-called weak
labels is another strand of research that is very relevant for working with crowdsourced annotations. Recent work in this area includes Simpson and Gurevych
(2019) and Simpson et al. (2020) and we will touch upon similar research in
Section 3.3.
Quality control generally mostly focuses on aggregating high-agreement labels
while discarding labels with low agreement. Low agreement, however, is not
necessarily a sign of problematic annotations; it can also indicate innate difficulties
deciding about a label. Accordingly, (Jamison and Gurevych, 2015) argue to keep
low-agreement items because they hold important linguistic information and
because of that should not automatically be discarded. They suggest passing the
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agreement to the ML classifier along as so-called ‘‘soft labels’’ leading to finergrained decisions because labels with lower agreement are not weighted as high
as labels with high agreement.
Some research generally dismisses the idea of perfect or ‘‘right’’ answers (i.e.,
a gold standard) for many annotation tasks as an oversimplification, which can
even be harmful. Crowdsourcing, because it frequently shows a high annotation
diversity, can even be regarded to reflect the real world more accurately in this
regard, and can be considered more reasonable than enforcing a gold standard
which might not exist. This relates to ethical aspects, such as bias in datasets which
have become a topic of interest in the recent years10 . What all these studies have
shown is that quality control in crowdsourcing is a complicated topic that required
new approaches towards annotation aggregations, with many different aspects that
concern to address that range from obtaining useful data to (cost-)effectiveness
and issues of label diversity.
Despite the quality control techniques described above and ever-increasing
techniques to distribute crowdsourcing tasks, concerns regarding crowdsourcing
label quality exist, too. Some annotation studies for language resources, especially
for larger resources with complex annotations or ones that require a special
skill-set exceed the quality expectations that can be put toward crowdsourcing
and should be reserved for expert annotators. In a survey on NLP tasks, Sabou
et al. (2012) show heavy utilization of crowdwork on small and medium sized
datasets but report challenges for datasets on a larger scale. A study by Hsueh
et al. (2009), which deals with a sentiment analysis datset from political weblogs,
reports considerably lower agreement between crowdworkers than between expert
annotators. Gillick and Liu (2010) show that crowdorkers lack proficiency to
evaluate summarization systems.

3.2.3

Ethical Aspects

While working with an often anonymous workforce, it is important to highlight
several ethical concerns that come with crowdsourcing data collections. Due to the
scale that crowdwork has achieved during the last decade, several ethical aspects
regarding the working conditions of the crowdworkers have come to the attention
of a broader community. It is not just interested amateurs that want to earn extra
money that carry out tasks on marketplaces such as Mturk but a considerable
10 see,

e.g., Olteanu et al. (2019) for possible biases in datasets.
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amount of full-time workers (Ross et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2014).
One noteworthy aspect in this regard is the monetary reward. Mturk rewards
are often below United States minimum wage. An analysis of ∼4 million tasks
by ∼2,500 crowdworkers on Mturk from 2017 found that those workers earned
a median hourly wage of ∼$2 per hour and a mere four % of the workers above
$7.25 (the United States minimum wage) per hour (Hara et al., 2018).
A position paper for crowdwork (Schmidt, 2013) establishes ethical dimensions
for different crowdsourcing categories, two each based on either monetary and
non-monetary incentives. They rate the low payment rate as the highest obstacle
in paid micro-task (‘‘content-based’’) crowdwork.
Further concerns address workers‘ rights and another important issue is job
security. For instance, crowdworkers’ submitted work can easily be rejected by the
requesters of annotation studies without any external control, resulting in hours of
unpaid work. Even more, accounts are sometimes deleted without proper explanation for repeated insufficient work, risking their unemployment status. No unions,
or any organization for worker rights that represent the crowdworkers exist. Due
to these issues, some view crowdsourcing marketplaces, in particular Mturk, as
modern sweatshops, see, e.g., Fort et al. (2011) or
self-organize in

forums12 ,

11 .

However, crowdworkers

where they discuss and share crowdsourcing tasks, and

also rate requesters. Requesters with a bad reputation might have trouble finding
crowdworkers willing to carry out their tasks.
Felstiner (2011) analyzes the labor rights of crowdworkers and their legal
status of crowdworkers as independent contractors in the United States to a great
detail. In a case study on Mturk, he finds the hourly wage as low as $1.25 and
illustrates the issues described above from a legal point of view. He suggests that
the changes in the legal system are far from rudimentary, and must include new
regulations for employment that is only online and even redefining notions of
employer and employee in this regard. Voluntary policy changes would be easier
to implement.
Sabou et al. (2012) discuss concerns, such as crowdworker consent and licensing, about the data generated by crowdworkers. The purpose and the whereabouts
of their submitted data is most often unclear to the crowdworkers. Furthermore,
crowdworkers should receive credit for their work, which is most frequently not
11 https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2018/01/amazon-mechanical-

turk/551192
12 https://turkopticon.ucsd.edu or https://www.reddit.com/r/TurkerNation
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the case.
A taxonomy of several ethical concerns by Kocsis and de Vreede (2016) further
lists issues such as attribution of work, privacy, and trust. While we already discussed attribution of work, some issues they discuss, such as trust, apply instead
to crowdwork scenarios such as voluntary or Games With A Purpose (GWAP).
Sannon and Cosley (2019) describe concerns about privacy because crowdworkers
are frequently asked to provide private information; an interview with crowdworkers on Mturk found that they often balance the risks (such as rejection of work)
and benefits (future employment, monetary reward) for sharing their information.
See also Varshney (2012) and Varshney et al. (2014) who introduce techniques
addressing privacy issues that are based on stochastic models.
Other crowdsourcing practices involve potential moral concerns. For example,
video surveillance can be crowdsourced, as Trottier (2014) describe. Vera and Salge
(2017) point out use-cases of crowdsourcing for police work, e.g. for identifying
suspects on videos and pictures they relate to as ‘‘Wanted dead or alive’ campaigns
in the Wild West’. These approaches are problematic for various reasons. Essentially crowdsourcing CCTV footage of parts of the Mexican border and asking the
digital public to report suspicious behavior is one such problematic example13 .
In another, hypothetical, problematic scenario, Mturk could be used to label the
entire population of Iran for merely 15,000 $14 .

3.2.4

Discussion

Expert annotation studies demand considerable effort. Designers of annotation
studies must often compose lengthy guidelines and label sets. Especially for smallscale annotations, which have become the predominant type (Poesio et al., 2017)
with research on e.g. offensive language identification (Zampieri et al., 2019), and
the use of twitter datasets

15 ,

this is often not feasible. However, this does not

mean there is no interest in large corpora nowadays. As the world-wide-web is a
vast source of written text, researchers have produced a vast amount of corpora
over the years, such as the Clou-web corpus by Habernal et al. (2016a); however,
13 https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn18315-innovation-the-sinister-powers-

of-crowdsourcing
14 https://cddrl.fsi.stanford.edu/news/jonathan_zittrain_on_minds_for_sale_
20110106
15 Offensive Language Identification Dataset (OLID): https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/20011
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there is less need for rich annotations of such resources.
As we showed in Subsection 3.2.3, crowdworker payment is a controversial
topic. Additionally, the rewards must be set high enough to attract high-quality
workers. Intuitively, researchers assumed that higher payment leads to higher
annotation quality. However, it was quickly discovered that it is more likely to
attract spammers, i.e., people who do not pay attention to the task and merely click
through for money. This focus on reward presents a downside to paid crowdwork.
People are in it for the money and not so interested in the outcome of the actual
task. However, studies on crowdworker populations suggest that while many
workers do this as their primary source of income, there is also a fair amount of
people who do it out of interest (see Ross et al. (2010)).
A good description of the task is fundamental. Not only do the crowdworkers make errors, but do the designers of crowdsourcing studies have a strong
influence on the outcome of the study; a bad task description can lead to bad
results (Tokarchuk et al., 2012). While this might seem apparent, the dimensions
differ from expert annotations. In expert annotations, the expert annotators are
trained with guidelines – a scheme which proved useful in many years of research
experience. In a microtask crowdsourcing setup, the task description is also essential. However, here the task description must be short. Due to the population’s
broad background, we are generally safe to assume little background knowledge
in almost any task. Accordingly, the task description must state precisely what is
expected. However, this is often overlooked and, in turn, responsibility for bad
annotation quality is often put solely on the crowdworkers. Crowdsourcing is a
very interactive business, and crowdworkers usually ask many questions. From
the feedback which one receives during and especially at the beginning of a study,
it offers valuable insights about the quality of the task-setup.

3.3

Hybrid Annotation Scenarios

Labeling data is tedious work that is often time-consuming and requires high concentration. Several hybrid scenarios combine expert- and crowd annotations and
also put the machine into the loop. Such active and co-active learning strategies,
frequently coined ‘‘Human in the Loop’’ in the relevant literature16 introduce
strategies which rely on a combination of either expert or machine, such as the
one we describe in Chapter 9 or crowd and machine. Other scenarios combine
16 E.g.,
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crowdsourced and expert annotations; we will present an application in Chapter 5.
These strategies show different ways to select annotator populations, addressing
characteristics of and demands toward corpora in NLP that include concepts such
as cost-effectiveness, corpus size, and the number of distinct labels.
Active Learning

In active learning, humans provide only labels to items that

are hard for the classifier. In this way, the amount of labeling work for annotators
is reduced and also the training time of an ML model. Chapter 9 details an
application of such a scenario. Active learning (Settles, 2012) is the most prominent
example of collaborative work between an ML classifier and an annotator. In this
strategy, a ML model is trained on a limited set of labeled items. The predictions
of the model on unseen items either serve as pre-labeled input for annotators that
they can either correct or accept. Annotators can also improve the ML model by
extending the training set with new labeled items which are representative for a
certain property a classifier should learn to improve. In this manner, the model’s
predictions in active learning scenario improve step-wise. The model ‘‘asks’’ for
certain labels based on so-called query strategies:
· uncertainty labeling
· query-by-committee
· expected model change
· expected error reduction
· variance reduction
· density-weighted methods
The algorithm selects labels that are most beneficial in certain areas with these
strategies.
Curriculum Learning

Curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009) is a form of

active learning, where the classifier is trained on easy items first. The idea is that
it learns the basic concepts first and then more complicated and fine-grained
concepts. In this setup, the ML experts select the concepts they regards as basic
and starts learning the classifier step by step towards complex concepts. Reinforcement learning successfully applies the curriculum learning paradigm to train
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autonomous systems, where it was also mimicking a teacher-student setup (Khan
et al., 2011; Matiisen et al., 2019). Another use-case is image classification in
computer vision (Gong et al., 2016). It was also used in NLP, in tasks such as
machine translation (Platanios et al., 2019) and Natural Language Understanding
(Xu et al., 2020).
Semi-Supervised Machine Learning

Other labeling strategies reside under the

term semi-supervised Machine Learning (Chapelle et al., 2009). Semi-supervision
can be generally regarded as strategies that combine unlabeled with labeled data.
A prominent labeling strategy in NLP that follows semi-supervision is weak
supervision (Zhou, 2018). Ratner et al. (2017) developed a framework for weak
supervision. The input of domain experts or ML experts here is limited to labeling
functions which are combined towards an optimal label for a given item. This
labeling functions can be revised over time.This label, however, does not represent
a true/perfect/gold label, and the ML expert must keep in mind the trade-off of
the cost-effectiveness of automatic labeling against possibly medium or even low
label quality. In theory, these labeling functions can be very complex, and also
an indefinite number of them can be combined. In practice this framwework has
been applied to text-based product classifidation (Bach et al., 2019). There are
several ML model architectures that use weak supervision, as in computer vision
(Tian et al., 2017), or working on clinical text classification in NLP (Wang et al.,
2019).
Co-Training

Co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998) trains different versions

of a classifier on different versions or ‘‘views’’ of a dataset to deal with limited
labeled items. It incorporates bot labeled and unlabeled items, and it is part of the
semi-supervised ML algorithms.
(Wang and Zhou, 2017) detail the theoretical foundations of co-training that
are based on label disagreement. In a nutshell, unlabeled data provides a means of
information exchange of the ML model. Accordingly, we argue co-training works
best when annotations are tailored toward the information need on top of the
unlabeled data of a co-training model and the labeling scheme should be fleshed
out accordingly. It is the task of the designer of an annotation study to ensure an
operational labeling scheme for a co-training setup.
Ghani (2001) describes an early co-training application in a text classification
task with a high number of different classes. Later, (Wang et al., 2011) apply a
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co-training system to detect event descriptions in online news summaries in a
crowdsourcing scenario with good results, (Yu and Kübler, 2011) reported good
results for opinion detection in weblogs and (Li et al., 2011) show the benefits on
a sentiment analysis datasets with imbalanced class-labels.
However, co-training can be problematic for NLP tasks due to its limitations
described in Pierce and Cardie (2001).They describe that the bootstrapping from
the labeled to unlabeled data leads to major quality loss. Putting a human in the
loop to correct the faulty labels improves the system. Despite these issues,
there have been several extensions to the ML methodology to improve the
co-training idea (one technique, e.g., using more of the dataset (Zhi-Hua Zhou
and Ming Li, 2005), which we will, however, not discuss further due to the focus
of this chapter.
Crowd-Expert

Combining annotations from crowdworkers and expert annota-

tors can be useful in several scenarios. It can be effective when an NLP task can be
split up into sub-tasks of different difficulties or with different goals. Splitting up
can be useful when lower annotation quality suffices for subtasks of an NLP task,
or where it is more appropriate to annotate a subtask in one scenario than the other.
Bos et al. (2017) use both crowds and experts for the Groningen Meaning Bank17 .
The difference between crowdsourcing becomes especially apparent on larger
datasets, where it is useful to employ crowds for annotations on large datasets.
We use a combination of crowdworkers and experts in Chapter 5, illustrating the
feasibility of such an approach. Borromeo et al. (2017) use crowdworkers as well
as experts on several tasks. They find that some tasks are better suited for experts
and some for crowdworkers.
Crowd-Machine The active learning scenario can also be adapted to multiple
annotators, but the architecture needs to incorporate the uncertainty about label
quality. As crowdsourcing labels are often of mixed quality, active learning methods in crowdsourcing should be capable of working with this kind of labels. Yan
et al. (2011) describe one such approach that uses a Gaussian model to estimate
crowdworkers’ skills in addition to the active learning labeling strategy. Zhao
et al. (2011) present a method to relabel low-quality annotations. However, the
role of active learning is hereby reduced to an evaluation metric for label quality.
Bouguelia et al. (2018) present a more elaborated method in this regard that
17 https://gmb.let.rug.nl/
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focuses on two different query strategies, namely uncertainty and expected model
change, where they use expected model change as indicator of label quality.
Other Scenarios There are other schemes that focus only on the classifier, such
as transfer learning (Pan and Yang, 2010). Transfer learning takes labeled items
from one related task to train a classifier for another task. Roth (2017) proposes
incidental supervision, which combines weak supervision and transfer learning.
He et al. (2019) apply the incidental supervision paradigm to question answering.
Mintz et al. (2009) apply distant supervision to relation extraction. We will not
follow this strand of research as there is no active labeling involved.

3.4

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented several ways to annotate datasets, i.e. gave an introduction to a variety of annotation strategies. Expert annotators have traditionally
annotated datasets and contributed immensely to NLP corpus production. With
proper training, they are capable of producing large, complex, and long-term
datasets. However, expert annotations are often expensive and time-consuming.
Crowdsourcing addressed these limitations of expert annotations. With a longer
history in other disciplines, it became popular in NLP in the late 2000s, rapidly
gained attention, and produced a large number of corpora already. Crowdsourcing
datasets using so-called microtasks is cheap and quick. It showed good results in
a variety of tasks; however, some challenges must be addressed to create corpora,
which require more complex annotations. Several approaches tackle complex task
setups, such as the chaining of tasks. We discuss task complexity and state that
some tasks go beyond the scope of the crowdsourcing scenario. Hybrid annotation
scenarios provide another approach to create datasets. Several machine-assisted
scenarios can support expert annotators and also crowdworkers. Active learning
and curriculum learning ask annotators for labels on items that are most beneficial
to the classifier. Combining expert annotators and crowdworkers yields promising results in facilitating the strengths of both populations. For example, expert
annotators are capable of complex annotations, and crowdworkers can annotate
large datasets. The annotation strategies we introduced in this chapter help us to
identify appropriate annotator populations for different annotation studies. In the
annotation studies we carry out in the remainder of this thesis, we will show that
specific populations are well-suited for a task.
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Chapter 4
Foundations of Automatic
Summarization
Chapter goals
ª Provide a (brief) historical overview of automatic summarization
ª Detail the foundations of automatic summarization in NLP
ª Present most frequently used automatic summarization corpora and
discuss limitations
ª Describe summarization evaluation metrics
Automatic summarization in NLP creates summaries from one or more socalled source documents. It is a challenging task for NLP due to the “Intrinsic
difficulty of summarization and their implications for evaluation” (Mani and Maybury, 1999, p.1). Most profoundly, the lack of a true gold standard for the machine
to approximate is problematic. Accordingly, due to the lack of standardized approximations, the evaluation of summarization systems poses severe challenges.
Due to these difficulties, summarization stands out compared to other, simpler
NLP tasks (e.g. classification tasks such as sentiment analysis).
In this chapter, we will first describe the development of automatic summarization over time. Different research disciplines have studied it with a variety
of methods. Next, we will describe the focal points of automatic summarization in
NLP and discuss standard datasets and the most commonly used document types.
Finally, we will introduce the most commonly used manual, automatic measures
to evaluate summaries.
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4.1

Overview

Research on automatic summarization has a long history. What is fundamental to
its research history is the reasonably large research gap of approximately fifteen
years. Between the late 1970s to the early 1990s, no significant research was carried
out in this field (see Figure 4.1).
Early work from the late 1950s by Luhn (1958) was focused on thematic
features measured by term frequency and produced abstractive summaries by
this means. These summaries formulate text segments in abstraction from the
original text (as opposed to extractive summaries which copy text one to one).
Several years later, (Edmundson, 1969) enhanced the field with syntactic analysis,
based on entity types and information on location. The 1970s and 1980s represent
a first break and a move to more elaborate research on discourse-level analysis
and a generally broader spectrum of methodology. A synthesis of previous works
is extended with many approaches to multi-document summarization (MDS).
MDS entered the field in the 1990s (Mani and Maybury, 1999, p. xi). It received
a boost in the early 1990s together with the onset of corpus-based approaches,
which gained further momentum with the broader availability of (electronic)
web and online documents. With the rise of corpus-based approaches in NLP,
multi-document summarization (MDS), e.g., by sentence extraction became very
feasible. Since the late 1990s, these approaches have become a driving force in
MDS but rely much on the underlying text genre of a document collection.
In Figure 4.1 we can see that NLP picked up automatic summarization in 2002.
The strength of NLP lies in its use of corpus-based methods and is, thus, especially fitting for an MDS approach. Accordingly, the Document Understanding
Conference series (DUC)1 started in 2001 with corpus-based methods to summarize. Until the year 2008, it resided under DUC and continued as Text Analytics
Conference (TAC)2 after 2008. The conference series continued until 2014.
It is usual that an NLP task is modeled after the gold standard that should
be learned by an ML model. When we take sentiment analysis as an example,
we can identify certain properties that lead the annotator towards a particular
annotation. When we want to to know, for example, whether a tweet is positive
or negative, it can be classified as positive, negative, or neutral. This annotation
scheme is relatively straight forward. It can be elaborated into more sub-categories
1 https://duc.nist.gov
2 https://tac.nist.gov/
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(„Very negative, somewhat negative, ...“) or can be modeled as a ranking problem
(„From 1 to 10“) or a pairwise comparison („Which tweet is more negative?“). In
this setup, the assumption is always the same. There is a clear answer which we
can apply, train an ML model, and design the annotation model accordingly. This
assumption does not hold for automatic summarization as it is challenging to
assume a “perfect“ summary of a text, which makes it harder to identify a gold
standard summary. This issue poses a challenge to model an annotation study for
automatic summarization, which is not easy to overcome.

4.1.1

Cognitive Aspects of Summarization

One of the main reasons that summarization is such an ambitious task is that
the cognitive model behind summarizing texts is very involved, and a perfect
summary for any given topic does not exist. Four people summarizing a text
will most likely produce four different summaries. Accordingly, the agreement
between (human) summarizers is generally not high (Torres-Moreno, 2014).
Summarizing texts is one of the most demanding tasks for our cognition as it
involves a plethora of different strategies and abilities. The cognitive strategies that
underlie summarization are at the core of a book by Endres-Niggemeyer (1998).
Summarization strategies include importance estimation, the identification of
semantic structures and units of meaning in a text, and structural, conceptual,
and empirical ways to approach a text. We invite the inclined reader to read this
book for a detailed presentation of the cognitive strategies for summarization.

4.1.2

Different Modes of Automatic Summarization

Two main branches of summarization exist, single-document summarization and
multi-document summarization (MDS). Single document summarization focuses
on the content of one document as input and has been the major focus of works
between 1950-1980. In contrast, MDS summarizers include many documents
(usually 10-20; see corpora in the DUC/TAC conference series) about a given topic.
As this proves to be a very good basis for corpus-based approaches, MDS achieved
significant attention from corpus-based NLP methods in the 2000s. The DUC/TAC
conferences incorporated MDS in each of their conferences since the beginning,
and empirical NLP methods boosted the research community significantly, as can
be seen by countless publications in major NLP venues such as EMNLP and ACL.
Many workshops are dedicated to summarization in NLP until recently (e.g.,New
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Frontiers of summarization at the 2018 EMNLP conference).
Corpora in research are quite heavily biased towards newswire summarization.
Even though other genres/domains become the objective, news texts were and are
still the most prominent genre. For example, in 2014, the TAC edition was entirely
devoted to newswire summarization again.
This brings two problems to the fore: First, how difficult the task of summarization still is after over 50 years of research and, secondly, how the community still
regards newswire texts as the go-to genre. News texts are regarded as “simpler“.
However, we should further expand automatic summarization with more heterogeneous datasets.

4.2
4.2.1

Automatic Summarization in NLP
Types of Automatic Summarization in NLP

Automatic summarization can be divided into abstractive (paraphrasing of content,
writing new sentences) and extractive summarization (taking phrases 1:1 from the
source documents). Abstractive summarization has been the main focus of early
works (Luhn, 1958), and NLP put much focus on extractive summarization, but
recent advances in abstractive summarization have shown good results (Nallapati
et al., 2016). This abstraction process is also similar to how humans produce
summaries. Extractive summarization, which takes sentences or smaller units
such as phrases from source documents to summarize, is generally easier for NLP
and it naturally achieved very good results.
A major hurdle for extractive summarization is the estimation of important
items from a text that should be included in a summary. This problem of what
is considered to be of importance for each and every reader is not easy to solve
(see Endres-Niggemeyer (1998)). NLP developed many different types of summarization. These types include, for example, query-focused (Allan et al., 2008;
Baumel et al., 2016), aspect-based (Titov and McDonald, 2008), temporal (in the
context of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)3 ) (Aslam et al., 2013), personalized (Díaz and Gervás, 2007), and update summarization (in the context of
TAC4 ); see also Wang and Li (2010). Query-focused summarization produces summaries tailored directly towards a question or query. Aspect-based summarization
3 https://trec.nist.gov/
4 https://www.nist.gov/publications/overview-tac-2008-update-summarization-task
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Figure 4.1: The long evolution of automatic summarization until 2014 from Torres-Moreno (2014)

4.2. Automatic Summarization in NLP
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includes various aspects on certain ideas. Topic-focused summarization, which
can be regarded as slightly more general than query-focused summarization as
it tackles a specific topic and not only a query, can result in limited coverage. In
update-summarization, the summarization systems have to include updates over
time in certain areas to the summaries. Update-summarization is very useful for
news summarization.

4.2.2

Existing Corpora

The National Institute of Standards and Technology sponsored the Document
Understanding Conference (DUC) and later Text Analytics Conference (TAC)
conference series. DUC and TAC have been focused on news documents from 2001
until 2011. The TREC conference series5 worked on news, blogs and emails from
2013-2017. The summaries in these series vary from 10-400 words.
However, most of these datasets are heavily biased towards news documents.
In recent years, several approaches include other sources than news documents,
and the summarization of documents from several sources (i.e., heterogeneous
sources), (Falke and Gurevych, 2017; Zopf et al., 2016b; Benikova et al., 2016).
Using such datasets reflects more real-world scenarios, which can benefit from
automatic summarization.
Another major limitation is the focus on the English language, especially in
the early years of the DUC conferences. Approaches to overcome this limitation
exist: one prominent example of multilingual work from 2011 onward6 also
focused on news but includes other types such as forum and speech documents
since 2015 (Giannakopoulos et al., 2017; Giannakopoulos, 2013; Giannakopoulos
and Karkaletsis, 2011). Benikova et al. (2016) and the work we will present in
Chapters 6 and 7 include heterogeneous, non-English documents.

4.3

Automatic Summarization Evaluation

Summarization evaluation is a very complex tasks and exceeds the evaluation
with inter-annotator agreement on (gold standard) items which we described in
Section 2.2.
As we have seen in the previous section there are many different approaches to
5 https://trec.nist.gov/
6 http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr
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summarization like single-document, MDS, abstractive and extractive summarization and different types of summarization. As there is no simple gold standard and
because we are not just concerned with a classification problem, several metrics
exist. Radev et al. (2003) describe challenges for summarization evaluation that
result from this problem that range from oversimplification on the one side and
high costs on the other side. In the early DUC/TAC context, manual evaluation
showed good results but had its downsides as evaluation between annotators was
often inconsistent. Because of this, automatic measures are evaluated with their
correlation to these manual methods as well as the standard methods.
Due to this lack of a gold standard mainly in extractive summarization, quality is usually evaluated on several reference summaries. The idea is that many
summaries give a good approximation of a very good summary. In the beginning,
the methods to evaluate automatic summaries on these reference summaries were
entirely manual and produced in a Likert-style evaluation (Joshi et al., 2015). This
evaluation was mainly focused on structure but also included content and it was
employed in the early DUC versions. However, this method was very time consuming as each summary needed to be read by human experts and other metrics
were developed.

4.3.1

Manual Evaluation

Several manual evaluation scores have been used, and they were used mostly in
the early DUC conferences. We will introduce the most influential here in brevity.
Responsiveness scores were proposed to evaluate the linguistic structure and also
a summaries’ content in DUC/TAC (e.g., Dang (2005); see Owczarzak and Dang
(2009) for a discussion of different metrics including Likert scores).7 Furthermore,
several approaches evaluate summaries based on coverage between small textual
units (e.g., sentences) in manual and automatic summaries that were carried out
manually (see Lin and Hovy (2002)). These approaches relate to recall-oriented
evaluation and eventually lead to fully automatic measures, such as ROUGE
we will describe in Subsection 4.3.2. The analysis of small content units was a
promising manner to evaluate the content of summaries, and van Halteren and
Teufel (2003) proposed a metric of atomic units, so-called factoids. This method
later laid the ground for the Pyramid analysis in Subsection 4.3.3.
7 Torres-Moreno

(2014, pp. 252–253) provides details on the content rating.
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4.3.2

Automatic Evaluation: ROUGE

A need for automatic empirical methods to address the limitations of manual
evaluation methods, which were tedious and often showed low agreement (Lin
and Hovy, 2002), lead to further research on sentence overlap. A bit later, n-gram
methods were researched and reached their peak with ROUGE in 2003 (Lin and
Hovy, 2003; Lin, 2004). ROUGE was derived from an evaluation metric in machine
translation called BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and measures n-gram overlap as
either precision or recall between a system summary and reference summaries
(usually a higher number of reference summaries leads to more robust results).
The n in ROUGE-n stands for the number of words to be included to measure
the overlap. ROUGE-n achieved a surprisingly high correlation with the manual
evaluation methods (Lin, 2004), which led to the NLP community’s rapid adoption
of this evaluation method. Especially, ROUGE-2 (bi-grams) achieved a very high
correlation with the previous manual method(s) from subsection 4.3.1. ROUGE-n
is computed as:
X

X

s∈Ref erenceSummaries

gram∈S

Countmatch (gramn )

X

X

s∈Ref erenceSummaries

gram∈S

(4.1)
Count(gramn )

Countmatch (gramn ) represents the maximum amount of n-grams (gramn ) that
overlap in a summary to evaluate and a set of reference summaries.

4.3.3

Pyramid

Although ROUGE promises to automate summary evaluation, it also has some
shortcomings. First, the system can be fooled easily by a random text merely
including high-frequency n-grams from the reference summaries (Sjöbergh, 2007).
Second, it does not incorporate the semantic level of language. Already high-level
word changes are not considered and thus there is no consideration of language
beyond word level.
The Pyramid method by Nenkova and Passonneau (2004) is at the forefront of
methods that evaluate the semantic content of summaries. Identifying the smallest
meaning bearing units for a summary, so-called Summary Content Units (SCUs)
is at the core of this method. Usually, these SCUs span over a phrase with the
maximum length of a sentence. As each summary can have similar content with
different wording, the so-called Contributors to a SCUs must be identified in
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Reference summaries

Automatic summary

Pyramid with SCUs

Figure 4.2: The Pyramid method with four reference summaries

each reference summary. All Contributors to a given SCU are grouped under the
same SCU and represent the same information, and each SCU has a weight that
corresponds to the number of summaries containing it. Intuitively, SCUs with
high weight are more important for a summary than those with a low weight
because the more summaries contain a given SCU, and, accordingly, higher the
SCU weight is, the more value this information carries.
Figure 4.2 shows a pictograph Pyramid of level four which contains SCUs from
four reference summaries on the left of the Pyramid. The levels of the Pyramid
represent the weight of the SCUs and the dots in each level represent the number
of different SCUs on each level. The dots in level four represent the SCUs that
every summary contains. To evaluate an automatic summary, displayed on right
side of the Pyramid in the figure, it is scored against the Pyramid. In order to
score the summary, the SCUs in the automatic summaries must be marked and the
so called ‘‘peer score’’ calculates the overlap between the SCUs in the automatic
summary and those that are present in the Pyramid.
Following Nenkova and Passonneau (2004), the total weight of all SCUs in a
Pyramid is denoted as:
D=

n
X

(4.2)

i ×D

i=1

accordingly, the best content score (‘‘peer score’’) that a summary can reach is
Max =

n
X

i × |Ti | + j × (X −

i=j+1

where j = maxi (

n
X

i=j+1
n
X

|Ti |)
(4.3)

|Tt | ≥ X)

t=i
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4.4

Chapter Summary

In this chapter we described the development of automatic summarization and
different types of automatic summarization. Abstractive summarization of single
documents was the most common approach until the late 1990s. With the rise
of corpus-based approaches in NLP, multi-document summarization (MDS) by
sentence extraction became very feasible. Several types of summarization, such as
update-summarization etc. addressed this research area, in part because of the
problems in producing a “perfect" summary. We described common corpora to
train and evaluate summarization systems and showed that the most common
document types are news documents, which poses serious limitations to automatic
summarization. We will show approaches that go beyond news summarization in
Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
We described the difficulty of summary evaluation as there is no perfect summary (i.e. absence of a gold standard). We described the most prominent out of
many metrics that were developed for summarization evaluation: Manual metrics
were used in the beginning of corpus-based summarization. Automatic Metrics
(ROUGE) are very prominent until today despite serious downsides on content of
summaries. The Pyramid method works very well on content but is tedious due to
the time-consuming manual annotations of the Pyramids (Chapter 7 addresses
this limitation).
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II Application Scenario: Automatic
Summarization
This part of the thesis is concerned with applications in automatic summarization
and the evaluation of automatic summaries. The following three chapters present
research that mainly addresses two general limitations that are omnipresent
in the field of automatic summarization to this day. First, as briefly described
in Chapter 4, automatic summarization to this date is still heavily focused on
newswire datasets. One reason for that is that systems perform well on these
datasets. These limited datasets, however, pose limitations to the applicability
of summarization systems in the real world because the focus on this narrow
domain does not reflect datasets that people frequently encounter in the real
world. This narrow focus limits the full potential of automatic summarization
systems. Secondly, most automatic summarization datasets are still in English.
This focus on one language does not account for large parts of the world and
it is crucial to expand research to multilingual approaches and datasets. This
thesis addresses the challenge of evaluating these more heterogeneous and underresourced language datasets. Accordingly, we will present approaches to evaluate
these specific datasets. For that reason, the following chapters present datasets and
approaches which address all these limitations. We illuminate different annotation
practices and annotation scenarios that can be used for automatic summarization
and evaluation of automatic summarization – in multiple (language) scenarios.
Chapter 6 uses measures from information science as heterogeneity estimators
and Chapter 7 details the creation of a Pyramid evaluation corpus and applies an
automatic Pyramid method to this corpus. Like this, it details experiments on the
evaluation of multilingual datasets, i.e. on Spanish, German and English together
with a language-agnostic ROUGE evaluation.
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Chapter 5
Hierarchical Summarization in a
Crowd-Expert Scenario
Chapter goals
ª Create a hierarchical summarization corpus ó
ª Apply a hybrid approach with crowdworkers and expert annotators
ª Create and use a novel annotation tool
In this chapter, we show how expert annotators and crowdworkers can collaborate in an annotation setup, which is not feasible in either annotation strategy alone. Like this, we present an improved annotation strategy as we use the
strengths of both expert annotators and crowdworkers.
We present a novel approach to create summarization corpora, which can be
used to train and evaluate automatic summarization systems. For this purpose, a
large heterogeneous corpus is annotated with a hybrid approach. Crowdworkers
select important information to be summarized and, succeedingly, trained expert
annotators order this information into hierarchy trees. For that purpose we develop
a novel annotation tool. We evaluate both the results from the crowdsourcing and
expert annotation step and create a gold standard from these hierarchies.

5.1

Introduction

Automatically created summaries are most useful if they allow readers to save
time when reading long and/or many documents from a large number of sources.
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However, many state-of-the-art approaches in automatic multi-document summarization (MDS) are still evaluated on small clusters of ten to twenty short articles.
The most prominent document collections from the DUC and TAC conferences
have, for example, only about 6,700 (DUC ’04) and 17,400 (DUC ’06) tokens per
topic cluster.1 This evaluation setup does not cover the full potential of automatic summarization which could easily aggregate collections of over a hundred
documents with more than 100,000 tokens.
In some respect, the current setup is not even very realistic as the vast majority
of the available datasets cover only newswire text about a single event or entity
(Nenkova, 2005). Given a large amount of redundancy in this text type, a human
reader could read only one or two of the source documents and quickly skim over
the remaining ones to get a good overview of the article’s main event or entity
– albeit update summaries would be helpful in this situation. Even more recent
work in social media and real-time summarization is based on high-redundancy
text (Chua and Asur, 2013; Lin et al., 2016). In large heterogeneous document collections, some essential facts and arguments appear only in a few of the available
documents and are therefore missed by generic summary strategies and absent
from both automatic and reference summaries.
With increasing volume, velocity, and variety of the source documents, it gets,
however, extremely difficult to construct suitable evaluation corpora. Assuming a
reading speed of 228 ± 30 words per minute for English (Trauzettel-Klosinski and
Dietz, 2012), it already takes more than seven hours (excluding breaks) to read a
document collection with 100,000 words. It is hardly possible for an individual
annotator to stay equally concentrated for that many hours. This yields a bias
in the resulting summary, as the annotators will gradually shift their notion of
what is important – especially in heterogeneous low-redundancy texts where
the frequency of occurrence is not a good indicator for importance. Although
query-focused or aspect-oriented summaries yield a frequency-agnostic notion of
importance, the resulting summarization corpora cover only a small fraction of
the collection’s content, which makes the annotation less cost-efficient. Corpora
covering only a few narrow queries also lack the general overview of the large
variety of facets typically discussed in broad and large collections.
In this work, we propose a novel approach to create summarization corpora for
large document collections by structuring the important information hierarchically. We particularly focus on controversial topics from the educational domain,
1 http://duc.nist.gov,
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such as alternative ADHD treatments. This topic also serves as a running example
throughout this chapter as it may be viewed from many different facets (or points
of view), including ADHD prevalence, risk groups, diagnosis, nutrition treatment,
herbal treatment, hypnosis, and music therapy. We would expect this kind of
information in a generic summary of the topic. However, each facet should also
branch off and discuss the most important symptoms for affirming or excluding
a diagnosis in one branch as well as different procedures, their advantages and
disadvantages, and evidence for their effectiveness in other treatment-specific
branches. A hierarchical structure of this and similarly complex topics, therefore,
covers general information about the topic as well as detailed information on each
facet discussed in the document collection.
Methods for automatically creating such hierarchical summaries are highly
relevant to complex information-seeking processes that assist users in gaining
an overview and diving into specific facets of a controversial topic. However, we
require new hierarchical summarization corpora in order to research and evaluate
automatic systems. Our approach is suitable to create such corpora for large,
heterogeneous datasets of over 100,000 tokens spanning multiple genres (e.g.,
scientific articles, blogs, forum posts).
Our key idea is to first collect the most relevant information independent of the
actual use for the summary and then identify redundancy, granularity, and facet by
organizing the collected information bottom-up into a hierarchy. Each tree of this
hierarchy covers a different facet discussed in the document collection, including
general definitions, specific facts, and opinions. More general information resides
near the root of the tree, while more specific facts and opinions branch off to
deeper tree levels grouped by topical or argumentative strand. Within the same
hierarchy, we also mark redundant information by combining two information
nuggets in a single tree node.
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of our corpus construction approach. For the
first step, content selection, we use crowdsourcing, which allows us to process
large document collections. For the second step, we rely on expert annotators
and provide them with clear guidelines and a novel open-source annotation tool,
enabling the hierarchical organization of the content.
The scientific community can benefit from the proposed solution in multiple
ways: Our corpus of hierarchical summaries can be used as a benchmark for
automatic hierarchical summarization and information structuring methods, such
as the works by Christensen et al. (2014) and Erbs et al. (2013), where there
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is yet almost no data available. While the hierarchical structure qualifies as a
useful summary in itself, our data additionally allows us to generate textual
summaries based on different parts of the hierarchy. A particular advantage
of this approach is that we can summarize all facets discussed in a document
collection by summarizing each tree of the hierarchy individually. This will save
much time when creating large multi-faceted summarization corpora compared
to summarizing documents for a few predefined facets, as it has been done, for
example, for TAC 2010. By considering a tree’s depth, we additionally gain control
over the length and the level of detail of the resulting summaries.

5.2

Related Work

Christensen et al. (2014) propose automatic hierarchical summarization, but
they evaluated their system using an existing news dataset without hierarchical
structure and they focus mostly on the temporal clustering of news events.
Given this limited evaluation setup, we see a clear demand for new evaluation
corpora that explicitly contain a hierarchical organization of the source documents’
information and cover text types different from news. This will also bridge the
gap between research into summarization and text structuring, such as Erbs et al.
(2013); Pembe and Güngör (2010).
Zhang et al. (2017) discuss recursive summarization for online forums. They
iteratively replace parts of the discussion with summaries, yielding a hierarchy of
summaries. Our work differs in that we suggest a holistic rather than an incremental approach, which allows us to group information from discussion strands that
cover related topics. Similar to our motivation, Zhang et al. note that large discussions are hard to read and that generic summaries ignore many of the discussed
facets.
Nakano et al. (2010) focus on information credibility. They create survey
reports by asking expert annotators to highlight important information in crawled
web documents and describe its relation to a given topic. Based on the annotated
data, they formulate summaries and investigate the impact of the annotators’
information credibility descriptions on the final summary. Though they also work
with large document collections, their data is not publicly available.
Falke and Gurevych (2017) proposed concept-map-based summarization to
structure information in large document collections. Their notion of a concept
map yields a generic summary that conflates all facets into a single structure of
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about 25 related concepts. Our work differs from that, as we organize a document
collection according to the multiple facets discussed in a strict hierarchy. This
enables us to induce multiple aspect-oriented summaries at varying levels of
detail. Additionally, we do not rely on open information extraction, which would
ignore much context and abstract from complex discourse structures, such as
argumentation. Instead, we work with verbatim segments of the source texts.
Li et al. (2017) raise the issue that multi-document summarization falls short of
including varying facets in the source documents. They focus on news reports and
related reader comments and opinions, for which they observe that information
items will not be included in a summary unless they are salient – even if the
information might be interesting to readers. Li et al. (2017) also discuss comments
expressing sentiments that contradict the source documents. Our proposed corpus
aligns well with their work since a hierarchy contains both salient information
typically found in generic reports and opinionated and controversial statements
from user comments.
Query-focused summarization (Allan et al., 2008; Baumel et al., 2016) and
real-time summarization (Lin et al., 2016) are similar tasks to our work, since they
aim at summarizing a specific facet discussed in a document collection or address
the summarization of large amounts of data. Our hierarchical corpus construction
approach yields interesting evaluation data for these tasks since query-focused
summarization systems can be trained towards multiple facets discussed in a
document collection at the same time, whereas real-time summarization systems
have to decide about the importance even if they do not have access to all source
documents yet. Hierarchical summarization systems that generate a hierarchy
similar to our manually constructed ones could yield a promising solution to this
task.
So far, a lot of research in automatic summarization has been done on news
documents, which has a range of shortcomings, as discussed by Zopf et al. (2016b)
and Benikova et al. (2016). They argue that the spectrum of possible applications is
severely limited when focusing on homogeneous datasets of a single text type. Both
approaches propose heterogeneous summarization corpora of generic, text-based
summaries, which are different from our hierarchical summaries. Nevertheless,
our document collections have similar properties of incorporating heterogeneous
text types.
Borromeo et al. (2017) describe a method to distribute so-called summarization
tasks in hybrid machine-crowd-expert annotation scenarios. They apply this strat67
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Figure 5.1: Overview of our corpus construction approach for hierarchically summarizing large document collections
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egy to the summarization of movie reviews and soccer games. Annotators write
‘‘structured’’ summaries about soccer games. The authors conclude that outlines
help to summarize movie reviews while the summarization of soccer games causes
much disagreement. Unfortunately, the authors do not provide inter-annotator
agreement or a detailed error analysis. While this setup provides exciting insight
on the applicability of crowd summarization, it is entirely unrealistic in our setup.
Borromeo et al. (2017) work with single-text summaries on relatively structured
texts which can easily be read by an expert. We, on the other hand, focus on huge
document collections of heterogeneous text.
Work by Jiang et al. (2018) is loosely related to our work. While not employing
different annotation strategies, they break up the scheme of classical crowdsourcing into a workflow-based approach on targeted summarization (only focusing on
one aspect). They use the ‘‘Pin-Refine’’ step to overcome the problem of writing
summaries. However, the resulting summaries from their approach are very short.
Our goal to represent all information in the documents would require a lot of
summaries per topic using their approach.

5.3

Content Selection

Figure 5.1 shows the main steps of our corpus construction approach. In this section, we describe the content selection step, including the heterogeneous sources
we use as input data, our methodology to frame the selection of important information nuggets as a crowdsourcing task, and the analysis of the resulting
data.

5.3.1

Heterogeneous Sources

The basis for our experiment is the ClueWeb12-based focused retrieval dataset
by Habernal et al. (2016a). This dataset consists of 49 broad educational topic
clusters with about 40–100 English documents per topic cluster. The documents
are highly heterogeneous, including scientific articles, blogs, forums, personal ads,
etc. Accordingly, we find both objective facts and opinionated or controversial
content in this dataset. We remove duplicate sentences and documents and use
only sentences that are marked relevant for a given topic in the focused retrieval
dataset. This reduces the corpus from 4,820 documents with 628,026 sentences to
3,984 documents with 171,976 sentences. For our corpus, we have selected ten of
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Topic clusters

Doc.

Sent.

Tokens

Concerns about religious classes

87

7,654

210,211

School punishment policy

89

6,409

149,268

Parents of kids doing drugs

78

6,183

125,584

Children’s obesity

90

3,916

90,963

Sleep problems in preschools

86

3,119

65,216

Student loans

95

2,346

54,434

Discipline in elementary school

83

2,586

53,592

Alternative ADHD treatments

57

1,475

28,281

Kids with depressions

39

1,209

21,644

Cellphone use in schools

61

902

21,384

786

38,304

820,577

Total

Table 5.1: Overview of our document collections and topics

those broad topic clusters. Table 5.1 shows the number of documents, sentences,
and tokens in each topic cluster. While all topic clusters are much larger than
the commonly used DUC ’06 data, we sample three large (> 125,000 tokens), four
medium-sized (> 50,000), and three smaller topic clusters (< 50,000). This allows
us to analyze the scalability of our corpus construction approach.

5.3.2

Crowdsourcing and HIT Design

For the selection of important content, we use crowdsourcing. This allows us
to process large document collections by breaking down the complex task into
many small microtasks (Cheng et al., 2015) – so-called human intelligence tasks
(HITs). Since Lloret et al. (2013) report unsatisfactory results when crowdsourcing
extractive summarization, we propose a different crowdsourcing setup and further
break down the summarization task into manageable microtasks by asking the
crowdworkers to collect what they consider relevant for a summary rather than to
assess or rank the importance of each information at the same time.
We, therefore, generate HITs showing seven consecutive sentences from our
input data at a time. In each HIT, we ask the crowdworkers to mark all facts, opinions, hypotheses/statements, and claims (called information nuggets henceforth)
that they would include in a summary on the overall topic of the document collection. Our notion of information nugget is similar to previous definitions of nugget
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of a HIT for the alternative ADHD treatments topic cluster

(Voorhees, 2004; Benikova et al., 2016) and semantic content unit (Nenkova et al.,
2007). Workers should select only information nuggets of at least three words
and a maximum length of one sentence. Each nugget should include a verb and
be understandable without further context. The workers may identify multiple
information nuggets within a HIT. In case they cannot find any relevant nugget,
we ask them to describe the document’s content to avoid spammers. Below the
task description, we show two examples to illustrate the HIT.
Figure 5.2 shows a HIT for our running example. The task description is
located at the top of the page. Using the examples button, the workers can show or
hide several annotated examples to understand the task. Recurring workers doing
multiple HITs typically do not need the examples anymore, but immediately start
the annotation. They create an information nugget by clicking on its first and last
word in the text. The spanned words will then be highlighted in yellow, and the
information nugget will be listed as a relevant text segment. If workers cannot find
any information nuggets in a text, we ask them to summarize the text in two to
three keywords. This enforces involvement and prevents workers from submitting
HITs without carefully reading them.
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We determine the optimal task length, payment, and the number of annotators
in a preliminary study. We try out various HIT lengths to determine the optimal
length, comparing the information nuggets marked as relevant by both the authors
and one expert annotator to workers on AMT. As a good trade-off between the
number of HITs and the amount of work, we suggest showing short paragraphs
of seven sentences in a single HIT. For each completed HIT, we pay US$ 0.07,
which we find reasonable for a task of 60–90 seconds. The payment is high enough
to attract reliable workers, while discouraging spammers. As quality is hard to
control in a crowdsourcing setup (Bigham et al., 2015), we assign each HIT to
seven workers. We select only workers with an acceptance rate of at least 98 %, we
manually check annotations, reject work that does not meet our standards, and
block workers where necessary.
Workers should select only information nuggets that are longer than three
words, as information content on a smaller token number is insufficient for our
needs. Information nuggets should have a maximum length of one sentence and
include a verb so they are self-contained and understandable without further context. From the feedback which we received during and especially at the beginning
of this study, it became apparent that our task description was clear and precise
enough for crowdworkers to do the task in a good way.

5.3.3

Inter-Annotator Agreement

The crowdworkers marked 68,220 information nuggets in total. Table 5.2 shows
their inter-annotator agreement, computed using three commonly used metrics:
percentage agreement AO , Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss, 1971), and Krippendorff’s αU (Krippendorff, 1995) as implemented in DKPro Agreement (Meyer et al., 2014). While
AO and κ measure agreement at the token level, αU considers agreement between
spans of selected tokens (i.e., the entire information nuggets). Both κ and αU are
chance-corrected agreement metrics (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). (Section 2.2 in
Chapter 2 explains the formulas for Fleiss’ κ and Krippendorff’s α.)
The first row of Table 5.2 shows the scores for the annotator agreement between
all seven workers. The agreement is similar to previous work in summarization
Zechner (2002); Benikova et al. (2016). In the second to the fourth row, we report
the agreement for the small, medium-sized, and large topic clusters individually without noticing a clear drop in annotation quality. This confirms that our
crowdsourcing setup scales to large document collections.
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AO

κ

αU

0.664

0.149

0.201

only large topic clusters

0.691

0.152

0.222

only medium topic clusters

0.634

0.127

0.189

only small topic clusters

0.666

0.170

0.186

0.688

0.314

0.311

All crowdworkers

MACE vs. Experts

Table 5.2: Inter-annotator agreement

To validate our results, we compare the best annotations of the seven workers
according to MACE (Hovy et al., 2013) to an expert annotator, who selected
information nuggets from 322 sentences. The results in the fifth row show that we
reach relatively high agreement, with κ of 0.311 and αU of 0.314. This indicates
that the crowdworkers selected reliable information nuggets.

5.3.4

Gold Standard

Most of the 68,220 information nuggets have been annotated by just a single
crowd worker. To avoid singular nugget selections for the nonce, we consider
only nuggets for our corpus that have been selected by at least three annotators.
We remove nuggets shorter than three tokens and merge overlapping ones. This
remaining dataset has 4,983 information nuggets (7.3% of the original information
nuggets), which is a manageable size for expert annotation.

5.4

Hierarchical Ordering

After collecting the information nuggets through a crowdsourcing approach, we
structure them into hierarchies. We propose a new annotation process and a tool
supporting this process. We analyze the resulting hierarchies through of a novel
evaluation metric we call hierarchy overlap. We finally discuss the resulting gold
standard corpus of multi-faceted hierarchical summaries.

5.4.1

Expert Annotation and Annotation Tool

A hierarchy H(V , E) is a forest – i.e., a directed and acyclic graph with a set of
nodes V and a set of hierarchical relations E ⊆ V ×V . Each node v ∈ V contains one
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or more information nuggets. Thus, V is a partition of the set of all information
nuggets N with
[

vi = N

(5.1)

i∈V

Each edge (v1 , v2 ) ∈ E connects more general nuggets in v1 with more specific
nuggets in v2 discussing the same facet. There is no shared root node, so the
hierarchy typically consists of multiple facet trees. Each facet tree contains all
nuggets from one facet of the overarching topic (e.g., the prevalence of ADHD),
which branches off from general (e.g., overall average prevalence) to more specific
information (e.g., prevalence among certain age groups or regions).
To create such a hierarchy, an annotator needs to find the globally best position
within the current facet trees or start a new one. The results by Lloret et al. (2013)
suggest that this task cannot be broken down into a crowdsourcing setup without
suffering quality problems. Therefore, we hire three expert annotators from the
field of computational linguistics. This is reasonable since the amount of data that
remains after the content selection step is manageable.
To allow for an efficient annotation, we have developed a novel, lightweight,
and task specific open-source hierarchy annotation tool with a graphical user
interface. Figure 5.3 shows a screenshot. Input for this tool is a list of information
nuggets with unique IDs and additional context from the source text, in our case
the preceding and succeeding sentence.
Our tool has to fulfill several requirements. It should be lightweight and
avoid a steep learning curve for the expert annotators. Furthermore, it should be
graphically easy and adaptable, provide a quick overview and give annotators the
possibility to easily direct to areas in a graph. As all these requirements are very
task-specific we decided that an existing multi-purpose tool is not appropriate
for our task and that a tool needs to be developed from scratch. The novel tool
presents a list of information nuggets that still have to be included in the hierarchy,
and a working space displaying the current state of the hierarchy. Information
nuggets can be added as new nodes, or into existing nodes to indicate redundant information. Alternatively, the user may structure nodes both vertically by
descending salience and granularity and horizontally in new facet trees if they
discuss a new facet of the overall topic. The output of the tool is the hierarchical
structure in a simple XML file format.
Three annotators from Computational Linguistics and Linguistics are trained
to carry out the annotations. Two extensive test runs serve to test and improve the
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Figure 5.3: Screenshot of the annotation tool user interface. Area 1 is the main working
space, with two annotated facet trees. Area 2 shows the full text of the hovered nugget,
with preceding and succeeding sentences from the original document as context. Area 3 is
a list of remaining nuggets that still have to be included in the hierarchy.

tool in order to avoid potential confounds and simplify the annotations process.

5.4.2

Qualitative Analysis

For the three largest topic clusters, the annotators created hierarchies that contain
10 to 30 facet trees with an average depth of five levels. They require about six
hours on average per topic cluster. One beneficial characteristic of the hierarchical
structures is that different facets of controversial topics are naturally structured.
Thereby, the parent node represents a specific facet and the leaf nodes different
viewpoints. In the topic cluster on alternative ADHD treatments, for example, the
annotators have decided to distinguish different kinds of treatments and collected
claims and evidence which confirm or refute their effectiveness. Table 5.3 shows
the number of nodes, facet trees, and average facet tree depth of all annotated
hierarchies per topic.
Our qualitative analysis shows that annotators are able to structure the facets
of a topic in different parts of a hierarchy. Motivated by these results, we quantify
the annotators’ agreement on creating the hierarchies.
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Sleep problems in preschools

Children’s obesity

Parents of kids doing drugs

School punishment policy

Concerns about religious classes

586

408

445

1,221

796

717

Nuggets

334

521

401

415

1,033

704

705

A1

221

338

586

400

441

1,214

787

706

A2

144

204

336

507

390

434

1,132

747

711

A3

3

4

14

23

26

17

10

31

22

33

A1

25

33

13

48

44

56

60

139

29

81

A2

8

6

5

14

15

5

11

10

13

20

A3

8.00

8.50

3.00

5.13

5.92

7.35

8.80

5.35

5.45

5.42

A1

1.76

2.03

3.77

2.50

2.34

2.25

2.25

2.06

2.55

2.23

A2

4.38

6.00

4.80

3.42

4.20

8.60

4.45

7.50

6.62

3.80

A3

Depth

Student loans

341

185

143

88

Facet trees

Discipline in elementary school

235

144

88

Nodes

Alternative ADHD treatments

146

86

Topic

Kids with depressions

88

Cellphone use in schools

Table 5.3: Input nuggets, number of nodes, facet trees and average facet tree depth of final hierarchies (3 annotators per topic)
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A

A

B
D

E

H1
X
X
C

D

B

E

C

Figure 5.4: Hierarchy Overlap Examples (H1 on the left side and H2 on the right side).
See Section 5.4.3 for explanations

5.4.3

Structural Analysis

To compare two hierarchies H1 and H2 for the same topic cluster and nugget set
N , we use a modification of the taxonomy overlap Maedche and Staab (2002)
T O(n, H1 , H2 ) =

|SC(n, H1 ) ∩ SC(n, H2 )|
|SC(n, H1 ) ∪ SC(n, H2 )|

(5.2)

where SC(n, H) is the set of all nuggets contained in sub- or supernodes (the
semantic cotopy) of the node containing information nugget n ∈ N in hierarchy H.
The averaged similarity between two hierarchies is the sum of the taxonomy
overlap of all nuggets, normalized by the number of nuggets:
1 X
T O(H1 , H2 ) =
T O(n, H1 , H2 )
|N |

(5.3)

n∈N

This metric was originally developed to measure the similarity between taxonomies and ontologies. It has been used and adapted for a variety of tasks
(Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007). However, in this metric, the order of the nodes is not
important, as the metric should also compare ontologies with symmetric relations
(e.g., similar-to). In our work, the relations are strictly hierarchical. Using the
T O metric, a hierarchy H1 with edges (v1 , v2 ), (v2 , v3 ) ∈ E1 (‘‘v1 over v2 over v3 ’’)
compared to a hierarchy H2 with edges (v3 , v2 ), (v2 , v1 ) ∈ E2 (‘‘v3 over v2 over v1 ’’)
would yield a score of T O(H1 , H2 ) = 1 (a perfect match), which contradicts our
notion of a hierarchy branching from general to specific information.
Therefore, we propose our new modification called the hierarchy overlap
HO(H1 , H2 ) = a · T O(H1 , H2 )
+ b · SupO(H1 , H2 ) + c · SubO(H1 , H2 )

(5.4)
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which is the weighted sum of T O, the superset overlap SupO, and the subset
overlap SubO score. We compute SupO and SubO from taxonomy overlap T O
variants that replace the full semantic cotopy SC with the nugget set of sub- or
supernodes, respectively. Choosing the right values for the parameters a, b and c
sets a trade-off between overall facet tree content and correct ordering. For our
scenario, we create a small test case, explore different values for the parameters
and evaluate them manually. Since the partitioning of information nuggets into
facet trees is our biggest priority, we use a = 0.8 and b = c = 0.1. In this case, SupO
and SubO do not have a major impact but act as tiebreakers to ensure correct
information nugget order. The final HO score is still between 0 and 1.
As a simple baseline, we compute HO on randomly generated hierarchies for
every topic cluster, which is between 0.09 and 0.15, depending on the topic size.
In comparison, the pairwise HO of the three manually annotated hierarchies is
between 0.16 and 0.28. The higher hierarchical overlap indicates that the expert
annotators did agree on substantial parts of the hierarchies.

Hierarchy Overlap Example
Figure 5.4 shows two example hierarchies. The semantic cotopy of nugget X in
hierarchy H1 consists of all nuggets contained in sub- or supernodes of X, {A, B, C,
D, E}. The semantic cotopy of nugget X in H2 is exactly the same set. Therefore,
the taxonomy overlap of nugget X in hierarchies H1 and H2 equals
|SC(X, H1 ) ∩ SC(X, H2 )| |{A, B, C, D, E}|
=
=1
|SC(X, H1 ) ∪ SC(X, H2 )| |{A, B, C, D, E}|

(5.5)

The intersection of the respective supersets consists of only one nugget {A}; the
union has four nuggets {A, B, D, E}. The superset overlap SupO(H1 , H2 ) equals
|SupS(X, H1 ) ∩ SupS(X, H2 )|
|{A}|
1
=
=
|SupS(X, H1 ) ∪ SupS(X, H2 )| |{A, B, D, E}| 4

(5.6)

with the set of all nuggets SupS(n, H) contained in supernodes of the node containing nugget n.
Similarly, the intersection of the subsets consists of only one nugget {C}, the
union has four nuggets {B, C, D, E}. The subset overlap SubO(X, H1 , H2 ) is

1
4

= 0.25.

With a = 0.8 and b = c = 0.1, as proposed, the hierarchy overlap of nugget X equals
HO(X, H1 , H2 ) = 0.8 ∗ 1 + 0.1 ∗ 0.25 + 0.1 ∗ 0.25 = 0.85.
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5.4.4

Gold Standard

The proposed comparison metric HO enables us to create a gold standard hierarchy HG from the three manually annotated hierarchies H1 , H2 , and H3 for a given
topic cluster. In this automatic process, we consecutively add each information
nugget n ∈ N to an empty hierarchy with a greedy strategy in order to maximize
3

1X
HO(HG , Hi )
3

(5.7)

i=1

Then, we improve the resulting hierarchy with a local optimization method: We
successively remove each information nugget from HG and insert it again at the
best possible position, again maximizing equation 5.7. We repeat this process until
there are no further changes. Since this local optimization can technically run
into any (possibly bad) local optima, we analyze the effects of different random
seeds. For one topic cluster, we perform the gold standard construction with ten
differently shuffled nugget insertion orders. The normalized hierarchical overlap
to the three manually annotated hierarchies varies from 0.464 to 0.496, with
a mean of 0.481 and a standard deviation of 0.010. This shows that the initial
position within the resulting space does influence the optimization result, but the
effects are small. Therefore, we run each optimization with ten different random
P
seeds and use the result with the highest 13 3i=1 HO(HG , Hi ) as the gold standard.
In our corpus repository, we provide the Java source code of the hierarchy
annotation tool, a runnable jar-file, all manually annotated hierarchies by the
three annotators, and the gold standard hierarchies per topic in XML format. The
software is licensed under the GNU General Public License v3.0.

5.5

Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced a novel approach to construct hierarchical summarization corpora,
which enables us to summarize information from large document collections in a
structured way. The resulting hierarchical summaries can be viewed from two perspectives: The root nodes and main branches of each tree in the hierarchy can be
considered a generic summary, while each tree focuses on a specific facet discussed
in the document collection yielding multiple aspect-oriented summaries. Our corpus can be used in a variety of problem settings within the field of automatic
summarization, including table-of-contents generation, information exploration,
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structuring argumentative information, but also generic and query-based summarization. The logical next step is to use our corpus to train and evaluate automatic
hierarchical summarization systems. We are not aware of any other dataset which
can be used to evaluate all steps of such a system. Based on our annotation tool
and HIT design, our approach can be easily reused by other researchers working
on similar corpora for other domains or languages.

5.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented a novel approach to create hierarchical summaries
from a large corpus of heterogeneous documents. Our approach included two
steps. We showed that in the first step, crowdworkers on Amazon Mechanical
Turk selected important information, so-called information nuggets. In the second
step, three expert annotators created hierarchical summaries with an annotation
tool developed for this purpose. We evaluated the quality of the crowdsourced
information nuggets with inter-annotator agreement measures and showed good
results for a summarization task. The hierarchical summaries were evaluated
qualitatively as well as quantitatively with the help of an enhanced measure of the
similarity between taxonomies. The hierarchical summaries generally contained
many different subtopics. Finally, we created a gold standard of the summaries
with a set partitioning algorithm. In the next chapter, we will look at the evaluation
of summaries.
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Chapter 6
Heterogeneity Estimators for
Summary Evaluation of an Extended
German corpus
Chapter goals
ª Extend a heterogeneous German summarization corpus ó
ª Evaluate the heterogeneity of source documents and summaries with
measures from Information Theory and cosine similarity
ª Provide an approach to estimate summarization difficulty
The previous chapter was concerned with summarization and presented an
approach to create summarization corpora. In that chapter and Chapter 4 on the
foundations of automatic summarization, we described a lack of document type
and language variety in automatic summarization. This limitation also applies to
the evaluation of summaries and motivates the work we carry out in this chapter.
In this, as well as the following chapter, we are concerned with the evaluation of
such summaries.
Recent research in the area of summarization has moved beyond summarizing
single-document types, such as news articles. However, although there has been
work on summarizing blogs1 or Twitter (Louis and Newman, 2012), there are
few attempts to bring these information sources together as several difficulties
arise from summarizing a heterogeneous document cluster – as opposed to a
1 e.g.,

in the context of TAC 2008
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homogeneous dataset. It is more difficult for systems to identify essential items in
collections that deviate from well-established discourse structures, especially in
summarization.
The heterogeneity of those sources potentially influences their summarizability
and, therefore, the quality of the resulting summaries. In this chapter, we take a
closer look at these issues and their influences. We describe an approach to support
summarization evaluation based on heterogeneity estimators from information
theory, which primarily focuses on content disorder and which uses the extended
version of this corpus.
Our experiments are based on an existing German heterogeneous dataset, DBS
and we describe our extension of the heterogeneous DBS summarization dataset
with expert annotators.

6.1

Extending a German Heterogeneous Summarization Corpus

We extend an existing multi-document summarization (MDS) corpus, the DBS
corpus, produced by Benikova et al. (2016), with 20 new topics to broaden the
summarization evaluation scope. The DBS dataset is a dataset of so-called coherent
extracts. Coherent extracts ensure qualitative information selection that goes
beyond content extraction. It includes a 6-step annotation workflow, which consists
of:
1. The identification of important text segments
2. Redundancy removal and best segment selection
3. Co-reference resolution
4. Revision of text segments into full sentences
5. Ordering of sentences
6. Composing the final summary into a readable text
We gather 20 new topics in the same manner as Benikova et al. (2016) by crawling
the DBS homepage2 for heterogeneous topics. We slightly change the document
2 https://www.bildungsserver.de/
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8
12
6
14
6
9
12
10
10
11
17
13
6
10
6
13
14
8
10
202

Begabtenfoerderung

Berliner Mauer

Borderline

Christoph Kolumbus

Early Excellence

Entspannung für Kinder

Fluechltlingskinder in Kitas

Hannah Ahrendt

Inklusion und behinderte Kinder

Interkulturelle Trainings

Jugendszenen

Junge Unbegleitete Fluechtlinge

Kopftuchstreit

Maerchen

Prager Fruehling

Sexualerziehung

Studienwahl

Wikis Hochschullehre

Average per topic

Total sum

311,951

15,598

14,716

22,721

17,107

13,727

9,301

15,409

6,225

35,469

7,635

23,576

27,094

8,682

6,875

8,541

27,202

7,931

23,269

11,066

18,490

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Table 6.1: 20 new topics in the DBS corpus

14,198

710

757

1,119

808

741

407

711

265

1,491

329

1,190

1,131

352

387

429

1,146

357

977

465

830

3

ADHS

6,915

9

11. September

306

No. sums

Tokens

No. docs

Topic

Sentences

Summaries

Source documents

628

31

27

29

27

40

19

31

30

40

32

35

49

18

20

29

33

24

37

28

42

38

∅ Sentences

13,153

658

516

600

526

819

450

835

626

897

675

740

899

481

434

632

623

365

752

758

885

640

∅ Tokens

6.1. Extending a German Heterogeneous Summarization Corpus
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collection requirements and add both more documents and tokens to increase heterogeneity. Topics must have at least six documents and 6,000 tokens (compared
to three documents and 1,500 tokens). In line with Benikova et al. (2016), we
shorten document clusters to a maximum of 30,000 tokens and remove boilerplate
text with the boilerplate removal tool by Habernal et al. (2016b). Table 6.1 lists
the 20 topics along with statistics. Our addition of 20 new topics contains longer
summaries, by on avg. ∼100 tokens, longer source documents by on avg. ∼ 9,000
tokens and slightly more documents per cluster.
Three annotators from computational linguistics carry out the annotations in
the MDSwriter (Meyer et al., 2016) annotation tool. The tool reflects the annotation
workflow and enables annotators to conduct annotations across/over several
documents. The complete DBS corpus, including our extension, contains 30 topics
with 293 documents annotated by five different annotators. It contains a total of
5,219 text segments, so-called nuggets and 93 summaries.

6.2

Data Heterogeneity for Summary Evaluation

The heterogeneity of the source documents in summarization datasets potentially
influences their summarizability and, therefore, the quality of the resulting summaries. In this section, we take a closer look at these issues and their influences.
Accordingly, we should work out a definition of the term heterogeneity, which
applies to our study. Works of many authors use the term heterogeneity in one
way or another while leaving out a clear explanation of what heterogeneity is.
However, they often point to properties that are best described as diversity in the
dataset. Frequently, documents derive from a) a variety of genres, like weblogs or
twitter, where the textual content is relatively unstructured. Further, documents
come from different domains, such as educational, political, lifestyle, and news.
Datasets should also b) vary in length. All these characteristics can be combined,
as is the case in the DBS.
In this section, we want to tackle one specific aspect: how the diversity of
source documents reflects the quality of the summaries. In order to do so, we look
at various quantitative and qualitative measures of summary quality and compare
them to document collection heterogeneity.
Besides automatic evaluation methods such as ROUGE, a different research
strand into automatic evaluation methods, such as Kullback–Leibler (KL) diver84
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gence and Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence showed promising results (Louis and
Nenkova, 2009). While they do not provide as much information on the n-gram
structure as ROUGE and far from enough semantic information as Pyramid, they
can be regarded as an intermediate step between both the automatic ROUGE
and the tedious manual Pyramid evaluation. Therefore, these measures provide
good help to estimate summarization difficulty. We show that measures such as
Shannon Entropy, cosine similarity, and Jensen-Shannon divergence help identify
heterogeneous document sources and support the summarization procedure by
pointing out document clusters that are more difficult to summarize than others.
In the next chapter, we relate them to summary quality as measured by ROUGE
and Pyramid.
The major contributions of this chapter are, first, finding a quantitative notion
of what defines a heterogeneous document collection using Entropy and text
similarity measures. Second, comparing standard homogeneous datasets (DUC
and TAC datasets) with a newly created heterogeneous dataset based on measures
for content disorder such as Entropy and Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence. Furthermore, we measure the distance of both documents and summaries in several steps
using cosine dissimilarity, an inverted version of cosine similarity. This section is
organized as follows: First, it presents the related work both on summarization
and on the diversity of document collections and provides an overview of the
datasets in our experiments. The next part describes the experiments we carried
out. We show an evaluation of our dataset with standard datasets as well as an
intrinsic evaluation of our own dataset, discuss our results, sum up the findings
from our experiments, and present an outlook for future analysis.

6.2.1

Related Work

We use methods from the domains of summarization evaluation, document similarity, and Entropy, which we cover here to the detail necessary for our work.
Information theoretic metrics and cosine similarity have been used in summarization evaluation before. Lin et al. (2006) have used Jensen-Shannon (JS)
divergence and Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence to evaluate single-document
summaries of a DUC dataset. Donaway et al. (2000) include cosine similarity in
comparing content-based measures with recall-based measures and finding in
experiments on a news dataset that content-based measures could help judge
automatic summaries without relying on human reference summaries. Similarly,
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Radev et al. (2003) report similar findings on cosine similarity in experiments on a
larger dataset of news documents for single- and multi-document summarization
in English and Chinese Saggion et al. (2010) include Jensen-Shannon divergence
in an evaluation of a Multilingual dataset and found that it correlates well with
Pyramid and ROUGE scores in some parts of the dataset, leaving several open.
SanJuan et al. (2012) included KL and JS divergence to measure informativeness
on English tweets, where they use these measures for comparison with relevant
documents. Zopf et al. (2016b) measure textual heterogeneity with JS divergence
in a dataset with documents from multiple text genres in English.
Most strikingly, almost works are based on news documents. Apart from Saggion et al. (2010), they are all based on the English language, and the summaries
are shorter.
Additionally, researchers studied related aspects such as domain bias, lexical
style, topic variety, and discourse structure in the past to some extent (see e.g.,
work by Pavlick and Nenkova (2015) and Owczarzak and Dang (2011)), but they
were not yet incorporated into our work, leaving them for future work.
Entropy
Shannon Entropy is defined as
H(X) = −

X

p(X) log p(X).

(6.1)

and originates from thermodynamics in Physics, where it describes a measure of
disorder (Gibbs, 1906). It was later and adopted by Shannon (2001) for Information
Theory to represent information density. NLP uses it in various ways over the
years, such as in the Maximum Entropy methods (Ratnaparkhi, 1997) and (key)word ranking (Mehri and Darooneh, 2011; Yang et al., 2013). For our purposes
this measure provides an overview of information quantity in texts to compare in
succeeding steps with other metrics defined for deeper insight into the data.
Jensen-Shannon (JS) Divergence
formula from where- quote: JS is the symmetrical version of Kullback–Leibler
(KL) divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951), where KL divergence is defined as
DKL (P ||Q) =

1X
P
Pw log2 w
2
Qw
w∈P
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so that JS can be calculated as
1
1
1
DJ S (P ||Q) = DKL (P ||M) + DKL (Q||M); M = (P + Q)
2
2
2
1X
2Pw
2Qw
=
P log
+ Qw log2
2 w w 2 P w + Qw
Pw + Qw

(6.3)

Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence measures the overlap between summaries and a
topic cluster they are constructed from. Lin (1991) provides a detailed description
of JS. Louis and Nenkova (2013) use it to evaluate summaries without manually
created human summaries and find that JS correlates well with manual summary
evaluation scores (i.e. Pyramid and Responsiveness). Furthermore, JS predicts
scores of a similar quality than ROUGE for good summaries. Nenkova and Louis
(2008) report good results on the TAC08 dataset and show that JS Divergence well
indicates differences between two summaries. We use it to get an overview of our
data and as a baseline indicator for a more thorough analysis with the following
metrics that provide more insight into the data and, in the case of the Pyramid
evaluation (see Chapter 7) require much more effort.
Cosine Similarity
We use an inverted version of cosine similarity (cosine dissimilarity) to compare
two summary vectors, which is defined as follows:
Pn
te
i=1 ti ei
dis(t, e) = 1 −
= 1 − p Pn
pPn
2
2
ktkkek
i=1 (ti )
i=1 (ei )

(6.4)

Cosine similarity is frequently used to compare word vectors, where their
angle compares word vectors, and the resulting cosine value serves as a similarity
measure. Cosine similarity has been used for a wide range of tasks over the years.
Salton (1988) describe an early use of cosine similarity for representations of
textual data in a vector space and Rada et al. (1989) give a detailed description
for developing hierarchical knowledge bases and calculate semantic similarity
between entries (nodes in a graph) of the knowledge bases using cosine similarity.
Lee (2001) shows the effectiveness of cosine similarity for measuring co-occurrence
probabilities. Cosine similarity has been used as an evaluation metric for automatic
summarization before and showed good results (Saggion et al., 2002). Li et al.
(2006) apply it to sentence similarity and use it as a similarity measure in semantic
networks. Ramage et al. (2009) use it to support a random walk algorithm on text
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similarity. Our analysis uses a matrix transformation based on T f ∗ Idf to focus
on tokens that are important for a document’s topic.
Comparison to Other Metrics in Summarization Evaluation
A range of evaluation methods and metrics have been developed, especially in
n DUC/TAC3 context. Few of them gained widespread usage . Initially4 , summaries were evaluated qualitatively using various linguistic dimensions voted
on a five-point Likert scale (Owczarzak et al., 2012). Later, the Pyramid method
was developed, which considers content rather than linguistic quality (Nenkova
and Passonneau, 2004). Both are manual methods and involve a considerable
amount of work. Lin and Hovy (2003) develop ROUGE, which is based on n-gram
overlap, to support automatic evaluations. In their evaluations, the authors show
that ROUGE highly correlates with manual evaluations. It was later shown that
it also correlates highly with the Pyramid method. Louis and Nenkova (2008),
Owczarzak and Dang (2009) and Nenkova et al. (2007) describe positive results on
correlation of ROUGE and Pyramid over DUC/TAC datasets. However, ROUGE
still requires reference summaries for evaluation, which humans have to create
manually. Louis and Nenkova (2013) present measures such as Jensen-Shannon
divergence and Entropy to determine the quality of summaries without manual reference summaries. They find that the results correlate well with human
judgments, but that ROUGE is still superior if manual summaries are available.

6.2.2

Datasets

Our experiments are partially based on established datasets published on DUC
and TAC. Topics often reflect discussions at publication time of the documents,
such as Alcohol Tax and Hurricane Gilbert. The language is primarily English, but
in DUC04 also included Arabic5 . Additionally, we use two versions of the DBS
corpus to compare the presumably homogeneous datasets used in DUC and TAC;
the original version by Benikova et al. (2016), which we will refer to as DBS_10
and our extension, which we will refer to as DBS_30. When there is no need for
distinction between both versions we will simply refer to DBS for the remainder
of this chapter. The summaries by three or four annotators are slightly longer
3 http://nist.duc.gov
4 especially
5 We
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Dataset

Domain

Language

Topics

Docs/Topic

Size summary

DUC 01

news

en

30 – 60

10

50 – 400

DUC02

news

en

60

10

50 – 200

DUC03

news

en

30

10

10 – 100

DUC04

news

en, ar

50

10

10 – 100

DUC05

news

en

50

≥ 25

250

DUC06

news

en

50

≥ 25

250

DUC07

news

en

45

≥ 25

250

TAC08

news, blogs

en

48

10

100

TAC09

news, blogs

en

44

10

100

DBS_10

hetero/edu

de

10

4 – 14

∼ 500

DBS_30

hetero/edu

de

30

4 – 16

∼ 500

Table 6.2: Datasets, the size of each topic cluster and their respective summaries.

than the longest DUC/TAC summaries (∼500 words/summary). The topics in this
collection such as borderline and intercultural education come from educational
domain.
Table 6.2 shows the details of all datasets. The name of the DUC/TAC dataset
states the year the data comes from (e.g., DUC01 for data from DUC 2001). The
datasets sizes in DUC/TAC vary across the years from 30 to 60 topic clusters and
each cluster contains between 10 and 25 documents. The summary sizes vary
between 10 and 400 words.

6.2.3

Experiments

We use Shannon Entropy (Subsection 6.2.3), Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence (Subsection 6.2.3), and T f ∗ Idf dissimilarity (Subsection 6.2.3) to address the issue of
heterogeneity both in the corpora we use and their summaries.
Entropy
In the first set of experiments, we measure Entropy between words to evaluate
the information quantity within the documents and summaries. Datasets with
higher Entropy values contain more (and new) information. Entropy is measured
on word-level for the document collections and the summaries of the documents
from these collections. We expect a high Entropy if many different concepts are
present in a text. For heterogeneous sources with conceptual input from a variety
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Corpus

Documents

Summaries

DUC01

6.35

4.88

DUC02

6.10

3.45

DUC03

6.01

3.10

DUC04

5.88

3.08

DUC05

6.59

3.09

DUC06

6.41

3.09

DUC07

6.40

3.07

TAC08

5.92

3.34

TAC09

5.99

4.79

DBS_10

6.25

5.15

DBS_30

6.53

5.22

Table 6.3: Entropy comparison between corpora and summaries.

of documents and, thus, with a vast amount of different information, we would
expect Entropy to be high. Furthermore, because heterogeneous documents hugely
differ in text quality, we expect DBS to show high Entropy values.
Table 6.3 shows the results for eleven datasets that we use throughout the
experiments in this section. Column one shows the source documents, and column
two shows the summaries. We see that Entropy values for the various source
datasets are relatively similar. However, DBS_30 shows the second-highest Entropy
values after DUC05. DUC05 has the greatest variety of documents in the topic
clusters of the source documents. Therefore, the high number of documents
accounts for a high Entropy value. DUC04 has the lowest Entropy score and
contains only ten documents per cluster.
The third column of the table with the Entropy scores among the summaries
in the different datasets shows that the summaries from DBS_30 have by far
the highest Entropy scores. One factor for such a high score is undoubtedly the
summary length of ∼500 words. However, we consider this to be also an indicator
for text heterogeneity because the summaries in TAC09 also show a high Entropy
value, and they are a lot shorter than summaries in DBS – they only contain 100
words. Furthermore, some DUC datasets with longer summaries show a lower
Entropy score than TAC09.
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Corpus

JS mean

DUC01

0.28

DUC02

0.34

DUC03

0.39

DUC04

0.38

DUC05

0.38

DUC06

0.35

DUC07

0.35

TAC08

0.39

TAC09

0.39

DBS_10

0.27

DBS_30

0.29

Table 6.4: Jensen-Shannon divergence between corpora and summaries.

Jensen-Shannon (JS) Divergence
The experiments with JS scores show how well the information quality of the
source documents and respective summaries that we measure with Entropy overlaps. JS values range between zero and one, where zero denotes the complete
similarity of two texts. JS scores represent the the overlap of information between
summaries and their source documents as divergence. We measured this inherent
information as Entropy in Subsection 6.2.3 before. Because summarization aims
at keeping important information while unimportant information is discarded,
JS values should be lower if important information is kept than if the important
aspects are discarded during the summarization process.
Table 6.4 shows the results for the JS between the source documents and their
summaries. Although we would expect the heterogeneous DBS_10 and DBS_30
datasets to show higher JS scores, JS divergence is generally higher in DUC and
TAC datasets. This contrasts the outcome of the analysis of all DBS summaries,
where summaries better reflect differences in the document heterogeneity that
we expect. However, that both datasets with a relatively low JS score (DBS and
DUC 01) have 400+ words per summary indicates that summary length is an
important factor. A good summary should contain relevant content regardless
of the difficulty of the source material. During the creation of the summaries for
DBS_10, annotators followed very strict guidelines (see Benikova et al. (2016)).
This results in summaries that contain much of the information from their source
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documents and is thus easier to evaluate using non-standard evaluation measures
such as JS, Entropy and cosine dissimilarity. Additionally, they are better able
to match the information in extractive summaries than the information in the
abstractive summaries created during the DUC/TAC workshops. Furthermore,
a qualitative analysis discovers a high amount of domain-specific words in the
DBS documents which account for a high word-level overlap. For example we
frequently find instructions for teachers of school classes that follow the same
syntax and word-usage.
Naturally, we find the highest JS values in the shortest summaries (TAC08 and
TAC09). The summaries from DBS and DUC01 with a higher word count generally
have a lower value. We also observe a gap in the JS values between the two lowest
and the higher-scoring datasets - only DUC01 and DBS are below 0.3. JS values
for all other datasets range between 0.34 and 0.39.
We expect a high JS value on datasets with summaries with a low Entropy
score. This is the case for DUC03-DUC07.
Text Similarity
Now that we measured the information overlap between the source documents and
summaries on word-level, we calculate texts similarity using cosine dissimilarity
(inverted cosine similarity) between T f ∗Idf vectors and measure the content overlap of vector representations of the source documents and summaries6 . Table 6.5
shows the results for T f ∗ Idf cosine dissimilarity between individual datasets.
The first column (Docs whole dataset) shows the cosine dissimilarity between the
source documents of the entire dataset. We compare each document of each topic
of the corpus to each document from every other topic. The second column (Sums
whole dataset) lists numbers from the same calculation over the summaries of
the entire dataset. Accordingly, we compare each summary of each topic of the
dataset to each summary from every other topic. Column three (Docs intra-cluster)
contains numbers from a comparison of the documents within individual topic
clusters. For DBS_30 for example we compare every individual document to the
remaining 29 documents. Column four (Sums intra-cluster) lists the outcome of
dissimilarity calculation for summaries compared to one another within a cluster.
All values are mean values derived from individual comparisons. Column five
(Sums vs. docs) presents the average mean values of a comparison between each
6A

dissimilarity score of zero denotes complete similarity and a score of one denotes complete

dissimilarity.
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summary in a topic cluster with all the source documents in this cluster. ∗ marks
values that are statistically significant below 0.05 in comparisons with DBS_10
and DBS_30 and ∗∗ marks significance values that are greater than 0.1. ∗ ∗ ∗ marks
documents that are statistically significant below 0.1 in comparisons with DBS_10
and DBS_30.
Documents in TAC08 and TAC09 datasets show the highest cosine dissimilarity
values and the documents in DUC05 the lowest. dissimilarity values for the two
DBS datasets are located in the lower third of the distribution of values. They
are higher than DUC 05 but lower than the rest of the DUC/TAC datasets. In
the second column, we see that, in general, the summaries are very dissimilar to
each other, and this observation follows our expectations. The TAC08 and TAC09
summaries show the highest values again and DBS_10 and DBS_30, almost the
lowest (except for DUC01). One reason for this lies in the the domain-specific
characteristics in DBS which we already discussed in Subsection 6.2.3: many
documents in this corpus contain general information for educational purposes,
such as guidelines for teaching. Interestingly, the documents from DUC05, DUC06,
and DUC07 show an equal dissimilarity score and also contain roughly the same
number of documents per cluster (25) and the same summary size (250 words).
The documents within a cluster in column three (Docs intra-cluster) show a
different pattern. DBS datasets are the highest scoring sets. Early DUC datasets
from the years DUC01 - DUC05, as well as TAC08 and TAC09, show the lowest
values. The scores for the summaries for DBS_10 and DBS_30 in column four
(Sums intra-cluster) are the lowest. The summaries are most similar to each other.
This similarity is due to the rigorous guidelines given to the annotators during the
corpus construction. DUC03-DUC05 show the highest values. The dissimilarity
scores between summaries and their source documents in column five (Sums
vs. docs) again show the lowest values in the DBS datasets and the highest ones
for TAC08 and TAC09. DUC01 and DUC02 are also very similar to the source
documents, yet DUC01 shows a high variance within the individual values.
Furthermore, dissimilarity is considerably higher for most DUC and TAC
datasets, except for DUC06 and DUC07, and especially DUC 01 and 02 with
longer summaries are lower. DUC and TAC datasets mainly cover news articles
where the facts and events change from topic to topic. Accordingly, datasets
contain less domain-specific general information than documents in the DBS
dataset. The DBS source documents generally present the highest dissimilarity,
even within a specific topic cluster.
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Regarding dissimilarity among the summaries within clusters with each other,
we observe, that the summaries on the DBS data show the lowest dissimilarity,
indicating that the individual manual summaries are very close to each other.

6.2.4

Discussion of Results

Throughout the analysis of the datasets, we followed the hypotheses that the
DBS dataset is heterogeneous and therefore contains a lot of varying information.
We intended to prove this using different metrics that measure information and
disorder (Entropy) and information overlap (JS) as well as word similarity. Several
findings stuck out to us: First, it is possible to distinguish between heterogeneity
using Entropy. We show that the DBS is the dataset with the highest Entropy, in
both the source documents and the summaries, showing that the summaries still
contain much information from the source documents. The analysis of cosine
dissimilarity shows that documents in the topic clusters of DBS vary highly in
similarity, partly due to the presence of domain-specific words that are the same
in every cluster.
We intended to make predictions on the difficulty of summarization of heterogeneous source documents. Outcomes from information overlap (JS) show that
while documents contain much information, it is still possible to create summaries
that reflect the content. Text dissimilarity shows that the summaries are the most
similar to their source documents compared to all other datasets.
The high Entropy values in the summaries show that much information from
the source documents is still present in the summaries. We conclude that the
information in the source documents is of varying quality, and thus, the annotators
included a lot of information of mixed quality into the summaries. Qualitative
analysis of the summaries showed their topical complexity. The annotators were
able to grasp this complex information from the source documents. Furthermore,
we see that summary length influences Entropy.

6.2.5

Conclusion and Future work

In this part of the chapter, we presented methods to measure the heterogeneity
of source documents and put them in relation to their respective summaries.
We showed that we could distinguish between homogeneous and heterogeneous
datasets based on text similarity. Additionally, we showed that measures such as
Entropy, Jensen-Shannon divergence, and cosine dissimilarity could help identify
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the difficulty of formulating a summary.
The summaries focus on purely topical content which relies on a broader
context that is provided by general information on these topics. The DUC/TAC
data is always centered around specific news events, so there is less general
information in the source documents.
It would be interesting to study other aspects of text characteristics such as
domain bias and lexical style introduced in the related work section and further
similarity measures that were not covered here. Additionally, it would be interesting to incorporate the measures we presented in summarization procedures to
prove their usefulness.

6.3

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the extension of a heterogeneous German multi-document
summarization corpus with 20 additional topics and experiments with heterogeneity estimators from information theory. We used Shannon Entropy, and JensenShannon (JS) divergence to estimate heterogeneity and summarization difficulty on
the summaries and source documents and showed that these measures provide a
good indicator. Furthermore, measuring the word vector dissimilarity with cosine
similarity proved useful as well to indicate heterogeneity. The next chapter will
present an analysis of approaches with a full-fledged summarization evaluation
method, the Pyramid method, on the short version of this dataset.
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DBS_30

DBS_10

TAC09

TAC08

DUC07

DUC06

DUC05

DUC04

DUC03

DUC02

DUC01

Corpus

0.43

0.32

0.69

0.65

0.52

0.41∗

0.22∗

0.53

0.55

0.59

0.48∗ ∗ ∗

Docs whole dataset

0.81

0.74

0.94

0.95

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.93

0.89∗

0.92

0,76∗

Sums whole dataset

0.68

0.70

0.52

0.52

0.63

0.64∗

0.65∗

0.51

0.50

0.51

0.51

Docs intra-cluster

0.29

0.31

0.48

0.40

0.36∗

0.39

0.49

0.48

0.47

0.37

0.34 (p1:0.61, p2∗)

Sums intra-cluster

0.14

0.15

0.33

0.36

0.23 ∗

0.25∗

0.32

0.31

0.32

0,18

0.16∗∗

sum vs docs

Table 6.5: T f ∗ Idf cosine dissimilarity of entire corpora and summaries. ∗ marks values that are statistically significant below 0.05 in

comparison with DBS_10 and DBS_30 and ∗∗ marks significance values that are greater than 0.1, ∗ ∗ ∗ marks documents that are statistically
significant below 0.1 in comparisons with DBS_10 and DBS_30
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Chapter 7
Manual and Automatic Pyramid
Summary Evaluation
Chapter goals
ª Create a new benchmark dataset of manual Pyramid annotations on a
German heterogeneous summarization corpus. ó
ª Analyse the the evaluation quality using a ROUGE in a languageagnostic way.
ª Apply an embeddings-based automatic Pyramid evaluation method
on heterogeneous and/or non-English data.
ª Analyze the evaluation quality in comparison to language-agnostic
ROUGE scores and manual Pyramid annotations, but also in comparison to the language-dependent ROUGE scores.
This chapter describes the creation of a German summarization evaluation
corpus called DBS-eval and experiments on summarization evaluation using the
Pyramid method with the same corpus. We first describe the creation of the corpus by domain experts. We then evaluate a manual and automatic version of the
Pyramid method on the corpus and compare our results with several benchmark
corpora. These corpora include standard English news multi-document summarization (MDS) corpora from the DUC and TAC environment as well as corpora
from different languages and more heterogeneous sources from MultiLing1
1 http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/
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We create a new corpus of Pyramid annotations by expert annotators on an
MDS dataset that is heterogeneous and in German. We perform an analysis of the
manually created Pyramids and contrast these expert Pyramids with automatically
generated Pyramids in the first part of the Chapter.
In Chapter 5 we described an approach to summarizing heterogeneous documents from a large dataset. This corpus was in English. As MDS corpora are also
required for languages beyond English, we added more document- and language
diversity to this research field in the last Chapter 6 and extended a heterogeneous
German summarization corpus . In order to enhance research on summarization
evaluation, we create an evaluation corpus for summarization systems on top of
the same corpus in this chapter.

7.1

Introduction

Summarization evaluation is an inherently difficult task, as we outlined in Chapter 4. Automating the evaluation process (ROUGE) generally leads to good results
but often questionable scoring concerning the semantic properties of a summary.
The Pyramid method provides a better representation of content in this regard.
Summarization evaluation’s strong focus of on standard English newswire datasets
poses a drawback as it severely limits the capabilities of automatic summarization
systems.
So far, research in summarization was focused on summarizing clusters of
documents of the same type (i.e., only news) and mainly on English.
Accordingly, summarization evaluation was also focused on these types of data.
The Pyramid method by Nenkova and Passonneau (2004) was developed and used
within the context of English newswire summarization on DUC/TAC datasets.
In recent years the MDS corpora have expanded to include non-English data
(e.g. the MultiLing Shared Task2 as well as heterogeneous sources (e.g. hMDS and
auto-hMDS (Zopf et al., 2016b; Zopf, 2018) or even both (e.g. DBS (Benikova et al.,
2016). However, evaluation methods are still very strongly focused on the English
language. ROUGE (Lin, 2004), for example, is based on WordNet and an English
stop word list. The language-specific settings can be switched off or moved offline
using the vast parameter space ROUGE offers (Mieskes and Padó, 2019). Similarly,
metrics such as the Jensen-Shannon divergence or Kullback-Leibler divergence,
which have been used to evaluate summaries (Nenkova and Louis, 2008; Zopf et al.,
2 http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr
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2016b), can be more easily adapted to the target language if semantic resources
are available. The Pyramid method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) was initially
developed as a manual evaluation method. Studies show though that if the whole
process is automated, the correlation to human judgments drops considerably,
therefore keeping the need for high-effort manual annotations (Peyrard and EckleKohler, 2017).
Very recently, Gao et al. (2019) presented a method for automatically constructing Pyramids and calculating Pyramid scores using embeddings, reducing
the need for task-specific resources, and enabling content-based evaluation of
summaries. Their method would allow for evaluating summaries across a range of
languages independent of time-consuming manual annotations considering the
easier availability of embeddings for a given language.
In our work, we present experiments using embeddings-based Pyramid evaluations on non-English and heterogeneous data as well as language-independent
ROUGE-scores. We aim to answer various research questions with regards to using
existing evaluation metrics such as ROUGE and Pyramid on this data.

7.2

Related Work

There is a vast body of work on automatically and manually evaluating summaries.
The most commonly used evaluation method for summarization is ROUGE, which
was introduced by Lin and Hovy (2003) in 2003. As it showed a high correlation
with manual evaluation, it was quickly adopted for the DUC series and became
the de-facto standard evaluation method. ROUGE relies on counting n-grams and
calculating precision, recall, and F-measure by comparing one or several system
summaries to one or several manual summaries.
Due to the focus on n-grams, it is, however, not able to adequately judge semantically similar summaries. Therefore, Nenkova and Passonneau (2004) developed
the Pyramid method, which was introduced initially as a manual evaluation
method. Here, sentences in summaries are split into Summary Content Units for
both system and manual summaries and compared based on content. The final
Pyramid score is calculated using a weighting method, capturing semantically
similar parts of a summary.
As this is still relatively time-consuming and similar to ROUGE requires manually written summaries, thus adding to the efforts required for this method, options
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to evaluate summaries without reference summaries were explored (Nenkova and
Louis, 2008). Similar to methods proposed in the AESOP task from 2009 to 2011
(Rankel et al., 2013) none of these methods gained wide-spread use, despite various studies showing problems with ROUGE (see, for example, Graham (2015)).
Ng and Abrecht (2015) combined ROUGE scores with word-sense embeddings to improve the evaluation of abstractive summarization, but they still require reference summaries. ShafieiBavani et al. (2018) developed an automatic
embedding-based method without the need for reference summaries. However,
their method offers little information on content semantic, little traceability, and
is only complementary to existing approaches, as the authors note.
In recent years, methods to partially or fully automate Pyramid have been
developed. Passonneau et al. (2013) used manual Pyramids to score summaries
automatically. Results on automatic Pyramid construction were not convincing
and/or computationally expensive (Peyrard and Eckle-Kohler, 2017; Yang et al.,
2016b). Shapira et al. (2019) propose a lightweight method to crowdsource Pyramids which relies on sampling and uses DUC05 and DUC06 datasets, but the
resulting Pyramids only cover a small portion of the information from the original
Pyramid method. This approach would have been difficult because they impose
a strict limit on the number of SCUs, which is not possible in our setup as our
summaries are much longer than those from DUC05 and DUC06. Furthermore,
Shapira et al. (2019) rely on standard MDS datasets. Very recently, a more efficient
method has been proposed, which is based on embeddings (Gao et al., 2019).
All of the methods presented so far have in common that they have primarily
been developed and used on English data, while few attempts have been made to
evaluate non-English data. In the MultiLing task context, a method was presented
but again did not gain wide-spread use (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2011).

7.3
7.3.1

The DBS-eval Corpus
Corpus Creation

DBS, a heterogeneous dataset described in Chapter 6, is the basis for the Pyramids
annotations of the DBS-eval corpus.
We create the Pyramids according to the method detailed in Subsection 4.3.3
of Chapter 4, identifying the smallest meaning bearing units for a summary, the
Summary Content Units (SCUs).
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Figure 7.1: DUCView annotation tool with German SCUs

Figure 7.1 depicts the task-specific DUCView annotation tool which was developed to support the Pyramid method3 . It supports manual Pyramid creation
and provides a GUI to support annotators. The right area of the tool shows the
reference summaries (in our case four). The middle of the figure shows the SCUs
(and in brackets the number of contributors to the SCU). The left area displays
the summary to evaluate; the so-called peer summary.
First, annotators mark relevant text segments in the reference summaries and
group them into SCUs. Next, SCUs can be renamed and redundant information
discarded. After creating the Pyramid, we can evaluate summaries in the Pyramid
tool and obtain the Pyramid score P , which Chapter 4 details. Summaries that
are evaluated appear in the right area of the DUCView tool. In this area, marked
segments are grouped under the SCUs in the middle area if they correspond to an
existing SCU. The summary is score calculates matches of Contributors to SCUs
from the reference summaries and those SCUs which do not appear in one of the
reference summaries (see Chapter 4 for details).
The first step in adapting the Pyramid method to the German dataset is the
translation of the guidelines4 . What is more, is that we carry out several changes
to the annotation guidelines to port it to German. Modifications include the translation to German and adaptions of SCU spans to the German sentence structure.
3 the

manual is available at http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/~ani/DUC2005/DUCView/
contains the original

4 http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~ani/DUC2005/AnnotationGuide.htm
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.
Three annotators create Pyramids for the DBS_10 dataset, and the Pyramids
consist of three reference summaries for each topic. Furthermore, the annotators
score four system summaries against each Pyramid.

7.4

Pyramid Evaluation

This Section evaluates two approaches to the Pyramid method we will follow
throughout this chapter: First, it evaluates manual Pyramids from the previous
section. Second, it presents the results of an automatic Pyramid method.

7.4.1

Evaluation of Manual Pyramids

First, we describe differences between DBS-eval and standard summary evaluation
datasets from the DUC and TAC conferences. Next, we carry out a qualitative
analysis of the Pyramids and compare them to other evaluation scores on the same
documents.
Pyramid, Jensen-Shannon Divergence and Entropy between DBS-eval and Standard Datasets
Topic

Pyr

JS man

Ent man

DBS-eval

1.34

0.27

5.15

DUC05

1.90

0.38

3.09

DUC06

1.56

0.35

3.09

DUC07

2.38

0.35

3.07

TAC08

2.36

0.39

3.34

TAC09

1.89

0.39

4.79

Table 7.1: A comparison of Pyramid, Jensen-Shannon divergence and Entropy scores
between DBS-eval and several DUC and TAC datasets

In a first high-level evaluation, we compare DBS-eval to the standard MDS
datasets (DUC and TAC) from 2005 to 2009 to cover a wide spectrum (later we use
2002 and 2004 for a detailed analysis). Table 7.1 shows a comparison of the mean
Pyramid SCU weights (Pyr), as well as Jensen-Shannon divergence (JS man) and
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0.40
0.35

1.32
1.2
1.46
1.13
1.27
1.38
1.51
1.46
1.43
1.34

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

DBS-eval

0.2

0.22

0.23

0.39

0.05

0.07

0.09

0.15

0.10

0.30

0.20

R-2 auto

0.44

0.42

0.55

0.58

0.42

0.36

0.39

0.42

0.46

0.49

0.45

R-1 man

0.21

0.17

0.35

0.36

0.21

0.09

0.12

0.21

0.23

0.22

0.19

R-2 man

0.32

0.33

0.33

0.51

0.32

0.23

0.19

0.35

0.19

0.43

0.32

Pyr auto

0.27

0.35

0,27

0.18

0.25

0.24

0.31

0.33

0.29

0.26

0.28

JS man

5.15

6.09

5.40

5.38

5.57

6.66

6.79

6.42

6.48

5.82

6.41

Ent man

Edmundson as presented in Benikova et al. (2016).)

Table 7.2: Comparison of manual and automatic summaries in DBS-eval per topic (auto created with LSA, LexRank, TexRank, Luhn,

0.47

0.57

0.49

0.63

0.28

0.26

0.38

0.51

0.48

1.21

1

R-1 auto

Pyr

Topic
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Entropy scores (Ent man) on manual summaries between DBS-eval and several
DUC and TAC datasets.
The table shows that the Pyr score for DBS-eval is lower than all standard
datasets. The mean SCU weight is close to one, while most of the standard datasets
are close to or above two. As a low SCU score indicates that they contain many
different types of information , we see that this is the case for the summaries in
the entire dataset.
We compare Pyr from column 1 with the findings from cosine dissimilarity
in Table 6.5 in Chapter 6. A comparison to sums intra-cluster in column 5 of
Table 6.5, which shows cosine dissimilarity values between individual summaries
and their source documents, shows that, contrary to our expectations, DBS-eval
document sets have the lowest dissimilarity but also the lowest Pyramid scores
compared to every other dataset. One explanation for this is that DBS summaries
are comparatively long (∼500 words). So they still share a lot of word overlap even
if the contextual overlap is low. DUC06 follows our expectations, as the Pyramid
score is comparatively low and the cosine dissimilarity high. Also, the dataset with
the highest Pyramid scores (DUC07) shows one of the lower cosine dissimilarity
scores.
Next, the Pyramid annotations are compared to ROUGE scores on manual
and automatic summaries for this corpus in more detail. An analysis of several
scores to judge summary quality, such as Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence, on
both manual and automatic summaries as well as the source documents, gives
an overview of the textual quality of DBS-eval. The experiments on DBS-eval
are compared to established benchmark datasets such as those published in the
DUC-context from 2002 and 2004 to show the differences to traditional MDS
corpora.
Table 7.2, accordingly, shows a comparison of the mean SCU weight (Pyr,
ranging from 1 to n_manual_summaries) in Pyramid annotations with several
scores. Pyr is compared to a recall equivalent from peer Pyramid annotation
scores (Pyr auto, ranging from 0 to 1) on automatic summaries, as well as JensenShannon divergence (JS, ranging from 0 to 1) and Shannon entropy scores (ranging
from 1 to log2 (n_word_types)) on manual summaries. Furthermore, Table 7.2 lists
ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 recall scores (ranging from 0 to 1) on manual and
automatic summaries for this corpus. The Pearson’s correlation of the scores in
this table is 0.74∗ between Pyramid and manual peer annotations (Pyr auto),
0.65∗ between ROUGE-2 on manual summaries and -0.75∗ between Pyramid and
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Data

JS mean

DUC02

0.34

DUC04

0.38

MultiLing –EN

0.36

DBS-eval

0.27

Table 7.3: Jensen-Shannon divergence between corpora and reference summaries.

Shannon entropy. JS correlates with -0.21 and all other scores correlate between
0.5 and 0.6+ .
Table 7.3 shows JS scores between reference summaries and source documents.
As we contrast JS scores with two DUC datasets and also the complete MultiLing
dataset, differences between DBS-eval and both news based datasets become apparent, which we attribute to the heterogeneity of DBS-eval: DBS-eval shows lower
JS.5 Furthermore, JS scores in DBS-eval vary considerably between individual
topics.
Qualitative Analysis of DBS-eval Pyramids

Referring to a qualitative analysis

by Passonneau et al. (2006), topics with general ideas tend to have more SCUs,
as these concepts usually obtain higher weights. This is also the case for SCUs
that depend on the concept of another SCU. Thus, topics with SCUs that are
contextually further apart tend to have more SCUs with a lower weight. This is
the case for heterogeneous topics that involve different and more controversial
information rather than a general topic description. The mean SCU weight scores
(Pyr) in Table 7.2 show that the summaries in DBS-eval contain a lot of SCUs with
low weights, which is usual for Pyramid annotations. In DBS, we generally deal
with topics that cover different information that is often very specific and less
interconnected. For example, topic five has 192 SCUs with weight one that occur
in one of three summaries. Only 23 SCUs are contained in two summaries, and
merely three SCUs are present in all three summaries. We observe that topic five
tackles much content that is in itself unrelated to other content in this cluster,
which is a pattern also typical for the Pyramid annotation (see Passonneau et al.
(2006)). In this topic, there are many different statements of motivations towards
∗ Correlation

is statistically significant below α = 0.05.
is not statistically significant.
5 DBS-eval also shows higher Shannon entropy and higher text dissimilarity (cosine dissimilarity
+ Correlation

– see Tables 6.3 and 6.5 in Chapter 6).
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violence as well as psychological treatments, preventive measures, symptoms of
stress, role plays, concepts from pedagogy, as well as concepts from sociology
and psychology and reports of actual crimes. In contrast, topic eight has 55 SCUs
with weight one and 27 with weight two, six with weight three, and still two
with weight four. Half of the information is present in at least two summaries.
Topic eight is focused on providing help for individuals from industry seeking to
become teachers and report laws and the procedures to follow in order to apply
for candidacy. The scope of this topicis much smaller, and the content is related
on a much lower level than in topic five. The observations on mean SCU weight
are reflected in the other scores we report, and all values show the same pattern:
Topics with a low Pyramid score have a high Entropy value (Pearson’s correlation
of -0.75∗∗ ) and frequently also a high JS. The topic with the highest mean SCU
weight (topic eight) shows the lowest Entropy within all of the ten topics as well
as the lowest JS. A higher Entropy value in topic five and topic six with a low
SCU weight indicates that topics with higher information density also contain
more individual and unconnected content units that lead to a lower SCU score.
We see the highest Pyr auto score as well as the highest scores for ROUGE man
and ROUGE auto.
The low ROUGE scores for these topics for both manual and automatic summaries support this claim just as the Pyramid scores for the automatic summaries
do. The difficulties in the source documents are reflected both in the mean Pyramid and ROUGE scores for the automatic summaries. JS values are persevering the
content variations again in this analysis and undermine the good summarization of
source documents regardless of textual difficulties. Yet, the lowest JS corresponds
to a low Pyramid score, and the highest JS values come with the highest Pyramid
score.

7.4.2

Experiments with Automatic Pyramids

In the following subsection, we present the results of our experiments using English and non-English data and automatic evaluation methods based on ROUGE
and PyrEval. In order to evaluate language-agnostic ROUGE and automatic Pyramid, we carry out experiments on several datasets.
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Additional Datasets
We evaluate both language-agnostic ROUGE and PyrEval on datasets in several
languages from two sources. MultiLing Giannakopoulos et al. (2015) provides
multilingual multi-document summarization datasets based on news articles
in various languages; our evaluation is performed on English, Spanish, and in
the experiments on language-agnostic ROUGE also on French. An analysis of
language-agnostic ROUGE, PyrEval, and a discussion of results of a manual Pyramid annotation is carried out on a small, heterogeneous German summarization
evaluation dataset based on Benikova et al. (2016).
DUC

In order to evaluate the effect of removing language-specific parameters

when using ROUGE, we also use two benchmark datasets from the Document
Understanding Conference (DUC), namely DUC 2002 and DUC 2004. The datasets
consist of 60 and 50 document collections (topics) of 10 documents each. They
contain up to four manual summaries per topic cluster as well as automatic
summaries submitted at the time. This enables us to quantify the effect of the
language-specific settings in ROUGE to see whether the difference is significant or
not.
MultiLing

The datasets for each language in the MultiLing corpus consist of

15 topics extracted from WikiNews with three manual reference summaries and,
on average, 12 system summaries from 240 to 250 words. System summaries
come from five systems for Spanish and from seven systems seven for French. The
dataset also contains document sets for other languages, like Romanian, Czech,
and Hebrew.
ROUGE
Table 7.4 shows the results of experimenting with the language-specific parameters
in ROUGE6 . We report ROUGE-1 recall scores. While the ‘‘full’’ parameters
keep both stopword filtering and stemming, the language-independent setting
(langIndep) uses neither, as resources such as WordNet are not easily obtained for
most languages. Stopword lists might be easier to get, so we also compare results
6 We

used standard parameters for these experiments: n 4 -s -c 95 -r 1000 -f -A -p 0.5 -t 0 -w 1.2

-2 -4 -l 100 -a. For language-independent experiments, we dropped the m parameter for stemming,
and the s parameter for stopword filtering and adapted the length parameter if necessary.
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Data

full

noStem

noStop

langIndep

DUC 2002

0.34

0.32

0.40

0.38

DUC 2004

0.24

0.21

0.33

0.31

MultiLing

0.34

0.31

0.40

0.39

Table 7.4: Results for ROUGE evaluation with and without language-dependent settings on
two DUC datasets and the English, Spanish and French portions of the MultiLing dataset.
Bold figures indicate no statistical difference to the standard parameter settings. Due
to the small sample size, statistical significance cannot be determined on the MultiLing
dataset.

using only stopword filtering (noStem). Our results indicate that there is indeed
no significant difference between using the full feature set as opposed to removing
the language-dependent components. As stopwords are not filtered in this version,
ROUGE scores are higher as they are also counted towards the final score. We also
use the English portion of the MultiLing dataset for these experiments. We observe
that the values change similarly to the DUC datasets, with the stopwords having
the most substantial impact. Therefore, we conclude that having a stopword list
in the target language might be beneficial to the results when using ROUGE as an
evaluation metric.
Overall, we conclude that ROUGE can be used for non-English data if manual
summaries are available. It is necessary to either do the language-dependent steps
offline (i.e., outside of ROUGE) if the necessary resources are available or by
removing the language-dependent parameters.
Table 7.5 shows the results for the MultiLing Spanish and French data and the
German DBS-eval dataset. While the results for DBS-eval are considerably lower
than for French and Spanish, they nevertheless give reasonable results, which can
be used to judge a summary quality. We observe that the ROUGE results show a
higher variance between the various topics, which indicates that some document
collections are harder to summarize and/or evaluate than others.
PyrEval
The advantage of PyrEval compared to ROUGE is that it provides semantic information about the summaries. The PyrEval architecture offers several parameters:
First, the segmentation after parsing and tagging can be altered.7 Segments can
7 We
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Data

MultiLing Spanish

MultiLing French

DBS-eval

0.51

0.46

0.36

Table 7.5: ROUGE without language-dependent settings for non-English data.

be an entire sentence or more fine-grained units, such as verb phrases, which can
be used as segments for further processing in the set partition algorithm EDUA
(Emergent Discovery of Units of Attraction). EDUA creates a content model from
the vector representation of the segments. Second, word embeddings from different sources can be used. To illustrate differences in performance, we experiment
with two types of embeddings: First, multilingual fastText embeddings which
are pre-trained on Wikipedia and aligned in a single vector space and consist
of a vocabulary of 200,000 words (Conneau et al., 2017b), which we refer to as
emb_200k for the remainder of this study. Second, Bojanowski et al. (2017) provide multilingual fastText embeddings with a more extensive vocabulary size of
2 million words and vectors for each language in a single vector space, which
we refer to as emb_2m for the remainder of this study and which are similarly
pre-trained on Wikipedia. To the best of our knowledge, fastText embeddings
are so far the only embeddings which are pre-trained consistently on one text
source for different languages. The Wikipedia corpus provides a clean textual
data source with encyclopedic texts of linguistic quality similar to our datasets.
Furthermore, Wikipedia is multilingual, and therefore allows pretraining embeddings for various languages. To fully employ the lightweight approach of the
PyrEval architecture, we argue for a setup that keeps computation time-limited
and requires little expert knowledge in the language. Of course, computation time
and performance should be well balanced.
Gao et al. (2019) show that PyrEval performs well on an English benchmark
dataset (TAC 2010) and a recent dataset of English student summaries for technological topics. Therefore, this work focuses on an evaluation of non-English data.
We report quality scores (i.e., precision) as well as coverage scores (i.e., recall) and
compare them with ROUGE precision and ROUGE recall on these datasets.
PyrEval on DBS-eval We measure the performance of PyrEval on three automatic summaries from the original DBS corpus as well as one newer system
created by Zopf et al. (2016a) for the manual Pyramid evaluation with PyrEval’s
quality scoring function in the way that Gao et al. (2019) propose: We measure
Pearson’s correlation between the scores from automatic summaries evaluated on
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automatic Pyramids
System

manual Pyramids

DE-auto

DE-auto-

DE-auto-

DE-auto-

R-1 p

emb_200k

emb_2m

emb_200k

emb_2m

LexRank

0.16

0.23

0.45

0.45

0.32

Lsa

0.28

0.28

0.49

0.59

0.36

TexRank

0.15

0.18

0.36

0.38

0.32

MZ

0.23

0.27

0.47

0.51

0.26

Table 7.6: The average PyrEval quality score per system on German Pyramids.

the manually created Pyramids and those obtained from evaluating them with the
automatic Pyramids created by PyrEval. PyrEval is evaluated on DBS-eval with
the two different embeddings (emb_2m and emb_200k). In the manual Pyramid
annotation of DBS-eval, segments frequently are entire sentences. Therefore, the
entire sentence from the output of the parser is passed into the EDUA algorithm
as one segment. Table 7.6 shows the quality scores on automatic Pyramids and
manual Pyramids. The scores with emb_2m are slightly higher than those with
emb_200k.
Using emb_200k, a Pearson’s correlation of 0.75∗∗ indicates that PyrEval is
indeed capable of producing Pyramids of similar quality as our German annotators.
When we use emb_2m, computation time rises by a multiple of 10 per topic on
average for the entire PyrEval pipeline, but we reach a higher Pearson’s correlation
of 0.84∗∗ .
In general, the scores on the manual Pyramids are higher than on automatic
Pyramids as the average scores in Table 7.6 show. However, the high Pearson’s
correlation between quality scores on manual and automatic Pyramids, especially
when we use emb_2m, leads us to argue that this could be an issue of coverage.
The coverage scores tell us that the automatic summaries achieve a recall of 0.32
of the content of manual Pyramids with emb_2m; with emb_200k this number
drops to 0.28. In the automatic Pyramids, automatic summaries achieve a recall
of 0.26 of the content with emb_2m and only 0.18 with emb_200k. As we see,
manual Pyramids achieve better coverage, especially on the vectors with the
smaller vocabulary. These coverage scores across the dataset, especially on emb_2m,
reflect the outcome of the experiments on language-agnostic ROUGE-1 recall in
Subsection 7.4.2. Despite some differences in the distribution over the topics, the
coverage scores are similar to the Pyr auto scores in Table 7.2. Half of the systems
∗∗ Correlation
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that create automatic summaries are ranked equally in evaluation with PyrEval
and ROUGE-1 precision without language-specific parameters.8

PyrEval on Spanish We use summaries from the Spanish portion of the MulitLing
data from five systems and the evaluation setup with emb_200k. Table 7.7 shows
the results for each of the systems. No system scores higher than 0.25. The PyrEval
quality scores are rather low compared to those on DBS-eval, and so are the
ROUGE scores reported by Giannakopoulos et al. (2015) (ROUGE-1 precision
0.22, ROUGE-1 recall 0.25 and ROUGE-2 precision 0.08, ROUGE-2 recall 0.03
on average across all summaries). This comparison would indicate poor summary
quality. However, there were challenges in the ROUGE evaluation9 and the system
summaries were also evaluated with MeMoG, an n-gram graph method, which
correlates well with Pyramid scores and which ranges from zero to one. Some
variations in performance can occur, which depend on summary quality (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2011). The average MeMoG score across all systems
is 0.21, and it is similar to the average PyrEval quality score of 0.18.
The Pearson’s correlation between the five system summaries (we use one summary per system, even when systems provide multiple summaries) and ROUGE-1
and ROUGE-2 precision respectively is 0.65+ and 0.68+ . The Pearson’s correlation
with MeMoG is 0.47+ .The PyrEval coverage score is 0.16 and slightly lower than
on DBS-eval with emb_200k. This score corresponds to low ROUGE recall scores
Giannakopoulos et al. (2015) report but is not in line with our language-agnostic
evaluation in Subsection 7.4.2.
The findings are not as convincing as those on DBS-eval , and we do not have
manual Pyramids for this dataset to evaluate. As the quality of the Pyramids that
PyrEval produces is not entirely clear at this point, we must take into account that
the embedding-word-coverage on emb_200k might also be insufficient to cover all
information in the documents or it might not be sufficient to take entire sentences
as segments. Problems could also be in the quality of the output of the Spanish
parser.
8 Correlation
9 In

could not be calculated due to the small sample size.
a forum discussion on the MultiLing task it was noted that no adaptations were made to

deal with language-specific issues, which might explain the difference to our results.
+ Correlation is not statistically significant.
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System

ES-auto-emb_200k

MMS12

0.10

MMS2

0.25

MMS3

0.25

MMS5

0.20

MMS8

0.11

Table 7.7: The average PyrEval quality score per system on Spanish automatic Pyramids

7.4.3

Conclusion

In this section, we performed experiments to automatically measure summary
quality based on English as well as non-English datasets. The results on all evaluation methods indicate that the methods can be used for non-English data – both
for homogeneous, as well as heterogeneous datasets. What we observe, though,
is that the performance is not uniform across languages and document sets. Our
analysis of the German dataset reveals that ROUGE, as well as Pyramid and the
Jensen-Shannon divergence, show considerable differences between document
sets. The correlation between PyrEval scores on automatically and manually constructed Pyramids shows that it can be considered a reliable indicator of summary
quality.
ROUGE recall scores without language settings on the Spanish Mutliling
dataset are higher than on the German benchmark corpus DBS-eval while the
results on PyrEval scores suggest a better quality of German summaries over
Spanish summaries. Nevertheless, compared to the English benchmark data, we
observe that the differences are in line with using ROUGE on English data without
language-specific settings.
The PyrEval evaluation on German shows a high correlation between manual
and automatic Pyramids and automatic summaries, especially on a more extensive
embedding vocabulary. PyrEval quality scores show comparable results to ROUGE
precision scores in half of the system summaries, while a comparison with our
ROUGE recall scores indicates that PyrEval captures a similar amount of content in automatic summaries from four systems. The quality and coverage scores
of Spanish MultiLing automatic summaries in automatic Pyramids reflect the
ROUGE precision and recall scores reported by the MultiLing authors, whereas
the coverage is considerably lower than our language-independent ROUGE recall
score would suggest. As there were reportedly problems with the ROUGE evalua112
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tion in MultiLing, we aim to further investigate this outcome with variations of
the PyrEval setup.
We see that the results are comparable to the standard datasets when comparing the average results of the ROUGE language parameters on the German
data to the DUC data. This allows the conclusion that the methods yield comparable results on non-English data. Differences in the results need to be examined
further but are most likely due to differences in the languages. Results on the
automatic PyrEval method indicate that this method is also valid on non-English
data, reducing the need for the time-consuming manual Pyramid annotation.
Lastly, using the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence allows for evaluating automatic summaries without manual reference summaries, which is in itself also
very time-consuming. JS is higher on the heterogeneous DBS-eval dataset than on
the MutliLing and DUC datasets. Scores on individual topics in DBS-eval vary
considerably.
Future Work
The next steps involve the verification of our results on other languages, which
are, for example, available in the MultiLing data. Additionally, so-called Excellent
Articles from Wikipedia have been used for automatic summarization and allow us
to verify our results on larger datasets and other languages as well. As we only used
sentences as segmentation units so far, using a more fine-grained segmentation
method might improve results further. However, it has to be taken into account
that such fine-grained segmentation might not be applicable for a wide range of
languages.

7.5

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we created manual and automatic Pyramids on an existing heterogeneous German corpus. We detailed the creation of the Pyramids in our
DBS-eval corpus with the help of the Pyramid annotation tool DUCView by three
native German annotators. An evaluation of the manual Pyramids showed that
our heterogeneous corpus contained more disconnected information compared to
standard multi-document summarization datasets.The evaluation of individual
topics showed considerable differences between them. We showed that Pyramid
correlates well with Entropy and Jensen-Shannon divergence scores on our dataset.
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Furthermore, we detailed results from the evaluation of an automatic method to
create Pyramids. A comparison between our manual and the automatic Pyramids
showed that the automatic method could be used to evaluate the summaries from
DBS-eval. An evaluation of the same method on a Spanish corpus also showed
reasonable results. Experiments with language-agnostic ROUGE scores on Spanish,
French, and DBS-eval showed differences between the datasets.
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III Application Scenario: Text
Classification Tasks
In the last part of this thesis, we will introduce two different annotation strategies
for corpus creation on NLP classification tasks, using crowdsourcing, and active
learning with expert annotators. We use two different datasets, one of which we
newly create.
Chapter 8 details the development of a novel method to crowdsource NLP tasks
by splitting the data into different subsets and evaluates it. Different crowdworker
populations annotate these different subsets based on input data complexity. The
subsets exhibit different difficulty levels and serve to simultaneously train the
crowdworker population for succeeding subsets, which become more difficult.
The method is evaluated on an argument mining task modeled as multi-class
sentence-level classification.
Chapter 9 explains the creation of a corpus of discourse conventions from the
social sciences, the Economics of Conventions, that we build from different text
domains concerned with AI, namely research, discussion, and software development. Due to the difficulty of the labeling for this task, an active learning pipeline
is created that helps expert annotators to focus on items that are most beneficial
for the EC model. We further evaluate the predictions of a classification model
(the EC model) built on this dataset.
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Chapter 8
Argument Mining in a
Crowdsourcing Scenario
Chapter goals
ª Crowdsource datasets based on input data complexity
ª Use subsets of different complexity to select and train crowdworkers
ª Test the approach on an argument mining dataset
Crowdsourcing has a huge impact on data gathering for NLP tasks. However,
most quality control measures rely on data aggregation methods which are only
employed after the crowdsourcing process and thus cannot deal with different
worker qualifications during data gathering. This is time-consuming and costineffective because some datapoints might have to be re-labeled or discarded.
Training workers and distributing work according to worker qualifications beforehand helps to overcome this limitation. This chapter proposes a setup that
accounts for input data complexity and allows only a set of workers that successfully completed tasks of rising complexity to continue work on more difficult
subsets. Like this, we are able to train workers and at the same time exclude
unqualified workers.

8.1

Introduction

Over the last years, crowdsourcing has become ever more important to generate
training data in many research areas, including Natural Language Processing
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(NLP). However, the quality of annotations is mostly ensured by data aggregation
methods, which only come into effect after the data is annotated (Zheng et al.,
2017). As a result, annotation studies might have to be (partially) repeated to
obtain sufficient quality, which is both time-consuming and expensive. Research
in crowdsourcing only offers partial solutions to this problem.
In this work, we propose a setup that improves the quality of crowdsourced
data in terms of annotator agreement and that sets in before the start of the annotation process. This is done in order to optimise monetary reimbursement as well as
the time that both the crowdworkers and developers of a crowdsourcing study invest. We argue that training workers on items with different data difficulty is more
effective compared to existing, more simple iterative crowdsourcing processes
designed to improve data quality during the annotation process, such as Bernstein
et al. (2015). Hence, we provide a setup with three succeeding steps, where each
preceding step serves as a worker training step. Workers are trained on a task
with ‘‘easy’’ items, enabling them to complete more complex items (‘‘medium’’).
After completing the medium step, they are qualified to work on the ‘‘hard’’ items.
Workers, who do not fully complete a step have no access to more difficult items.
To distinguish easy from medium and hard items, we propose a scaled measure
for input data text complexity based on different calculations from NLP, Language
Learning, and Information Theory.

8.2

Related Work

Recently, some of the ML models which are trained on the data are adapted to
work with labels of mixed quality (Simpson et al., 2020).
In recent years researchers have put greater care towards distribution methods
for crowdwork. Borromeo et al. (2017) compare different annotation strategies of
text summarization and narration tasks. Jiang et al. (2017) analyse the influence
of variations in the task setup of crowdsourced paraphrase collection and Yang
et al. (2016a) study the influence of task complexity on the quality of crowdsourced datasets. Furthermore, Bragg et al. (2014) and Goncalves et al. (2017)
route crowdsourcing tasks based on crowdworker attributes. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no work so far that measures the effect of the input
data complexity on crowdsourcing quality.
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Measures for Data Complexity

In order to determine data complexity we use measures from three research fields.
We measure items, which consist of text segments of arbitrary length. In order to
make them applicable to a wide range of tasks, we keep the measures rather simple.
From the field of NLP we use measures for the calculation of syntax parse-tree
depth and number of noun phrases1 , the average cosine similarity of pretrained
Glove word embeddings2 between items, as well as the perplexity scores of a
language model on an item Kim et al. (2016). The character-based language model
predicts words based on character information in contrast to word-based models.
Furthermore, we measure Flesch reading level scores Flesch (1948) and syllable
count in each item (Language Learning) as well as Shannon entropy (Shannon,
2001) and Jensen-Shannon Divergence (Lin, 1991) (Information Theory) between
the items that should be labelled. We normalize the value of each measure to a
range between zero and one, add up the scores and normalize the final score again.
We use the following formulas to compute the individual scores: Flesch readingease score (Flesch, 1948) can be calculated as
!
!
total words
total syllables
206.835 − 1.015
− 84.6
total sentences
total words

(8.1)

and Flesch-Kinkaid grade-level as in Kincaid et al. (1975):
0.39 × (

totalsyllables
totalwords
) + 11.8 × (
) − 15.59
totalsentences
totalwords

(8.2)

The perplexity of a language probability model as presented in Brown et al. (1992)
can be calculated as
1

b− N

PN

i=1 logb q(xi )

(8.3)

Shannon entropy (Shannon, 2001) has been detailed in Chapter 6, Equation ??
and we use the same calculation in this chapter. Jensen-Shannon divergence (Lin,
1991) has been detailed in the same chapter in Equation 6.3. Sentence similarity is
computed as cosine similarity between the Infersent word embeddings (Conneau
et al., 2017a) of the query sentence(s) and the candidate sentence(s) of each hit. We
1 We

use the Stanford CoreNLP parser from https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP.

2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove
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medium

easy

hard

Figure 8.1: Training steps for crowd

use English word vectors that are pre-trained on Common Crawl3 (600B tokens)
Cosine similarity was used in an inverted version in Chapter 6, and we refer
to Equation 6.4. We do not include calculations for the counts of noun phrases,
syllables and word length as they are merely summed up totals.

8.4

Crowdsourcing Setup

On the basis of our input data complexity measures described in the last section,
we create different subsets of our dataset. One subset ‘‘random’’ is annotated
without any restrictions on worker qualifications and serves as one of our baselines
to compare our results. In this subset, we distribute all data without distinguishing
data points based on input data complexity. The subsets ‘‘easy’’, ‘‘medium’’ and
‘‘hard’’ are created with the help of our data complexity measures. Subsets are
separated by using three equal ranges of the complexity scores (0-0.33 for easy,
0.34-0.66 for medium, 0.67-1 for hard) to split the data into three complexity
groups. The subset which contains ‘‘easy’’ data points is the basis for the selection
of crowdworkers. To compare annotator agreement (quality), we crowdsource each
of the ‘‘medium’’‚ and ‘‘hard’’ subsets twice - with qualifications q and without
qualifications (nq). To obtain q and be allowed to work on the ‘‘medium’’ subset,
crowdworkers have to successfully complete 50% of all Human Intelligence Tasks
(HITs) on the ‘‘easy’’ subset. Annotations are accepted based on additional quality
control measures.Crowdworkers’ acceptance rate must be above 98%, they must
complete a qualification task and have annotated over 1000 HITs before.To check
for spammers during the annotation, we add a captcha after each set of ten HITs.
Work by crowdworkers that missed more than 20% of the captchas is automatically
rejected. Only crowdworkers that successfully completed one third of HITs on
3 http://commoncrawl.org/
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Experiments

HITs on AMT

agr nq / a

agr q / a

Random

250

0.41 / 5

–

Easy

250

0.4 / 5

–

Medium

250

0.4 / 5

0.5 / 4

Hard

250

0.35 / 5

0.46 / 4

Table 8.1: Results on different subsets of our annotation setup: percentage agreement agr
with and without qualifications (q, nq) and the number of annotations a by crowdworkers.

the ‘‘medium’’ subset may work on the subset that our input data complexity
measures scored as ‘‘hard’’.
An iterative crowdsourcing method we call find-verify serves as a baseline for
each step to compare our approach. Find-verify is a simplification of the find-fixverify method by Bernstein et al. (2015) where crowdworkers first find an error
or problematic instance, then fix it in a second annotation task and in the final
annotation task verify that it is correct. As the task we evaluate is simpler as the
one the authors describe, we skip the first find step. After the annotation process,
we measure percentage agreement (Artstein and Poesio, 2008) and compare this
agreement within each of the two subsets of ‘‘easy’’, ‘‘medium’’ and ‘‘hard’’ data
points to one another – the randomly annotated subset and the one filtered with
data complexity measures.

8.5

First Experiment and Results

To test our approach we use a dataset from the domain of Argument Mining created by Stab et al. (2018). With its property as a three-class sentence classification
task, this dataset is moderately difficult and provides a good testbed for our data
complexity measures. It contains sentence classifications for eight topics from
different text types. Sentences are marked as being either in support or opposition
of a given topic or otherwise non-argumentative. We crowdsource 250 different
HITs per subset. A HIT contains ten sentences. We pay workers 0.15 cent per
HIT that takes on average 1.5 min and a bonus of 1$ after each 100 HITs and
include a captcha after 100 sentences. 249 crowdworkers participated in the entire
crowdsourcing study. 14 out of 23 crowdworkers completed the ‘‘easy’’ step. Nine
crowdworkers annotated ‘‘medium’’ and eight of them qualified to annotate the
succeeding ‘‘hard’’ step. All eight crowdworkers annotated the ‘‘hard’’ HITs.
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Table 8.1 shows the results of the different steps in the crowdsourcing setup.
We observe that when we assigned qualifications q to crowdworkers based on our
proposed method for crowdworker selection and training, we reached a higher
agreement with four annotations a by qualified crowdworkers (eight in the
‘‘medium’’ subset and seven in the ‘‘hard’’ subset) than five annotations a by
crowdworkers that did not receive this qualification for subsets with the same
data complexity in both the ‘‘medium’’ and ‘‘hard’’ subsets.4 We also reached a
higher agreement with annotations by those qualified crowdworkers compared to
the baseline of random annotations. In the ‘‘hard’’ subset, the agreement between
crowdworkers with no qualifications dropped. This again highlights the value of
our approach. Enhancing this annotation step with find-verify did not improve the
baseline of the random annotations because crowdworkers always approved work
in find-verify.

8.6

Conclusion and Next Steps

We proposed and evaluated a novel method to measure data complexity aiming
to improve the quality in terms of annotator agreement as well as time- and costefficiency in crowdsourcing studies that can be used in a variety of NLP tasks..
Four annotations by crowdworkers trained on subsets of different complexity by
qualified crowdworkers (eight in the ‘‘medium’’ subset and seven in the ‘‘hard’’
subset) show higher agreement than five annotations by untrained crowdworkers.
In the future, we plan to evaluate different tasks and expand our data complexity
measures. It would also be interesting to combine a selection of workers based on
data complexity with work on task complexity such as Yang et al. (2016a).

8.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a method to distribute data to crowdworkers in a
crowdsourcing setup sorted by input data complexity instead of randomly. To
this end, we used a combination of metrics from NLP, Information Theory, and
Language Learning to measure the input data complexity. In initial experiments,
4 We

initially also collected five annotations from qualified crowdworkers, but had to exclude

one worker who annotated all HITs due to providing random annotations at a late stage of the
experiment.
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our method achieves higher agreement with four annotations by qualified crowdworkers compared to five annotations from random crowdworkers on the same
dataset. The approach in this chapter supports corpus creation methods in a
crowdsourcing scenario, proposing a novel method for annotation item selection.
In the next chapter, we will show an application of an existing method to annotate
specific items with expert annotators.
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Chapter 9
Convention Classification in a
Machine-Expert Scenario
Chapter goals
ª Create a corpus with discourse conventions from the social sciences
(the EC corpus) ó
ª Use an active learning pipeline for the corpus annotation
ª Evaluate the corpus and discuss the convention predictions of an ML
model
The last chapter showed a method to crowdsource datasets based subsets of
the data split by input data complexity. In this chapter, we apply an existing
method, active learning, to create a dataset of discourse conventions from the
social sciences, called the Economics of Conventions (EC). Using this dataset, we
aim to shed light on the interactions between humans and autonomous systems
and analyse the moral conventions, which underlie these interactions and cause
moments of conflict and cooperation. Active learning is useful on this dataset as we
require resourceful annotation effort due to the complexity of the EC annotations,
we need for our ML classification task. The Economics of Convention (EC) are
described briefly in the first part of this chapter. Next, we detail the creation of the
EC dataset using an active learning pipeline. Using the active learning method, we
annotate the dataset and train an ML model at the same time. Finally, we evaluate
the conventions that our ML model predicted on this dataset both quantitatively
and qualitatively.
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9.1

Introduction

In recent years, the AI domain has experienced an impressive growth.Whereas the
majority of the research around the concept of AI is concentrated on how to build
more precise, reliable and advanced models, the main objective of this chapter
is to analyse advancements in and discussions around AI from a social sciences’
point of view. From this perspective we examine which ‘conventions’ or moral
orders are employed during the creation of these models based on dialogue and
justifications between individual(s) and the collective. By studying the research on,
the design of, the development of and the public opinion on AI related systems,
we focus on the interim process reasoned to be a key contributor to the subsequent interactions between humans and machines. To this end, we employ the
Economics of Convention (EC) – a general social science theory – which proposes a
pragmatic and situative perspective to study coordination and conflicts, analysing
the underlying justifications and conventions. Through the theoretical lens of the
EC, we analyse how distinct moral registers represented by conventions within the
EC are reflected in this domain. Having a better understanding of the conventions
guiding the perceptions and advancements in the field of AI is considered to be a
necessary preliminary step to a) understand the conventions reflected by these
autonomous systems in their interactions with societies thereafter and b) shed
light on ongoing conflicts around transparency or human vs. AI.

9.2

Related Work

In this section, we provide a brief overview previous works related to the relevant
research areas of this chapter.
Analyses Under the Economics of Convention (EC)

Textual analyses under

the EC fo far focus on theoretical approaches: Hurni et al. (2015) apply the EC to
explain inter-organizational relationships in the coordination process of platformbased multi-sourcing in the general context of software development and Denis
et al. (2007), Gkeredakis (2014) or Kozica et al. (2014) use the EC to describe the
coordination of pluralism and contradictory strategies in organizations.
Several works that can be grouped under the broader concept of motivation include empirical analyses of different data sources; Hertel et al. (2003); Roberts
et al. (2006) do so in open source software development.
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Content Analysis of Open Source Software Development Previous studies on
GitHub include user analysis, where Chen et al. (2017) model users’ behaviour.
Furthermore, several works are concerned with repository structure. Sharma et al.
(2017) use README files to categorise repositories and Prana et al. (2018) use
ML to structure README files. Hassan and Wang (2017) identify the instructions for project in the description files of repositories. Finally, Zhang (2019)
dedicate a qualitative analysis specifically to ML and AI related repositories. To
the best of our knowledge, for the first time we categorize AI and ML related
projects based on README file content under the theoretical framework of the EC.

Content Analysis of Scientific Articles

Although there is indeed much work

in quantitative analysis on scientific articles, this body of work is mainly focused
around the extraction of various entity and relation types such as named entities
(Augenstein et al., 2017), co-references (Gupta and Manning, 2011) and semantic roles (He et al., 2018). Accordingly, previous work analysing S2 focuses on
those types (Luan et al., 2018). Although there is work on the identification of
patterns within the research community, this work is concerned with structural
analysis such as citations and gender and not with discourse patterns (Vogel and
Jurafsky, 2012). In recent work on language modeling in scientific texts, Beltagy
et al. (2019) report state of the art results on several standard NLP tasks. However,
such a model is generally not directly feasible for convention classification as this
complex task requires in depth control of the iterative labeling and classification
process.

Content Analysis of Online Discussions

are widely used to study social inter-

action. Different research communities studied a variety of aspects using textual
data from online forums and discussion sites. Topics of interest include user
interaction (Buntain and Golbeck, 2014; Glenski and Weninger, 2017) and post
popularity (Cunha et al., 2016). Bergstrom (2011) and Haralabopoulos and Anagnostopoulos (2014) focus on the content correctness.
Research with a focus on AI and autonomous systems includes sentiment analysis
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on Twitter (Manikonda et al., 2017b; Javaheri et al., 2019). Fast and Horvitz (2016)
study these aspects over time, and Manikonda et al. (2017a) focus on users of AI
systems’ privacy concerns. While Datta and Adar (2019) study inter-community
conflicts and common patterns, they define the conflicts as anti-social behaviour
and do not consider the EC theory or other types of conflicts.
Along this line, our work enhances the understanding of society’s perception of
AI through the EC framework.

9.3

Economics of Convention (EC)

Our work aims to combine the EC and the research and development of, as well
as the public opinion on AI-related methods. Boltanski and Thévenot (2006)
developed the EC as a social science theory that proposes pragmatic and situative
concepts for the sociological analysis of behaviour coordination.
It relies on so-called justifications in discussions and conflicts. This justification
framework can be used to empirically study cooperation and conflicts based on the
arguments with which we humans state and defend our perspective during a conflict. Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) develop a taxonomy of various conventions,
also called registers, for the so called ‘‘common good’’ the actors (i.e., humans)
mobilize. This common good (the benefit or interests of all) directly refers to specific perceptions of justice and fairness (Boltanski and Thévenot, 2006; Diaz-Bone,
2018). Hence, (potential) conflicts can arise when a view of the common good
based on one justification principle is criticized according to criteria that underlie
another.
Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) describe six justification registers (conventions):
the Civic, Industrial, Market, Domestic, Inspired, and Renowned convention.
Boltanski and Chiapello (2005) and Lafaye and Thévenot (1993) expand it with
two more registers: the Project and the Green register; actors use these registers
to coordinate ‘action situations’ (Diaz-Bone, 2019), where actors are not confined
to one convention but can switch between them (Da Silva, 2018).
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9.4

The EC Dataset

The dataset contains subsets from three main data sources: We study AI software
design and development in GitHub README files1 , written dialogues in research
paper abstracts in S22 , and discussions around AI in Reddit forums3 .
A keyword-list, manually created by domain experts and based on EC conventions, pre-filters documents before the annotation. After a first round of annotation, TF-IDF-based keyword-matching filters documents for common keywords
for conventions.4

Open Source Software Develpment – GitHub

The GitHub subset contains

README files of ∼8,500 AI-related projects from various popularity levels. In order to compare the use of conventions in GitHub AI related repositories with those
in non-AI related repositories, data from an equivalent number of repositories
similar to AI related topics is collected. Similarity is calculated on the basis of the
number of stars. Table 9.1 shows the no. of sentences and the no. of repositories in
the GitHub subset.

Scientific Articles – Semantic Scholar (S2)

Semantic Scholar (S2) is a search

engine for peer-reviewed articles, which provides an open research corpus with
more than 40 million papers from computer science and bio-medicine in machine
readable JSON format (Ammar et al., 2018). For the analysis of the conventions,
we select a sample of entries that appear in one of the AI conferences listed in
Kersting et al. (2019) and which are published after the year 2016. This list helps
us to analyze the use of conventions in different sub-fields of AI, such as robotics,
computer vision and natural language processing. We only select publications
from 2016 onward because during this time, research in AI and applications of ML
in particular received a significant boost with the release of TensorFlow (Abadi
et al., 2016).

Online Discussions – Reddit

Reddit involves discussions around news and

topics of general interest. The reddit subset contains textual data from so-called
1 https://github.com
2 https://semanticscholar.org
3 https://reddit.com/
4 Solans

et al. (2021) contains a detailed table of the keywords.
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Data source

Sentences

Items

GitHub AI

127,236

8,609 repositories

GitHub non-AI

71,706

5,358 repositories

S2 AI

22,742

2,954 abstracts

S2 non-AI

69,694

5,970 abstracts

Reddit AI

38,296

2,455 threads

Redit non-AI

219,916

3,875 threads

Total size

549,590

29,221

Table 9.1: Item numbers for AI and non-AI subsets from each data source. Items refer to
repositories, abstracts or threads.

‘subreddits’ (discussion comminities), where ‘r/artificial’ covers AI-related texts
and a variety of general computer-science-related ‘subreddits’ the non-AI portion.

9.5

Training the EC Model

We define the EC classification as a multi-label, multi-class ML learning task,
whereby we use a strategy called one-vs-all (Rifkin and Klautau, 2004). Accordingly, our model which consists of eight binary classifiers (one per convention).
We use a convolutional neural network (Kim, 2014) with pre-trained glove embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). Our model achieves an average accuracy of
accuracy of 83.7% across all conventions.5

9.5.1

Dataset Annotation with Active Learning

Due to the complexity of the EC, labeling the dataset demands both time and
expertise. For this reason, we implement an active learning model with a focus on
uncertainty sampling. Uncertainty sampling prioritizes correctly labeling items
based on classifier confidence. One objective is to enhance the training data by
correctly labeling items classified with a low confidence score below 0.2 and
improving classifier performance like that. A further focus is on correctly labeling
items classified with confidence close to the classifier’s decision boundary (i.e.,
between 0.4 and 0.6), and a strong focus lies on confirming the models’ belief in
items with a confidence score above 0.8). A total of 60% of the labeled samples in
5 Solans
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Figure 9.1: Active learning pipeline to collect and verify training data

our dataset come from high confidence predictions, 35% are (re-)labeled from the
low confidence predictions and the remaining 5% come from the interval around
the decision threshold.
The models are updated with an iterative active learning pipeline After each
iteration, the model is evaluated on a fixed labeled set of items of 20% of the
(growing) entire dataset. A fixed set is suitable for fast evaluation. The pipeline
illustrated in figure 9.1 includes the following steps:
(1) The classifiers are pre-trained with seed data. To this end, domain experts
labeled a random set of sentences from the GitHub subset.
(2) In the first iteration, the eight classifiers are trained with the seed data; new
labels are incorporated in succeeding iterations.
(3) The performance of the trained classifiers is evaluated on labeled data, and
they are ready for predictions on unseen data.
(4) Sentences from GitHub, S2, and Reddit are classified.
(5) The classification outputs eight confidence scores per sentence (one per classifier).
(6) The aggregated data containing sentences and the associated confidence scores
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are pushed to a centralized cloud service and consumed by our web-based
active learning tool6 . Since the labeled data should be representative of the
available unlabeled data, The active learning tool shows a histogram to provide
insight into the most beneficial areas of focus for the domain experts.
(7) Domain experts validate or relabel sentences with a confidence score or label
unseen sentences.
(8) The labeled sentence is added to the training data for the next iteration. A
separate algorithm ensures equal numbers of positive and negative examples
per classifier to avoid imbalance. Steps (2) to (8) are repeated until training
data suffices.
We ensure label quality using a Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) software7
and following the principle of deductive procedure for content analysis (Mayring,
2014) parallel to the iterative active learning pipeline approach. We ensure the
validity and reliability of the qualitative analysis using investigator triangulation.
Investigator triangulation involves the use of multiple researchers in an empirical
study (Archibald, 2016). Our investigator triangulation involves three authors
of this paper from different disciplines in the coding and labeling process and
external EC-experts, with whom codes and labels are contrasted and discussed.
The final coding iteration is performed on a random sample of 100 threads per data
set, including context information such as links to the original posts to account
for the EC’s situational approach.

9.6

Convention Evaluation

Figure 9.2 presents the distribution of both AI and non-AI related sentences
for each data subset. In general, the prevalence of the different conventions is
reasonably aligned with the estimated ones in Table 9.2 Both GitHub (AI and nonAI) and S2 (AI) show a high amount of ∼50% of all sentences in the textitIndustrial.
These results follows our expectations because GitHub consists mainly of technical
specifications and model descriptions, and the S2 subset contains research paper
abstracts describing scientific work. GitHub further contains a considerate portion
of sentences in the Market and Project conventions, where both conventions are
more prominent in the non-AI portions of the GitHub subset. We explain this
6A

Python-based interactive GUI

7 https://atlasti.com/
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Eprevalence

Convention

N

Industrial

1289

1/10

Project

521

1/100

Market

1082

1/100

Renown

301

1/100

Civic

477

1/1000

Inspired

355

1/1000

Domestic

475

1/1000

Green

280

1/10000

Table 9.2: Conventions, and number of labeled samples and prevalence per convention in
the EC dataset

with licensing issues that many repositories contain and the project-oriented
characteristics of software development.
S2 contains only a low number of Civic, Domestic, Market, Project and Renown
predictions. The presentation/focus of/on Innovative/cutting edge approaches in
research is reflected in a higher number of Inspired and the textitGreen convention
with ∼ 25% predictions indicates a substantial amount of ecologically-oriented
research paper abstracts. The Reddit subset is the most balanced one of our three
subsets of our dataset. As Reddit is discussion-based, we would expect such a
wider topic distribution. Moreover, the Industrial convention appears less than in
the other two subsets, strengthening the even convention distribution.8
Qualitative Sentence Evaluation Automatic convention classification goes beyond merely identification of relevant ‘‘convention-words’’. Correct label attribution must include the ‘‘convention-words’’, which refer to the ‘worth’ of each
convention. Additionally, and more importantly, it must include a corresponding
practical test (see Boltanski and Thévenot (2006)), which checks the corresponding
‘worth’. In the case of the Industrial convention, that is a procedural test, as any
process can be only classified as Industrial - in the sense of the EC - if it develops
or produces something efficiently and productively in a standardized way. A label
is only correct if this test is passed.
To illustrate this procedure and show the reliability of our classifiers based on
8 The

relevant section in Solans et al. (2021) contains a more detailed analysis of predictions

and co-occurences between them in each of the subsets.
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Figure 9.2: Percentage of conventions in each data subset for AI and non-AI related items
as predicted by the classifiers.

these requirements, we compare a list of three sentence pairs (one pair per data
source). The sentence pairs consist of one high accuracy (‘good example’), and
one low accuracy (‘bad example’) sentence per data source from the Industrial
convention:
S2
(1)

Graph partition can then be formulated as searching an optimal interface in the

j

node weighted directed graph without user initialization.
(2)

Effective soil mapping on farms can enhance yields reduce inputs and help protect

i

the environment.
GitHub
(3)

It is often able to determine a good approximation of the true pareto front in

j

significantly less iterations than genetic algorithms.
(4)

Full documentation is available at: docs.sypht.com repository is an apache licensed

i

java reference client implementation for working with the api.started to get started
you’ll need some api credentials i.e a ’client-id’ and ’client-secret’.
Reddit
(5)

They use it to model things like large scale particle interactions in a more compu-

j

tationally efficient way.
(6)

I would actually prefer if it generated Java code so I could tweak it by hand.

i

The ‘‘convention-word’’ ‘‘effective’’ in example (2) from S2 does not automatically imply that this sentence belongs to the Industrial convention. Simple
technical descriptions such as (4) from GitHub also do not imply any convention,
despite their technical, scientific, or industrial words. In contrast, (1) (extracted
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from S2) or (3) (extracted from GitHub) include ‘‘convention-words’’, such as
‘‘approximation’’, ‘‘significantly’’ , or ‘‘optimization’’ and refer to standardized
processes. Accordingly, they belong to the Industrial convention. The Reddit example (5) implies modeling as a central process for obtaining efficiency (corresponding with the Industrial convention), while example (6) from the same data source
does not refer to a standardized industrial process and therefore corresponds to
the Domestic convention.
We carry out several iterations of labeling, training, and qualitatively analyzing
the conventions. The analysis of sentences based on these conventions includes
context information of the coded threads to determine the ‘practical test’ and
achieve a first step in grasping the social complexity of the EC in an automated
classification.

9.7

Conclusion

In this work, we described approaches to analyze and predict conventions according to the EC. We created a dataset mainly from three text sources of scientific
research: paper abstracts from scientific conferences and software development
and analyzed the distribution of conventions in each sub-domain. We developed
an interactive architecture based on active learning both to support domain experts in data labeling and select the most valuable items to train ML classifiers.
Preliminary results on the ML classifiers trained on the EC showed promising
results. In an additional study, the results were contrasted with the results from
a classifier trained on software conventions and we have shown comparable and
understandable results on both theoretic frameworks.
This work focused on a dataset from three text sources that reflect different
perspectives on AI: those of researchers, developers and the general public. In the
future it would be interesting to study other types of interactions in data sources
such as newspapers, online videos and chats.
We analyzed items in the dataset on sentence-level. According to the EC
literature, conventions are better reflected on discussions where individuals need
to defend their positions. Future work can focus in using current shape of the EC
classifiers to analyze other data sources that, if having a conversational nature,
will be better confronting and reflecting the conventions.
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9.8

Chapter Summary

We created a corpus of discourse conventions from the social sciences (the Economocs
of Conventions (EC)) with the goal of analyzing conventions centered around Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the first time. To this end, our corpus contained three
different subsets of textual data that consist of text from research paper abstracts,
software development repositories, and online discussions. We detailed the corpus annotation with experts that used a web-based active-learning pipeline with
that we developed for this purpose. A qualitative and quantitative evaluation
of the conventions that our ML model predicted showed that the predictions
were grounded in the EC methodology. It showed differences between the subsets,
where software projects and research paper abstracts have a somewhat stronger
focus on industrial discourse conventions, and online discussions exhibited a more
balanced distribution.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
10.1

Summary and Contributions

The first part of this thesis laid out the necessary theretical background on annotation practice and theory, annotation strategies, and automatic summarization
and summary evaluation.
Chapter 2 introduced corpus annotation development and the corresponding
development of annotation schemes. Language corpora annotations generally
have developed a fragmented landscape of annotation practices, with merely
high-level formalisms. The NLP community’s focus on smaller and more machineadapted tasks focuses on simplified annotations and responds to new needs of, for
example, crowdworkers, who need concise task descriptions for micro-tasks, i.e.
concise annotation guidelines, for best results. The crowdsourcing of complicated
annotation tasks is still an early stage.
Chapter 3 describes a variety of annotation strategies with different annotator
populations. Expert annotators have traditionally annotated datasets and contributed immensely to NLP corpus production. With proper training, they are
capable of producing large, complex, and long-term datasets. However, expert
annotations are often expensive and time-consuming. Crowdsourcing as a quicker
and cheaper way to obtain annotations became popular in NLP in the late 2000s
and swiftly gained much attention.Despite its performing great in a variety of
tasks, approaches tackling complex tasks are still limited, while some tasks exceed
the scope of the crowdsourcing scenario. Expert annotators and also crowdworkers
can be supported with several machine-assisted and hybrid annotation scenarios,
such as active learning and curriculum learning.A promising scenario lies in is
combining the strengths of expert annotators and crowdworkers.
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In Chapter 4, we detailed the foundations of automatic summarization and
different modes of automatic summarization, and extractive summarization, of
single documents, and multi-document summarization (MDS) as a corpus-based
approach frequently tackled in NLP. We described common corpora to train and
evaluate summarization systems and showed that the most common document
types are news documents, which poses serious limitations to automatic summarization. Similarly to summarization, summary evaluation is an inherently
difficult task, due to the absence of a gold standard. Several metrics were and
are used to evaluate summaries: manual evaluation metrics are mainly used in
the earlier stages of summary evaluation, automatic metrics (ROUGE) are still
prominent today, and content-based methods such as the Pyramid method that is
tedious due to time-consuming manual annotations.
The second part of this thesis described applications in automatic summarization and summary evaluation. We created and extended corpora and used
automatic measures to estimate heterogeneity in source documents and automatically evaluate summaries using an automatic version of the Pyramid method.
Chapter 5 presented a method to create hierarchical summaries from a large
corpus of heterogeneous documents with a two-step annotation setup. Crowdworkers on Amazon Mechanical Turk select important information in the first
step, and three expert annotators create hierarchical summaries in the second step,
using a newly developed task-specific annotation tool. The resulting hierarchical
structures generally contain many different subtopics and can be used to create
different types of summaries.
In Chapter 6, we detailed the extension of an existing heterogeneous German
multi-document summarization corpus by 20 new topics from the educational
domain. Furthermore, we carried out experiments with heterogeneity estimators
that can be used to estimate summarization difficulty. To this end, we used Shannon Entropy, and Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence from information theory and
measured the word vector dissimilarity with cosine similarity. We showed that
these measures provide a good indicator for document heterogeneity.
In Chapter 7, we created summary evaluation annotations on an existing heterogeneous German corpus and compared an automatic version of the same contentbased evaluation metric. To this end, three German native speakers manually
created Pyramids on our dataset with a Pyramid annotation tool called DUCView.
This new heterogeneous summary evaluation corpus exhibits more disconnected
information than standard multi-document summarization datasets.The Pyra138
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mid annotations on our dataset correlate well with Entropy and Jensen-Shannon
divergence scores. Furthermore, we evaluated an automatic method to create Pyramids on our dataset and showed in a comparison of the automatic and manual
Pyramids that the automatic method could be used to evaluate the summaries
An evaluation of the same method on a Spanish corpus also showed reasonable
results. Experiments with a language-agnostic version of an automatic summary
evaluation score (ROUGE) on Spanish and French datasets as well as our dataset
showed somewhat unclear results.
The third part of this thesis was concerned with applications of methods to
create datasets for two classification tasks, testing a novel crowdsourcing method
on an argument mining dataset and using active learning with domain experts to
create a dataset of discourse conventions from the social sciences.
In Chapter 8, we proposed a method to distribute data to crowdworkers in
a crowdsourcing setup sorted by input data complexity instead of randomly
selected data. To this end, we used a combination of metrics from NLP, Information
Theory, and Language Learning to measure the input data complexity. In initial
experiments, our method achieves higher agreement with four annotations by
qualified crowdworkers compared to five annotations from random crowdworkers
on the same dataset.
Chapter 9 laid out the creation of a corpus of discourse conventions from the
social sciences (the Ergonomics of Conventions (EC)) with the goal of analyzing
conventions centered around Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the first time. To this
end, our corpus contained subsets of textual data from three different text types
(research paper abstracts, software development, and online discussions). Expert
annotators carried out the annotations using an active-learning pipeline and we
qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated the predicted conventions from a Machine Learning (ML) model trained on this dataset. The convention evaluation
showed differences between the subsets, where software projects and research paper abstracts have a somewhat stronger focus on industrial discourse conventions,
and online discussions exhibited a more balanced distribution.

10.2

Lessons Learned

During the work on this thesis we learned several things. Firstly, the annotation
studies that we carried out in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 reflected one of the predicaments of summarization: the difficulty of finding the right level of detail. The
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resulting text segments and summaries both by the crowdworkers and expert
annotators sometimes varied greatly in detail. In the hierarchies of Chapter 5
the granularity level is reflected in the number of sub-trees (each tree reflecting
a different sub-topic). One annotator produced more sub-trees than the others.
The variance also shows in the number of text segments crowdworkers identified
as relevant. The other two chapters similarly produced a considerable amount
of “relevant" information. As this is part of the “heterogeneity", it reflects the
difficult nature of summarization. We also learned how difficult the concepts of
redundancy at times was at times. We are happy to contribute to the extension
of language and document scope of genres in summarization datasets. Strikingly,
still a log of weight is put on ROUGE evaluation despite the downsides that have
been addressed several years ago. We are pleased to observe the development of
automatic content-based evaluation methods in that respect.
Secondly, during the work on this thesis, bias in NLP datasets, and broader
ethical dimensions gained much attention. While we considered summarization a
topic that we naturally assumed to be less biased, on second thought this assumption should be analyzed. How are categories of gender or ethnicity reflected in the
summaries of documents? Does ethnicity, gender, or the representation of minority
groups matter for document relevance? The discussions contained in some topics
of the dataset in Chapter 5, such as our running example ADHD, might benefit
from an analysis of such ethical concerns. Another topic in this regard is annotator
bias. We have learned that annotators identify different information as relevant,
however, did not delve deeper into an analysis of gender aspects, for example.
A further aspect we have come to appreciate is how instructions can shape the
outcome of a study. Agreement on labels should reflect the complexities of text
and meaning. Here, label diversity should be considered not as a downside but
as a benefit to research. We also followed the discussions on working conditions
and the payment of crowdworkers, and saw different concepts arise. The suggestion of universities joining forces to annotate each other’s datasets seems to be a
promising one1 .
Finally, we were really happy to see how beneficial the two-step setup of
crowdworkers and expert annotators was (see Chapter 5). While the aspects of
“human-in-the-loop" strategies has gained much attention over the last years,
we learned during the work on this chapter what we can expect from hybrid
1 http://www.gicases.eu/best-practices/uccrowd-universities-companies-

crowdsourcing
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annotation models. During our research, we saw how NLP opened up towards
more flexible annotation methods, but how little standardized procedures there
are to follow. However, we see an emerging trend, especially in crowdsourcing:
the potential of multiple hybrid scenarios is yet to be unlocked on a large scale
and stretch the boundaries of annotator populations.

10.3

Outlook

NLP put high demands toward corpus production, and especially crowdsourcing
became enormously popular over the last decade to meet these demands. However, true systematic evaluations/approaches to the field’s annotation efforts and a
systematic guideline are still missing. NLP should continue in researching strategies and reporting findings, adapted to the demands of a task, as not every NLP
task can be treated the same. We see many developments in the area of Human
Computation and intersections with NLP are confident in the merits they may
yield.
Hybrid methods are promising and can still be expanded by set-ups that could
combine labeling strategies based on ML paradigms such as active or curriculum
learning with annotation strategies. As an example, crowdsourcing by label difficulty could be combine with different active learning query strategies. This coulc
also be ombined with experts.We could alternate more between strategies, and
find empirical ways to test them to evaluate success. One very promising direction
are hybrid systems, where machines and humans interact from the beginning, in
the annotation, the learning and also explanation of predictions.
As noted above, much focus is still put on ROUGE summary evaluation despite
the downsides that were addressed several years ago. Summarization evaluation
should continue to develop content-based automatic evaluation methods such as
the automatic Pyramid evaluation.
Finally, we want to argue that datasets and ML models should reflect the real
world in all its complexity. Therefore, diverse labeling as well as diverse datasets
have great potential. As the human interaction with ML systems will grow, we
should not want to limit the ML models with narrow datasets, and continue to
expand data. This can be also achieved by de-biasing our work and including
diversity on many levels.
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